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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Few-shot Concept Induction

through Lenses of Intelligence Quotient Tests

by

Chi Zhang

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California, Los Angeles, 2022

Professor Song-Chun Zhu, Chair

Humans not only learn concepts from labeled supervision but also induce new relational

concepts unsupervisedly from observing reoccurring sequences of events. In contrast with

the abundance of tasks that challenge machines on perception, one that evaluates machines’

few-shot concept induction ability has been long overdue. To endow machines with such ca-

pability and fill the missing gap, we start with the introduction of RAVEN, a dataset based

on the cognitive study of Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM) that has proven to be effective

in measuring humans’ few-shot concept induction. In particular, we note that neural meth-

ods that are supplied with the idea of contrastive learning can significantly improve both

model performance and learning efficiency. However, completely neural methods are neither

interpretable nor performative. Therefore, we further propose neuro-symbolic approaches.

We first introduce a neuro-symbolic Probabilistic Abduction and Execution (PrAE) learner;

central to the PrAE learner is the process of probabilistic abduction and execution on a

probabilistic scene representation, akin to the mental manipulation of objects. In PrAE, we

disentangle perception and reasoning from a monolithic model. The neural visual perception
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frontend predicts objects’ attributes, later aggregated by a scene inference engine to produce

a probabilistic scene representation. In the symbolic logical reasoning backend, the PrAE

learner uses the representation to abduce the hidden rules. An answer is predicted by execut-

ing the rules on the probabilistic representation. The entire system is trained end-to-end in

an analysis-by-synthesis manner without any visual attribute annotations. While effective,

PrAE essentially turns the induction problem into abduction problem as explicit knowledge

is recruited. We then introduce the ALgebra-Aware Neuro-Semi-Symbolic (ALANS) learner.

The ALANS learner is motivated by abstract algebra and the representation theory. It con-

sists of a neural visual perception frontend and an algebraic abstract reasoning backend:

the frontend summarizes the visual information from object-based representation, while the

backend transforms it into an algebraic structure and induces the hidden operator on the fly.

The induced operator is later executed to predict the answer’s representation, and the choice

most similar to the prediction is selected as the solution. Both methods explicitly realize

the computational process of reasoning, achieve improved performance, and are more inter-

pretable and easy for debugging. However, compared to PrAE, ALANS fully implements

the induction process as on-the-fly optimization. Experiments show that the ALANS learner

outperforms various pure connectionist models in domains requiring systematic generaliza-

tion. We further show the generative nature of the learned algebraic representation; it can

be decoded by isomorphism to generate an answer. The results and analysis demonstrate

that the learned algebraic architecture facilitates relational learning and is a viable schema

for few-shot concept learning.
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Yuxin, and I usually had hot pot at home once a week when we shared food bought from

the 99 Ranch. Xu occasionally walked his dog in the yard and when he did so, we would

all stepped out of the room and played with the energetic golden retriever. Mark had been

constantly traveling across the country but when he dropped by, we would have authentic
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Chinese food that he liked. At the beginning of the pandemic, I believed I developed signs

of depression due to lack of interaction with people. Baoxiong, Sirui, Feng, Yuxin, and I

started to have virtual Friday night party, and Feng and Yuxin had a cat named Mianhua

that I could have fun with. Luckily, I recovered. Were it not for the help from my friends,

the symptoms might have become worse.

As the pandemic eased, Sirui moved in to my apartment and we regularly visited su-

permarkets together. Feng, Yuxin, Qing, Shuwen, Sirui and I later even had road trips

together. The pandemic also saw our cooking skills skyrocketing (honestly we were planning

some cooking contest when we returned to school, which unfortunately may not take place

with the entire group). Later, Lifeng introduced us to a new friend Yuxi Ma, who magically

became a significant friend of my during Ph.D. and very likely still so when I onboard my

new job.

I still remembered the night when I was about to leave Los Angeles for my internship

aboard. All the labmates in the apartment joined and everyone made their specialty dishes.

They saw me off at LAX, and I was under the impression that we would just meet in one

year.

Unfortunately, we might not meet in a short time. When I boarded the plane, I was happy

to be able to go home and see my family three years since I visited them. But unexpectedly,

that might be the last time for my friends in the coming years.

I feel sorry now not to properly say goodbye at that time. But whether or not I can see

them in a short time, I would like to say thanks for every one in the lab for creating the

most wonderful five years for my Ph.D.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Tremendous success has been witnessed over the years in artificial intelligence and machine

learning on perceptual tasks with considerable amount of well-prepared data: with sufficient

input-output labels, machine systems have managed to classify images, detect objects, gen-

erate realistic photos from text, answer questions, and play games; unsupervised methods

have even produced language models that can fluently generate reasonable human utterances

reflecting commonsense and serve as “foundation” for general-purpose learning. However,

the ability of relational induction, paramount to human core intelligence, has paradoxically

escaped under our nose. Apart from learning new concepts from supervision of input-output

label pairs, more crucially, we can induce new concepts from regularly occurring events.

While the former can be captured using function approximators like neural networks, how

to realize human-level few-shot concept induction remains a challenge for the community to

solve.

In this work, we detail a series of exploration to build machines that are capable of

few-shot concept induction.

The first challenge we met is the lack of a comprehensive evaluation benchmark for few-

shot concept induction. To fill in this gap, we first introduce RAVEN, a synthetic diagnostic

dataset for few-shot concept induction built on a popular task in IQ tests called Raven’s

Progressive Matrices (RPM). In this task, a test taker needs to first induce the hidden

relations from the limited number of context panels and use the induced relation to find

the correct answer in the missing panel. Human performance on this task is believed to be
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correlated with the general intelligence. Preliminary experiments show that existing data-

driven methods are still inferior in the task.

As a first step towards the goal, we follow the data-driven paradigm and recruit the idea

of contrastive learning to propose Contrastive Perceptual Inference Network (CoPINet).

Contrastive learning is baked into CoPINet in two levels: the module level and the loss level.

In particular, we introduce the constrast module and the contrast loss. The contrast module

first summarizes features from different choices and then subtracts the common features from

each choice. The constrast loss leverages the idea in Noise-Contrastive Estimation (NCE)

and encourages the information gap between the correct choice and a wrong choice to be

infinitely large. Experimental results show that constrastive learning improves both the final

performance and learning efficiency.

However, the CoPINet architecture does not perform any explicit form of reasoning. We

therefore introduce a neuro-symbolic method called Probabilistic Abduction and Execution

(PrAE) that explicitly models the perception process and the reasoning process. In the

perception process, PrAE uses a CNN-based neural network to detect object attributes.

The attributes are kept as probabilistic states and fed into the following reasoning step. The

reasoning engine retrieves additional knowledge to perform planning-like differentiable one-

step reasoning. It first performs inverse planning to find the hidden relations and then uses

the relations to predict the answer’s probabilistic representation. The choice most similar

is selected as the answer. We find that in experiments meaningful visual representation

emerges during joint training and we can probe into both its perception performance and

reasoning performance.

We finally introduce teh ALgebra-Aware Neuro-Semi-Symbolic (ALANS) learner, a neuro-

semi-symbolic architecture to perform few-shot concept induction. ALANS follows the gen-

eral neuro-symbolic framework of PrAE but relaxes the constraint on outside knowledge and

implements induction as on-the-fly optimization. The model is built on the algebraic repre-

sentation from the Peano Axiom and the general representation theory. In experiments, we

2



find that ALANS not only achieves the best performance in the traditional Independent and

Identically Distributed (I.I.D.) setup where the training set and the test set follow the same

distribution, but also outperform all other baselines on the systematic generalization splits.

Besides, apart from enjoying PrAE’s benefits, ALANS can also be turned into a generative

model that can directly predict the answer representation and use an off-the-shelf rendering

engine to generate the answer.

The results and analysis demonstrate that the ALANS architecture facilitates relational

learning and is a viable schema for few-shot concept learning.
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CHAPTER 2

RAVEN: A Dataset for Measuring Few-shot Concept

Induction

Dramatic progress has been witnessed in basic vision tasks involving low-level perception,

such as object recognition, detection, and tracking. Unfortunately, there is still an enormous

performance gap between artificial vision systems and human intelligence in terms of higher-

level vision problems, especially ones involving reasoning. Earlier attempts in equipping

machines with high-level reasoning have hovered around Visual Question Answering (VQA),

one typical task associating vision and language understanding. In this work, we propose

a new dataset, built in the context of RPM and aimed at lifting machine intelligence by

associating vision with structural, relational, and analogical reasoning in a hierarchical rep-

resentation. Unlike previous works in measuring abstract reasoning using RPM, we establish

a semantic link between vision and reasoning by providing structure representation. This

addition enables a new type of abstract reasoning by jointly operating on the structure rep-

resentation. Machine reasoning ability using modern computer vision is evaluated in this

newly proposed dataset. Additionally, we also provide human performance as a reference.

Finally, we show consistent improvement across all models by incorporating a simple neural

module that combines visual understanding and structure reasoning.
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2.1 Introduction

The study of vision must therefore include not only the study of how to extract

from images . . . , but also an inquiry into the nature of the internal representations

by which we capture this information and thus make it available as a basis for

decisions about our thoughts and actions.

— David Marr, 1982 [Mar82]

Computer vision has a wide spectrum of tasks. Some computer vision problems are

clearly purely visual, “capturing” the visual information process; for instance, filters in

early vision [CR68], primal sketch [GZW07] as the intermediate representation, and Gestalt

laws [KK79] as the perceptual organization. In contrast, some other vision problems have

trivialized requirements for perceiving the image, but engage more generalized problem-

solving in terms of relational and/or analogical visual reasoning [HHT96]. In such cases, the

vision component becomes the “basis for decisions about our thoughts and actions”.

Currently, the majority of the computer vision tasks focus on “capturing” the visual in-

formation process; few lines of work focus on the later part—the relational and/or analogical

visual reasoning. One existing line of work in equipping artificial systems with reasoning abil-

ity hovers around Visual Question Answering (VQA) [AAL15, JHM17a, RKZ15, YWG18,

ZGB16]. However, the reasoning skills required in VQA lie only at the periphery of the

cognitive ability test circle [CJS90]. To push the limit of computer vision or more broadly

speaking, Artificial Intelligence (AI), towards the center of cognitive ability test circle, we

need a test originally designed for measuring human’s intelligence to challenge, debug, and

improve the current artificial systems.

A surprisingly effective ability test of human visual reasoning has been developed and

identified as the Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM) [KMG13, Rav38, SCS13], which is

widely accepted and believed to be highly correlated with real intelligence [CJS90]. Unlike

VQA, RPM lies directly at the center of human intelligence [CJS90], is diagnostic of abstract
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Figure 2.1: (a) An example RPM. One is asked to select an image that best completes

the problem matrix, following the structural and analogical relations. Each image has an

underlying structure. (b) Specifically in this problem, it is an inside-outside structure in

which the outside component is a layout with a single centered object and the inside

component is a 2 ˆ 2 grid layout. Details in Fig. 2.2. (c) lists the rules for (a). The

compositional nature of the rules makes this problem a difficult one. The correct answer is

7.

and structural reasoning ability [EKM84], and characterizes the defining feature of high-level

intelligence, i.e., fluid intelligence [JBJ08].

Fig. 2.1 shows an example of RPM problem together with its structure representation.

Provided two rows of figures consisting of visually simple elements, one must efficiently

derive the correct image structure (Fig. 2.1(b)) and the underlying rules (Fig. 2.1(c)) to

jointly reason about a candidate image that best completes the problem matrix. In terms of

levels of reasoning required, RPM is arguably harder compared to VQA:

‚ Unlike VQA where natural language questions usually imply what to pay attention to in

the image, RPM relies merely on visual clues provided in the matrix and the correspondence
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problem itself, i.e., finding the correct level of attributes to encode, is already a major

factor distinguishing populations of different intelligence [CJS90].

‚ While VQA only requires spatial and semantic understanding, RPM needs joint spatial-

temporal reasoning in the problem matrix and the answer set. The limit of short-term

memory, the ability of analogy, and the discovery of the structure have to be taken into

consideration.

‚ Structures in RPM make the compositions of rules much more complicated. Unlike VQA

whose questions only encode relatively simple first-order reasoning, RPM usually includes

more sophisticated logic, even with recursions. By composing different rules at various

levels, the reasoning progress can be extremely difficult.

To push the limit of current vision systems’ reasoning ability, we generate a new dataset

to promote further research in this area. We refer to this dataset as the Relational and

Analogical Visual rEasoNing dataset (RAVEN) in homage to John Raven for the pioneering

work in the creation of the original RPM [Rav38]. In summary:

‚ RAVEN consists of 1, 120, 000 images and 70, 000 RPM problems, equally distributed in

7 distinct figure configurations.

‚ Each problem has 16 tree-structure annotations, totaling up to 1, 120, 000 structural labels

in the entire dataset.

‚ We design 5 rule-governing attributes and 2 noise attributes. Each rule-governing attribute

goes over one of 4 rules, and objects in the same component share the same set of rules,

making in total 440, 000 rule annotations and an average of 6.29 rules per problem.

The RAVEN dataset is designed inherently to be light in visual recognition and heavy in

reasoning. Each image only contains a limited set of simple gray-scale objects with clear-cut

boundaries and no occlusion. In the meantime, rules are applied row-wise, and there could

be one rule for each attribute, attacking visual systems’ major weaknesses in short-term

memory and compositional reasoning [JHM17a].

An obvious paradox is: in this innately compositional and structured RPM problem,

7



no annotations of structures are available in previous works (e.g ., [BHS18, WS15]). Hence,

we set out to establish a semantic link between visual reasoning and structure reasoning in

RPM. We ground each problem instance to a sentence derived from an Attributed Stochastic

Image Grammar (A-SIG) [Fu74, LWP09, PZ15, WXZ07, ZWZ16, ZM07] and decompose the

data generation process into two stages: the first stage samples a sentence from a pre-defined

A-SIG and the second stage renders an image based on the sentence. This structured design

makes the dataset very diverse and easily extendable, enabling generalization tests in different

figure configurations. More importantly, the data generation pipeline naturally provides us

with abundant dense annotations, especially the structure in the image space. This semantic

link between vision and structure representation opens new possibilities by breaking down the

problem into image understanding and tree- or graph-level reasoning [KW16, TSM15]. As

shown in Sec. 2.6, we empirically demonstrate that models with a simple structure reasoning

module to incorporate both vision-level understanding and structure-level reasoning would

notably improve their performance in RPM.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2.2, we discuss related work in visual

reasoning and computational efforts in RPM. Sec. 2.3 is devoted to a detailed description

of the RAVEN dataset generation process, with Sec. 2.4 benchmarking human performance

and comparing RAVEN with a previous RPM dataset. In Sec. 2.5, we propose a simple

extension to existing models that incorporates vision understanding and structure reasoning.

All baseline models and the proposed extensions are evaluated in Sec. 2.6. The notable gap

between human subjects (84%) and vision systems (59%) calls for further research into this

problem. We hope RAVEN could contribute to the long-standing effort in human-level

reasoning AI.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Uad/anDlQ6UUS83mw0Oc/Ox6uFw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlQkljESFRRXYaKCNoKIMgDymxovNlnZxyfuhuDyWy/Cs0FCBEy4/Q8TdcEheQMNJKo5ld7e4EqeAKXffb2tjc2t7ZLe2V9w8Oj47tk0pbJVoyaLFEJLIbUAWCx9BCjgK6qQQaBQI6weR27neeQCqexI84S8GP6CjmIWcUjTSwK32EKSJmDyg1Qy0hH9hVt+Yu4KwTryBVUqA5sL/6w4TpCGJkgirV89wU/YxK5ExAXu5rBSllEzqCnqExjUD52eL23LkwytAJE2kqRmeh/p7IaKTULApMZ0RxrFa9ufif19MYXvsZj1ONELPlolALBxNnHoQz5BIYipkhlElubnXYmErK0MRVNiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775ebdwUcZTIGTknl8QjV6RB7kiTtAgjU/JMXsmblVsv1rv1sWzdsIqZU/IH1ucPOOuVLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Uad/anDlQ6UUS83mw0Oc/Ox6uFw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlQkljESFRRXYaKCNoKIMgDymxovNlnZxyfuhuDyWy/Cs0FCBEy4/Q8TdcEheQMNJKo5ld7e4EqeAKXffb2tjc2t7ZLe2V9w8Oj47tk0pbJVoyaLFEJLIbUAWCx9BCjgK6qQQaBQI6weR27neeQCqexI84S8GP6CjmIWcUjTSwK32EKSJmDyg1Qy0hH9hVt+Yu4KwTryBVUqA5sL/6w4TpCGJkgirV89wU/YxK5ExAXu5rBSllEzqCnqExjUD52eL23LkwytAJE2kqRmeh/p7IaKTULApMZ0RxrFa9ufif19MYXvsZj1ONELPlolALBxNnHoQz5BIYipkhlElubnXYmErK0MRVNiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775ebdwUcZTIGTknl8QjV6RB7kiTtAgjU/JMXsmblVsv1rv1sWzdsIqZU/IH1ucPOOuVLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Uad/anDlQ6UUS83mw0Oc/Ox6uFw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlQkljESFRRXYaKCNoKIMgDymxovNlnZxyfuhuDyWy/Cs0FCBEy4/Q8TdcEheQMNJKo5ld7e4EqeAKXffb2tjc2t7ZLe2V9w8Oj47tk0pbJVoyaLFEJLIbUAWCx9BCjgK6qQQaBQI6weR27neeQCqexI84S8GP6CjmIWcUjTSwK32EKSJmDyg1Qy0hH9hVt+Yu4KwTryBVUqA5sL/6w4TpCGJkgirV89wU/YxK5ExAXu5rBSllEzqCnqExjUD52eL23LkwytAJE2kqRmeh/p7IaKTULApMZ0RxrFa9ufif19MYXvsZj1ONELPlolALBxNnHoQz5BIYipkhlElubnXYmErK0MRVNiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775ebdwUcZTIGTknl8QjV6RB7kiTtAgjU/JMXsmblVsv1rv1sWzdsIqZU/IH1ucPOOuVLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Uad/anDlQ6UUS83mw0Oc/Ox6uFw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlQkljESFRRXYaKCNoKIMgDymxovNlnZxyfuhuDyWy/Cs0FCBEy4/Q8TdcEheQMNJKo5ld7e4EqeAKXffb2tjc2t7ZLe2V9w8Oj47tk0pbJVoyaLFEJLIbUAWCx9BCjgK6qQQaBQI6weR27neeQCqexI84S8GP6CjmIWcUjTSwK32EKSJmDyg1Qy0hH9hVt+Yu4KwTryBVUqA5sL/6w4TpCGJkgirV89wU/YxK5ExAXu5rBSllEzqCnqExjUD52eL23LkwytAJE2kqRmeh/p7IaKTULApMZ0RxrFa9ufif19MYXvsZj1ONELPlolALBxNnHoQz5BIYipkhlElubnXYmErK0MRVNiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775ebdwUcZTIGTknl8QjV6RB7kiTtAgjU/JMXsmblVsv1rv1sWzdsIqZU/IH1ucPOOuVLw==</latexit>

Component
<latexit sha1_base64="o3fu2Fy9zhZ/Q2k5webgQ6o6e54=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAiuStKNLovduKxgH9CGMplO2qHzCDM30hLyK25cKOLWH3Hn3zhts9DWAwOHc+7h3jlRwpkB3/92trZ3dvf2Swflw6Pjk1P3rNIxKtWEtoniSvcibChnkraBAae9RFMsIk670bS58LtPVBum5CPMExoKPJYsZgSDlYZuZQB0BgBZU4lESSohH7pVv+Yv4W2SoCBVVKA1dL8GI0VSYcOEY2P6gZ9AmGENjHCalwepoQkmUzymfUslFtSE2fL23LuyysiLlbZPgrdUfycyLIyZi8hOCgwTs+4txP+8fgrxbZgxmaRAJVktilPugfIWRXgjpikBPrcEE83srR6ZYI0J2LrKtoRg/cubpFOvBX4teKhXG3dFHSV0gS7RNQrQDWqge9RCbUTQDD2jV/Tm5M6L8+58rEa3nCJzjv7A+fwBCnWVEQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o3fu2Fy9zhZ/Q2k5webgQ6o6e54=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAiuStKNLovduKxgH9CGMplO2qHzCDM30hLyK25cKOLWH3Hn3zhts9DWAwOHc+7h3jlRwpkB3/92trZ3dvf2Swflw6Pjk1P3rNIxKtWEtoniSvcibChnkraBAae9RFMsIk670bS58LtPVBum5CPMExoKPJYsZgSDlYZuZQB0BgBZU4lESSohH7pVv+Yv4W2SoCBVVKA1dL8GI0VSYcOEY2P6gZ9AmGENjHCalwepoQkmUzymfUslFtSE2fL23LuyysiLlbZPgrdUfycyLIyZi8hOCgwTs+4txP+8fgrxbZgxmaRAJVktilPugfIWRXgjpikBPrcEE83srR6ZYI0J2LrKtoRg/cubpFOvBX4teKhXG3dFHSV0gS7RNQrQDWqge9RCbUTQDD2jV/Tm5M6L8+58rEa3nCJzjv7A+fwBCnWVEQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o3fu2Fy9zhZ/Q2k5webgQ6o6e54=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAiuStKNLovduKxgH9CGMplO2qHzCDM30hLyK25cKOLWH3Hn3zhts9DWAwOHc+7h3jlRwpkB3/92trZ3dvf2Swflw6Pjk1P3rNIxKtWEtoniSvcibChnkraBAae9RFMsIk670bS58LtPVBum5CPMExoKPJYsZgSDlYZuZQB0BgBZU4lESSohH7pVv+Yv4W2SoCBVVKA1dL8GI0VSYcOEY2P6gZ9AmGENjHCalwepoQkmUzymfUslFtSE2fL23LuyysiLlbZPgrdUfycyLIyZi8hOCgwTs+4txP+8fgrxbZgxmaRAJVktilPugfIWRXgjpikBPrcEE83srR6ZYI0J2LrKtoRg/cubpFOvBX4teKhXG3dFHSV0gS7RNQrQDWqge9RCbUTQDD2jV/Tm5M6L8+58rEa3nCJzjv7A+fwBCnWVEQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o3fu2Fy9zhZ/Q2k5webgQ6o6e54=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAiuStKNLovduKxgH9CGMplO2qHzCDM30hLyK25cKOLWH3Hn3zhts9DWAwOHc+7h3jlRwpkB3/92trZ3dvf2Swflw6Pjk1P3rNIxKtWEtoniSvcibChnkraBAae9RFMsIk670bS58LtPVBum5CPMExoKPJYsZgSDlYZuZQB0BgBZU4lESSohH7pVv+Yv4W2SoCBVVKA1dL8GI0VSYcOEY2P6gZ9AmGENjHCalwepoQkmUzymfUslFtSE2fL23LuyysiLlbZPgrdUfycyLIyZi8hOCgwTs+4txP+8fgrxbZgxmaRAJVktilPugfIWRXgjpikBPrcEE83srR6ZYI0J2LrKtoRg/cubpFOvBX4teKhXG3dFHSV0gS7RNQrQDWqge9RCbUTQDD2jV/Tm5M6L8+58rEa3nCJzjv7A+fwBCnWVEQ==</latexit>

Layout
<latexit sha1_base64="jhPsFuCqox3thqZ2m6YHNJKR6G0=">AAAB+HicbVA9T8MwEHX4LOWjAUaWiAqJqUq6wFjBwsBQJPohtVHluE5r1bEj+4wIUX8JCwMIsfJT2Pg3uG0GaHnSSU/v3enuXpRypsH3v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b/+g4h4etbU0itAWkVyqboQ15UzQFjDgtJsqipOI0040uZ75nQeqNJPiHrKUhgkeCRYzgsFKA7fSB/oIAPktzqSB6cCt+jV/Dm+VBAWpogLNgfvVH0piEiqAcKx1L/BTCHOsgBFOp+W+0TTFZIJHtGepwAnVYT4/fOqdWWXoxVLZEuDN1d8TOU60zpLIdiYYxnrZm4n/eT0D8WWYM5EaoIIsFsWGeyC9WQrekClKgGeWYKKYvdUjY6wwAZtV2YYQLL+8Str1WuDXgrt6tXFVxFFCJ+gUnaMAXaAGukFN1EIEGfSMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox6J1zSlmjtEfOJ8/snGTvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jhPsFuCqox3thqZ2m6YHNJKR6G0=">AAAB+HicbVA9T8MwEHX4LOWjAUaWiAqJqUq6wFjBwsBQJPohtVHluE5r1bEj+4wIUX8JCwMIsfJT2Pg3uG0GaHnSSU/v3enuXpRypsH3v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b/+g4h4etbU0itAWkVyqboQ15UzQFjDgtJsqipOI0040uZ75nQeqNJPiHrKUhgkeCRYzgsFKA7fSB/oIAPktzqSB6cCt+jV/Dm+VBAWpogLNgfvVH0piEiqAcKx1L/BTCHOsgBFOp+W+0TTFZIJHtGepwAnVYT4/fOqdWWXoxVLZEuDN1d8TOU60zpLIdiYYxnrZm4n/eT0D8WWYM5EaoIIsFsWGeyC9WQrekClKgGeWYKKYvdUjY6wwAZtV2YYQLL+8Str1WuDXgrt6tXFVxFFCJ+gUnaMAXaAGukFN1EIEGfSMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox6J1zSlmjtEfOJ8/snGTvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jhPsFuCqox3thqZ2m6YHNJKR6G0=">AAAB+HicbVA9T8MwEHX4LOWjAUaWiAqJqUq6wFjBwsBQJPohtVHluE5r1bEj+4wIUX8JCwMIsfJT2Pg3uG0GaHnSSU/v3enuXpRypsH3v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b/+g4h4etbU0itAWkVyqboQ15UzQFjDgtJsqipOI0040uZ75nQeqNJPiHrKUhgkeCRYzgsFKA7fSB/oIAPktzqSB6cCt+jV/Dm+VBAWpogLNgfvVH0piEiqAcKx1L/BTCHOsgBFOp+W+0TTFZIJHtGepwAnVYT4/fOqdWWXoxVLZEuDN1d8TOU60zpLIdiYYxnrZm4n/eT0D8WWYM5EaoIIsFsWGeyC9WQrekClKgGeWYKKYvdUjY6wwAZtV2YYQLL+8Str1WuDXgrt6tXFVxFFCJ+gUnaMAXaAGukFN1EIEGfSMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox6J1zSlmjtEfOJ8/snGTvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jhPsFuCqox3thqZ2m6YHNJKR6G0=">AAAB+HicbVA9T8MwEHX4LOWjAUaWiAqJqUq6wFjBwsBQJPohtVHluE5r1bEj+4wIUX8JCwMIsfJT2Pg3uG0GaHnSSU/v3enuXpRypsH3v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b/+g4h4etbU0itAWkVyqboQ15UzQFjDgtJsqipOI0040uZ75nQeqNJPiHrKUhgkeCRYzgsFKA7fSB/oIAPktzqSB6cCt+jV/Dm+VBAWpogLNgfvVH0piEiqAcKx1L/BTCHOsgBFOp+W+0TTFZIJHtGepwAnVYT4/fOqdWWXoxVLZEuDN1d8TOU60zpLIdiYYxnrZm4n/eT0D8WWYM5EaoIIsFsWGeyC9WQrekClKgGeWYKKYvdUjY6wwAZtV2YYQLL+8Str1WuDXgrt6tXFVxFFCJ+gUnaMAXaAGukFN1EIEGfSMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox6J1zSlmjtEfOJ8/snGTvg==</latexit>

Entity
<latexit sha1_base64="DheW/XW82PgaPGW4ch7oKorpmY4=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZdugkVwVZJudFkUwWUF+4A2lMl00g6dTMLMjRhDv8SNC0Xc+inu/BunbRbaemDgcM493DsnSATX6Lrf1tr6xubWdmmnvLu3f1CxD4/aOk4VZS0ai1h1A6KZ4JK1kKNg3UQxEgWCdYLJ9czvPDCleSzvMUuYH5GR5CGnBI00sCt9ZI+ImN9Ik86mA7vq1tw5nFXiFaQKBZoD+6s/jGkaMYlUEK17npugnxOFnAo2LfdTzRJCJ2TEeoZKEjHt5/PDp86ZUYZOGCvzJDpz9XciJ5HWWRSYyYjgWC97M/E/r5dieOnnXCYpMkkXi8JUOBg7sxacIVeMosgMIVRxc6tDx0QRiqarsinBW/7yKmnXa55b8+7q1cZVUUcJTuAUzsGDC2jALTShBRRSeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYjK5ZReYY/sD6/AGw4ZO9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DheW/XW82PgaPGW4ch7oKorpmY4=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZdugkVwVZJudFkUwWUF+4A2lMl00g6dTMLMjRhDv8SNC0Xc+inu/BunbRbaemDgcM493DsnSATX6Lrf1tr6xubWdmmnvLu3f1CxD4/aOk4VZS0ai1h1A6KZ4JK1kKNg3UQxEgWCdYLJ9czvPDCleSzvMUuYH5GR5CGnBI00sCt9ZI+ImN9Ik86mA7vq1tw5nFXiFaQKBZoD+6s/jGkaMYlUEK17npugnxOFnAo2LfdTzRJCJ2TEeoZKEjHt5/PDp86ZUYZOGCvzJDpz9XciJ5HWWRSYyYjgWC97M/E/r5dieOnnXCYpMkkXi8JUOBg7sxacIVeMosgMIVRxc6tDx0QRiqarsinBW/7yKmnXa55b8+7q1cZVUUcJTuAUzsGDC2jALTShBRRSeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYjK5ZReYY/sD6/AGw4ZO9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DheW/XW82PgaPGW4ch7oKorpmY4=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZdugkVwVZJudFkUwWUF+4A2lMl00g6dTMLMjRhDv8SNC0Xc+inu/BunbRbaemDgcM493DsnSATX6Lrf1tr6xubWdmmnvLu3f1CxD4/aOk4VZS0ai1h1A6KZ4JK1kKNg3UQxEgWCdYLJ9czvPDCleSzvMUuYH5GR5CGnBI00sCt9ZI+ImN9Ik86mA7vq1tw5nFXiFaQKBZoD+6s/jGkaMYlUEK17npugnxOFnAo2LfdTzRJCJ2TEeoZKEjHt5/PDp86ZUYZOGCvzJDpz9XciJ5HWWRSYyYjgWC97M/E/r5dieOnnXCYpMkkXi8JUOBg7sxacIVeMosgMIVRxc6tDx0QRiqarsinBW/7yKmnXa55b8+7q1cZVUUcJTuAUzsGDC2jALTShBRRSeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYjK5ZReYY/sD6/AGw4ZO9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DheW/XW82PgaPGW4ch7oKorpmY4=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZdugkVwVZJudFkUwWUF+4A2lMl00g6dTMLMjRhDv8SNC0Xc+inu/BunbRbaemDgcM493DsnSATX6Lrf1tr6xubWdmmnvLu3f1CxD4/aOk4VZS0ai1h1A6KZ4JK1kKNg3UQxEgWCdYLJ9czvPDCleSzvMUuYH5GR5CGnBI00sCt9ZI+ImN9Ik86mA7vq1tw5nFXiFaQKBZoD+6s/jGkaMYlUEK17npugnxOFnAo2LfdTzRJCJ2TEeoZKEjHt5/PDp86ZUYZOGCvzJDpz9XciJ5HWWRSYyYjgWC97M/E/r5dieOnnXCYpMkkXi8JUOBg7sxacIVeMosgMIVRxc6tDx0QRiqarsinBW/7yKmnXa55b8+7q1cZVUUcJTuAUzsGDC2jALTShBRRSeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYjK5ZReYY/sD6/AGw4ZO9</latexit>

… …… …… … … …

(a) (b)

(d) (e)

Modify constrained attributes to generate an answer set 

(c)

Noise Attributes

Center
<latexit sha1_base64="Ni4/QsatCtXebIKLMZf16berMWg=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFOziF+IHqEcvjcTEE9k1JnokcvGIiYAJbEi3vIWGbnfTvjXihl/ixYPGePWnePPfWGAPCk7SZDLzJu91gkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf1y5eCwbeJUc2jxWMb6PmAGpFDQQoES7hMNLAokdIJxY+Z3HkAbEas7nCTgR2yoRCg4Qyv1K+UewiMiZg1QCHrar1TdmjsHXSVeTqokR7Nf+eoNYp5GNs4lM6bruQn6GdMouIRpqZcaSBgfsyF0LVUsAuNn88On9NQqAxrG2j6FdK7+TmQsMmYSBXYyYjgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYqg+GJRmEqKMZ21QAdCA0c5sYRxLeytlI+YZtx2YEq2BG/5y6ukfV7z3Jp3e1GtX+d1FMkxOSFnxCOXpE5uSJO0CCcpeSav5M15cl6cd+djMVpw8swR+QPn8weGvJOj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ni4/QsatCtXebIKLMZf16berMWg=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFOziF+IHqEcvjcTEE9k1JnokcvGIiYAJbEi3vIWGbnfTvjXihl/ixYPGePWnePPfWGAPCk7SZDLzJu91gkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf1y5eCwbeJUc2jxWMb6PmAGpFDQQoES7hMNLAokdIJxY+Z3HkAbEas7nCTgR2yoRCg4Qyv1K+UewiMiZg1QCHrar1TdmjsHXSVeTqokR7Nf+eoNYp5GNs4lM6bruQn6GdMouIRpqZcaSBgfsyF0LVUsAuNn88On9NQqAxrG2j6FdK7+TmQsMmYSBXYyYjgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYqg+GJRmEqKMZ21QAdCA0c5sYRxLeytlI+YZtx2YEq2BG/5y6ukfV7z3Jp3e1GtX+d1FMkxOSFnxCOXpE5uSJO0CCcpeSav5M15cl6cd+djMVpw8swR+QPn8weGvJOj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ni4/QsatCtXebIKLMZf16berMWg=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFOziF+IHqEcvjcTEE9k1JnokcvGIiYAJbEi3vIWGbnfTvjXihl/ixYPGePWnePPfWGAPCk7SZDLzJu91gkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf1y5eCwbeJUc2jxWMb6PmAGpFDQQoES7hMNLAokdIJxY+Z3HkAbEas7nCTgR2yoRCg4Qyv1K+UewiMiZg1QCHrar1TdmjsHXSVeTqokR7Nf+eoNYp5GNs4lM6bruQn6GdMouIRpqZcaSBgfsyF0LVUsAuNn88On9NQqAxrG2j6FdK7+TmQsMmYSBXYyYjgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYqg+GJRmEqKMZ21QAdCA0c5sYRxLeytlI+YZtx2YEq2BG/5y6ukfV7z3Jp3e1GtX+d1FMkxOSFnxCOXpE5uSJO0CCcpeSav5M15cl6cd+djMVpw8swR+QPn8weGvJOj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ni4/QsatCtXebIKLMZf16berMWg=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFOziF+IHqEcvjcTEE9k1JnokcvGIiYAJbEi3vIWGbnfTvjXihl/ixYPGePWnePPfWGAPCk7SZDLzJu91gkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf1y5eCwbeJUc2jxWMb6PmAGpFDQQoES7hMNLAokdIJxY+Z3HkAbEas7nCTgR2yoRCg4Qyv1K+UewiMiZg1QCHrar1TdmjsHXSVeTqokR7Nf+eoNYp5GNs4lM6bruQn6GdMouIRpqZcaSBgfsyF0LVUsAuNn88On9NQqAxrG2j6FdK7+TmQsMmYSBXYyYjgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYqg+GJRmEqKMZ21QAdCA0c5sYRxLeytlI+YZtx2YEq2BG/5y6ukfV7z3Jp3e1GtX+d1FMkxOSFnxCOXpE5uSJO0CCcpeSav5M15cl6cd+djMVpw8swR+QPn8weGvJOj</latexit>

Center
<latexit sha1_base64="Ni4/QsatCtXebIKLMZf16berMWg=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFOziF+IHqEcvjcTEE9k1JnokcvGIiYAJbEi3vIWGbnfTvjXihl/ixYPGePWnePPfWGAPCk7SZDLzJu91gkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf1y5eCwbeJUc2jxWMb6PmAGpFDQQoES7hMNLAokdIJxY+Z3HkAbEas7nCTgR2yoRCg4Qyv1K+UewiMiZg1QCHrar1TdmjsHXSVeTqokR7Nf+eoNYp5GNs4lM6bruQn6GdMouIRpqZcaSBgfsyF0LVUsAuNn88On9NQqAxrG2j6FdK7+TmQsMmYSBXYyYjgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYqg+GJRmEqKMZ21QAdCA0c5sYRxLeytlI+YZtx2YEq2BG/5y6ukfV7z3Jp3e1GtX+d1FMkxOSFnxCOXpE5uSJO0CCcpeSav5M15cl6cd+djMVpw8swR+QPn8weGvJOj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ni4/QsatCtXebIKLMZf16berMWg=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFOziF+IHqEcvjcTEE9k1JnokcvGIiYAJbEi3vIWGbnfTvjXihl/ixYPGePWnePPfWGAPCk7SZDLzJu91gkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf1y5eCwbeJUc2jxWMb6PmAGpFDQQoES7hMNLAokdIJxY+Z3HkAbEas7nCTgR2yoRCg4Qyv1K+UewiMiZg1QCHrar1TdmjsHXSVeTqokR7Nf+eoNYp5GNs4lM6bruQn6GdMouIRpqZcaSBgfsyF0LVUsAuNn88On9NQqAxrG2j6FdK7+TmQsMmYSBXYyYjgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYqg+GJRmEqKMZ21QAdCA0c5sYRxLeytlI+YZtx2YEq2BG/5y6ukfV7z3Jp3e1GtX+d1FMkxOSFnxCOXpE5uSJO0CCcpeSav5M15cl6cd+djMVpw8swR+QPn8weGvJOj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ni4/QsatCtXebIKLMZf16berMWg=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFOziF+IHqEcvjcTEE9k1JnokcvGIiYAJbEi3vIWGbnfTvjXihl/ixYPGePWnePPfWGAPCk7SZDLzJu91gkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf1y5eCwbeJUc2jxWMb6PmAGpFDQQoES7hMNLAokdIJxY+Z3HkAbEas7nCTgR2yoRCg4Qyv1K+UewiMiZg1QCHrar1TdmjsHXSVeTqokR7Nf+eoNYp5GNs4lM6bruQn6GdMouIRpqZcaSBgfsyF0LVUsAuNn88On9NQqAxrG2j6FdK7+TmQsMmYSBXYyYjgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYqg+GJRmEqKMZ21QAdCA0c5sYRxLeytlI+YZtx2YEq2BG/5y6ukfV7z3Jp3e1GtX+d1FMkxOSFnxCOXpE5uSJO0CCcpeSav5M15cl6cd+djMVpw8swR+QPn8weGvJOj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ni4/QsatCtXebIKLMZf16berMWg=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFOziF+IHqEcvjcTEE9k1JnokcvGIiYAJbEi3vIWGbnfTvjXihl/ixYPGePWnePPfWGAPCk7SZDLzJu91gkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf1y5eCwbeJUc2jxWMb6PmAGpFDQQoES7hMNLAokdIJxY+Z3HkAbEas7nCTgR2yoRCg4Qyv1K+UewiMiZg1QCHrar1TdmjsHXSVeTqokR7Nf+eoNYp5GNs4lM6bruQn6GdMouIRpqZcaSBgfsyF0LVUsAuNn88On9NQqAxrG2j6FdK7+TmQsMmYSBXYyYjgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYqg+GJRmEqKMZ21QAdCA0c5sYRxLeytlI+YZtx2YEq2BG/5y6ukfV7z3Jp3e1GtX+d1FMkxOSFnxCOXpE5uSJO0CCcpeSav5M15cl6cd+djMVpw8swR+QPn8weGvJOj</latexit>
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Figure 2.2: RAVEN creation process. A graphical illustration of the grammar production

rules used in A-SIG is shown in (b). Note that Layout and Entity have associated attributes

(c). Given a randomly sampled rule combination (a), we first prune the grammar tree (the

transparent branch is pruned). We then sample an image structure together with the values

of the attributes from (b), denoted by black, and apply the rule set (a) to generate a single

row. Repeating the process three times yields the entire problem matrix in (d). (e) Finally,

we sample constrained attributes and vary them in the correct answer to break the rules and

obtain the candidate answer set.

2.2 Related Work

Visual Reasoning Early attempts were made in 1940s-1970s in the field of logic-based AI.

Newell argued that one of the potential solutions to AI was “to construct a single program

that would take a standard intelligence test” [New73]. There are two important trials:

(i) Evans presented an AI algorithm that solved a type of geometric analogy tasks in the

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) test [Eva62, Eva64], and (ii) Simon and Kotovsky

devised a program that solved Thurstone letter series completion problems [TT41]. However,

these early attempts were heuristic-based with hand-crafted rules, making it difficult to apply
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to other problems.

The reasoning ability of modern vision systems was first systematically analyzed in the

CLEVR dataset [JHM17a]. By carefully controlling inductive bias and slicing the vision

systems’ reasoning ability into several axes, Johnson et al . successfully identified major

drawbacks of existing models. A subsequent work [JHM17b] on this dataset achieved good

performance by introducing a program generator in a structured space and combining it with

a program execution engine. A similar work that also leveraged language-guided structured

reasoning was proposed in [HAR17]. Modules with special attention mechanism were latter

proposed in an end-to-end manner to solve this visual reasoning task [HM18, SRB17, ZZH17].

However, superior performance gain was observed in very recent works [CLL18, MTS18,

YWG18] that fell back to structured representations by using primitives, dependency trees,

or logic. These works also inspire us to incorporate structure information into solving the

RPM problem.

More generally, Bisk et al . [BSC18] studied visual reasoning in a 3D block world. Perez

et al . [PSD18] introduced a conditional layer for visual reasoning. Aditya et al . [AYB18]

proposed a probabilistic soft logic in an attention module to increase model interpretability.

And Barrett et al . [BHS18] measured abstract reasoning in neural networks.

Computational Efforts in RPM The research community of cognitive science has tried

to attack the problem of RPM with computational models earlier than the computer science

community. However, an oversimplified assumption was usually made in the experiments

that the computer programs had access to a symbolic representation of the image and the

operations of rules [CJS90, LF17, LFU10, LTF09]. As reported in Sec. 2.4.4, we show that

giving this critical information essentially turns it into a searching problem. Combining it

with a simple heuristics provides us an optimal solver, easily surpassing human performance.

Another stream of AI research [LLG12, MG14, MKG14, MSD18, SG18b] tries to solve RPM

by various measurements of image similarity. To promote fair comparison between com-
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puter programs and human subjects in a data-driven manner, Wang and Su [WS15] first

proposed a systematic way of automatically generating RPM using first-order logic. Barrett

et al . [BHS18] extended their work and introduced the PGM dataset by instantiating each

rule with a relation-object-attribute tuple. Hoshen and Werman [HW17] first trained a CNN

to complete the rows in a simplistic evaluation environment, while Barrett et al . [BHS18]

used an advanced Wild Relational Network (WReN) and studied its generalization.

2.3 Creating RAVEN

Our work is built on prior work aforementioned. We implement all relations in Advanced

Raven’s Progressive Matrices identified by Carpenter et al . [CJS90] and generate the answer

set following the monotonicity of RPM’s constraints proposed by Wang and Su [WS15].

Fig. 2.2 shows the major components of the generation process. Specifically, we use the

A-SIG as the representation of RPM; each RPM is a parse tree that instantiates from the

A-SIG. After rules are sampled, we prune the grammar to make sure the relations could

be applied on any sentence sampled from it. We then sample a sentence from the pruned

grammar, where rules are applied to produce a valid row. Repeating such a process three

times yields a problem matrix. To generate the answer set, we modify attributes on the

correct answer such that the relationships are broken. Finally, the structured presentation

is fed into a rendering engine to generate images. We elaborate the details below.

2.3.1 Defining the Attributed Grammar

We adopt an A-SIG as the hierarchical and structured image grammar to represent the RPM

problem. Such representation is advanced compared with prior work (e.g ., [BHS18, WS15])

which, at best, only maintains a flat representation of rules.

See Fig. 2.2 for a graphical illustration of the grammar production rules. Specifically, the

A-SIG for RPM has 5 levels—Scene, Structure, Component, Layout, and Entity. Note
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Figure 2.3: Examples of RPM that show the effects of adding noise attributes. (Left)

Position, Type, Size, and Color could vary freely as long as Number follows the rule.

(Right) Position and Type in the inside group could vary freely.

that each grammar level could have multiple instantiations, i.e., different categories or types.

The Scene level could choose any available Structure, which consists of possibly multiple

Components. Each Component branches into Layouts that links Entities. Attributes are

appended to certain levels; for instance, (i) Number and Position are associated with Layout,

and (ii) Type, Size, and Color are associated with Entity. Each attribute could take a value

from a finite set. During sampling, both image structure and attribute values are sampled.

To increase the challenges and difficulties in the RAVEN dataset, we further append 2

types of noise attributes—Uniformity and Orientation—to Layout and Entity, respec-

tively. Uniformity, set false, will not constrain Entities in a Layout to look the same,

while Orientation allows an Entity to self-rotate. See Fig. 2.3 for the effects of the noise

attributes.

This grammatical design of the image space allows the dataset to be very diverse and

easily extendable. In this dataset, we manage to derive 7 configurations by combining

different Structures, Components, and Layouts. Fig. 2.4 shows examples in each figure
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Figure 2.4: Examples of 7 different figure configurations in the proposed RAVEN dataset.

configuration.

2.3.2 Applying Rules

Carpenter et al . [CJS90] summarized that in the advanced RPM, rules were applied row-

wise and could be grouped into 5 types. Unlike Berrett et al . [BHS18], we strictly follow

Carpenter et al .’s description of RPM and implement all the rules, except that we merge

Distribute Two into Distribute Three, as the former is essentially the latter with a null

value in one of the attributes.

Specifically, we implement 4 types of rules in RAVEN: Constant, Progression, Arithmetic,

and Distribute Three. Different from [BHS18], we add internal parameters to certain rules

(e.g ., Progression could have increments or decrements of 1 or 2), resulting in a total of

8 distinct rule instantiations. Rules do not operate on the 2 noise attributes. As shown in

Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2, they are denoted as [attribute:rule] pairs.

To make the image space even more structured, we require each attribute to go over one

rule and all Entities in the same Component to share the same set of rules, while different

Components could vary.

Given the tree representation and the rules, we first prune the grammar tree such that

all sub-trees satisfy the constraints imposed by the relations. We then sample from the tree

and apply the rules to compose a row. Iterating the process three times yields a problem

matrix.
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2.3.3 Generating the Answer Set

To generate the answer set, we first derive the correct representation of the solution and then

leverage the monotonicity of RPM constraints proposed by Wang and Su [WS15]. To break

the correct relationships, we find an attribute that is constrained by a rule as described

in Sec. 2.3.2 and vary it. By modifying only one attribute, we could greatly reduce the

computation. Such modification also increases the difficulty of the problem, as it requires

attention to subtle difference to tell an incorrect candidate from the correct one.

2.4 Comparison and Analysis

In this section, we compare RAVEN with the existing PGM, presenting its key features

and some statistics in Sec. 2.4.1. In addition, we fill in two missing pieces in a desirable

RPM dataset, i.e., structure and hierarchy (Sec. 2.4.2), as well as the human performance

(Sec. 2.4.3). We also show that RPM becomes trivial and could be solved instantly using

a heuristics-based searching method (Sec. 2.4.4), given a symbolic representation of images

and operations of rules.

2.4.1 Comparison with PGM

Tab. 2.1 summarizes several essential metrics of RAVEN and PGM. Although PGM is

larger than RAVEN in terms of size, it is very limited in the average number of rules

(AvgRule), rule instantiations (RuleIns), number of structures (Struct), and figure con-

figurations (FigConfig). This contrast in PGM’s gigantic size and limited diversity might

disguise model fitting as a misleading reasoning ability, which is unlikely to generalize to

other scenarios.

To avoid such an undesirable effect, we refrain from generating a dataset too large,

even though our structured representation allows generation of a combinatorial number of
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problems. Rather, we set out to incorporate more rule instantiations (8), structures (4), and

figure configurations (7) to make the dataset diverse (see Fig. 2.4 for examples). Note that

an equal number of images for each figure configuration is generated in the RAVEN dataset.

2.4.2 Introduction of Structure

A distinctive feature of RAVEN is the introduction of the structural representation of the

image space. Wang and Su [WS15] and Barrett et al . [BHS18] used plain logic and flat rule

representations, respectively, resulting in no base of the structure to perform reasoning on.

In contrast, we have in total 1, 120, 000 structure annotations (StructAnno) in the form of

parsed sentences in the dataset, pairing each problem instance with 16 sentences for both

the matrix and the answer set. These representations derived from the A-SIG allow a new

form of reasoning, i.e., one that combines visual understanding and structure reasoning. As

shown in [LF17, LFU10, LTF09] and our experiments in Sec. 2.6, incorporating structure

into RPM problem solving could result in further performance improvement across different

models.

PGM [BHS18] RAVEN (Ours)

AvgRule 1.37 6.29

RuleIns 5 8

Struct 1 4

FigConfig 3 7

StructAnno 0 1,120,000

HumanPerf ✓

Table 2.1: Comparison with the PGM dataset.
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2.4.3 Human Performance Analysis

Another missing point in the previous work [BHS18] is the evaluation of human performance.

To fill in the missing piece, we recruit human subjects consisting of college students from a

subject pool maintained by the Department of Psychology to test their performance on a

subset of representative samples in the dataset. In the experiments, human subjects were

familiarized by solving problems with only one non-Constant rule in a fixed configuration.

After the familiarization, subjects were asked to answer RPM problems with complex rule

combinations, and their answers were recorded. Note that we deliberately included all figure

configurations to measure generalization in the human performance and only “easily per-

ceptible” examples were used in case certain subjects might have impaired perception. The

results are reported in Tab. 2.2. The notable performance gap calls for further research into

this problem. See Sec. 2.6 for detailed analysis and comparisons with vision models.

2.4.4 Heuristics-based Solver using Searching

We also find that the RPM could be essentially turned into a searching problem, given the

symbolic representation of images and the access to rule operations as in [LF17, LFU10,

LTF09]. Under such a setting, we could treat this problem as constraint satisfaction and

develop a heuristics-based solver. The solver checks the number of satisfied constraints in

each candidate answer and selects one with the highest score, resulting in perfect perfor-

mance. Results are reported in Tab. 2.2. The optimality of the heuristic-based solver also

verifies the well-formedness of RAVEN in the sense that there exists only one candidate that

satisfies all constraints.
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2.5 Dynamic Residual Tree for RPM

The image space of RPM is inherently structured and could be described using a symbolic

language, as shown in [CJS90, LF17, LFU10, LTF09, Rav38]. To capture this characteristic

and further improve the model performance on RPM, we propose a simple tree-structure

neural module called Dynamic Residual Tree (DRT) that operates on the joint space of

image understanding and structure reasoning. An example of DRT is shown in Fig. 2.5.

In the DRT, given a sentence S sampled from the A-SIG, usually represented as a serial-

ized n-ary tree, we could first recover the tree structure. Note that the tree is dynamically

generated following the sentence S, and each node in the tree comes with a label. With a

structured tree representation ready, we could now consider assigning a neural computation

operator to each tree node, similar to Tree-LSTM [TSM15]. To further simplify computa-

tion, we replace the LSTM cell [HS97] with a ReLU-activated [NH10] fully-connected layer

f . In this way, nodes with a single child (leaf nodes or OR-production nodes) update the

input features by

I “ ReLUpfprI, wnsqq, (2.1)

where r¨, ¨s is the concatenation operation, I denotes the input features, and wn the dis-

tributed representations of the node’s label [MSC13, PSM14]. Nodes with multiple children

(AND-production nodes) update input features by

I “ ReLU

˜

f

˜«

ÿ

c

Ic, wn

ff¸¸

, (2.2)

where Ic denotes the features from its child c.

In summary, features from the lower layers are fed into the leaf nodes of DRT, gradually

updated by Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) from bottom-up following the tree structure, and output

to higher-level layers.

Inspired by [HZR16], we make DRT a residual module by adding the input and output
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Figure 2.5: An example computation graph of DRT. (a) Given the serialized n-ary tree

representation (pre-order traversal with / denoting end-of-branch), (b) a tree-structured

computation graph is dynamically built. The input features are wired from bottom-up

following the tree structure. The final output is the sum with the input, forming a residual

module.

of DRT together, hence the name Dynamic Residual Tree (DRT)

I “ DRTpI, Sq ` I. (2.3)

2.6 Experiments

2.6.1 Computer Vision Models

We adopt several representative models suitable for RPM and test their performances on

RAVEN [BHS18, HZR16, KSH12, XCW15]. In summary, we test a simple sequential learning

model (LSTM), a CNN backbone with an MLP head (CNN), a ResNet-based [HZR16] image

classifier (ResNet), the recent relational WReN [BHS18], and all these models augmented

with the proposed DRT.

LSTM The partially sequential nature of the RPM problem inspires us to borrow the

power of sequential learning. Similar to ConvLSTM [XCW15], we feed each image feature

extracted by a CNN into an LSTM network sequentially and pass the last hidden feature
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into a two-layer MLP to predict the final answer. In the DRT-augmented LSTM, i.e.,

LSTM-DRT, we feed features of each image to a shared DRT before the final LSTM.

CNN We test a neural network model used in Hoshen and Werman [HW17]. In this model,

a four-layer CNN for image feature extraction is connected to a two-layer MLP with a softmax

layer to classify the answer. The CNN is interleaved with batch normalization [IS15] and

ReLU non-linearity [NH10]. Random dropout [SHK14] is applied at the penultimate layer

of MLP. In CNN-DRT, image features are passed to DRT before MLP.

ResNet Due to its surprising effectiveness in image feature extraction, we replace the

feature extraction backbone in CNN with a ResNet [HZR16] in this model. We use a publicly

available ResNet implementation, and the model is randomly initialized without pre-training.

After testing several ResNet variants, we choose ResNet-18 for its good performance. The

DRT extension and the training strategy are similar to those used in the CNN model.

WReN We follow the original paper [BHS18] in implementing the WReN. In this model,

we first extract image features by a CNN. Each answer feature is then composed with each

context image feature to form a set of ordered pairs. The order pairs are further fed to an

MLP and summed. Finally, a softmax layer takes features from each candidate answer and

makes a prediction. In WReN-DRT, we apply DRT on the extracted image features before

the relational module.

For all DRT extensions, nodes in the same level share parameters and the representa-

tions for nodes’ labels are fixed after initialization from corresponding 300-dimension GloVe

vectors [PSM14]. Sentences used for assembling DRT could be either retrieved or learned by

an encoder-decoder. Here we report results using retrieval.
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Method Acc Center 2x2Grid 3x3Grid L-R U-D O-IC O-IG

LSTM 13.07% 13.19% 14.13% 13.69% 12.84% 12.35% 12.15% 12.99%

WReN 14.69% 13.09% 28.62% 28.27% 7.49% 6.34% 8.38% 10.56%

CNN 36.97% 33.58% 30.30% 33.53% 39.43% 41.26% 43.20% 37.54%

ResNet 53.43% 52.82% 41.86% 44.29% 58.77% 60.16% 63.19% 53.12%

LSTM+DRT 13.96% 14.29% 15.08% 14.09% 13.79% 13.24% 13.99% 13.29%

WReN+DRT 15.02% 15.38% 23.26% 29.51% 6.99% 8.43% 8.93% 12.35%

CNN+DRT 39.42% 37.30% 30.06% 34.57% 45.49% 45.54% 45.93% 37.54%

ResNet+DRT 59.56% 58.08% 46.53% 50.40% 65.82% 67.11% 69.09% 60.11%

Human 84.41% 95.45% 81.82% 79.55% 86.36% 81.81% 86.36% 81.81%

Solver‹ 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 2.2: Testing accuracy of each model against human subjects and the solver. Acc

denotes the mean accuracy of each model, while other columns show model accuracy on

different figure configurations. L-R denotes Left-Right, U-D denotes Up-Down, O-IC denotes

Out-InCenter, and O-IG denotes Out-InGrid. ‹Note that the perfect solver has access to

rule operations and searches on the symbolic problem representation.

2.6.2 Experimental Setup

We split the RAVEN dataset into three parts, 6 folds for training, 2 folds for validation,

and 2 folds for testing. We tune hyper-parameters on the validation set and report the

model accuracy on the test set. For loss design, we treat the problem as a classification

task and train all models with the cross-entropy loss. All the models are implemented in

PyTorch [PGC17] and trained with ADAM [KB14] before early stopping or a maximum

number of epochs is reached.
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2.6.3 Performance Analysis

Tab. 2.2 shows the testing accuracy of each model trained on RAVEN, against the human

performance and the heuristics-based solver. Neither human subjects nor the solver expe-

riences an intensive training session, and the solver has access to the rule operations and

searches the answer based on a symbolic representation of the problem. In contrast, all the

computer vision models go over an extensive training session, but only on the training set.

In general, human subjects produce better testing accuracy on problems with simple

figure configurations such as Center, while human performance reasonably deteriorates on

problem instances with more objects such as 2x2Grid and 3x3Grid. Two interesting obser-

vations:

1. For figure configurations with multiple components, although each component in Left-Right,

Up-Down, and Out-InCenter has only one object, making the reasoning similar to Center

except that the two components are independent, human subjects become less accurate

in selecting the correct answer.

2. Even if Up-Down could be regarded as a simple transpose of Left-Right, there exists

some notable difference. Such effect is also implied by the “inversion effects” in cogni-

tion; for instance, inversion disrupts face perception, particularly sensitivity to spatial

relations [CM09, LMM01].

In terms of model performance, a counter-intuitive result is: computer vision systems

do not achieve the best accuracy across all other configurations in the seemingly easiest

figure configuration for human subjects (Center). We further realize that the LSTM model

and the WReN model perform only slightly better than random guess (12.5%). Such re-

sults contradicting to [BHS18] might be attributed to the diverse figure configurations in

RAVEN. Unlike LSTM whose accuracy across different configurations is more or less uni-

form, WReN achieves higher accuracy on configurations consisting of multiple randomly

distributed objects (2x2Grid and 3x3Grid), with drastically degrading performance in con-
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figurations consisting of independent image components. This suggests WReN is biased to

grid-like configurations (majority of PGM) but not others that require compositional reason-

ing (as in RAVEN). In contrast, a simple CNN model with MLP doubles the performance

of WReN on RAVEN, with a tripled performance if the backbone is ResNet-18.

We observe a consistent performance improvement across different models after incorpo-

rating DRT, suggesting the effectiveness of the structure information in this visual reasoning

problem. While the performance boost is only marginal in LSTM and WReN, we notice a

marked accuracy increase in the CNN- and ResNet-based models (6.63% and 16.58% relative

increase respectively). However, the performance gap between artificial vision systems and

humans are still significant (up to 37% in 2x2Grid), calling for further research to bridge

the gap.

2.6.4 Effects of Auxiliary Training

Barrett et al . [BHS18] mentioned that training WReN with a fine-tuned auxiliary task could

further give the model a 10% performance improvement. We also test the influence of

auxiliary training on RAVEN. First, we test the effects of an auxiliary task to classify the

rules and attributes on WReN and our best performing model ResNet+DRT. The setting

is similar to [BHS18], where we perform an OR operation on a set of multi-hot vectors

describing the rules and the attributes they apply to. The model is then tasked to both

correctly find the answer and classify the rule set with its governing attributes. The final

loss becomes

Ltotal “ Ltarget ` βLrule, (2.4)

where Ltarget denotes the cross-entropy loss for the answer, Lrule the multi-label classification

loss for the rule set, and β the balancing factor. We observe no performance change on

WReN but a serious performance downgrade on ResNet+DRT (from 59.56% to 20.71%).

Since RAVEN comes with structure annotations, we further ask whether adding a struc-
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ture prediction loss could help the model improve performance. To this end, we cast the

experiment in a similar setting where we design a multi-hot vector describing the structure

of each problem instance and train the model to minimize

Ltotal “ Ltarget ` αLstruct, (2.5)

where Lstruct denotes the multi-label classification loss for the problem structure, and α

the balancing factor. In this experiment, we observe a slight performance decrease in

ResNet+DRT (from 59.56% to 56.86%). A similar effect is noticed on WReN (from 14.69%

to 12.58%).

2.6.5 Test on Generalization

One interesting question we would like to ask is how a model trained well on one figure

configuration performs on another similar figure configuration. This could be a measure of

models’ generalizability and compositional reasoning ability. Fortunately, RAVEN naturally

provides us with a test bed. To do this, we first identify several related configuration regimes:

‚ Train on Center and test on Left-Right, Up-Down, and Out-InCenter. This setting

directly challenges the compositional reasoning ability of the model as it requires the model

to generalize the rules learned in a single-component configuration to configurations with

multiple independent but similar components.

‚ Train on Left-Right and test on Up-Down, and vice-versa. Note that for Left-Right and

Up-Down, one could be regarded as a transpose of another. Thus, the test could measure

whether the model simply memorizes the pattern in one configuration.

‚ Train on 2x2Grid and test on 3x3Grid, and vice-versa. Both configurations involve multi-

object interactions. Therefore the test could measure the generalization when the number

of objects changes.

The following results are all reported using the best performing model, i.e., ResNet+DRT.

Tabs. 2.3 to 2.5 show the result of our model generalization test. We observe:
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Center Left-Right Up-Down Out-InCenter

51.87% 40.03% 35.46% 38.84%

Table 2.3: Generalization test. The model is trained on Center and tested on three other

configurations.

Left-Right Up-Down

Left-Right 41.07% 38.10%

Up-Down 39.48% 43.60%

Table 2.4: Generalization test. The row shows configurations the model is trained on and

the column the model is tested on.

‚ The model dedicated to a single figure configuration does not achieve better test accuracy

than one trained on all configurations together. This effect justifies the importance of the

diversity of RAVEN, showing that increasing the number of figure configurations could

actually improve the model performance.

‚ Tab. 2.3 also implies that a certain level of compositional reasoning, though weak, exists

in the model, as the three other configurations could be regarded as a multi-component

composition of Center.

‚ In Tab. 2.4, we observe no major differences in terms of test accuracy. This suggests that

the model could successfully transfer the knowledge learned in a scenario to a very similar

counterpart, when one configuration is the transpose of another.

‚ From Tab. 2.5, we notice that the model trained on 3x3Grid could generalize to 2x2Grid

with only minor difference from the one dedicated to 2x2Grid. This could be attributed to

the fact that in the 3x3Grid configuration, there could be instances with object distribution

similar to that in 2x2Grid, but not vice versa.
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2x2Grid 3x3Grid

2x2Grid 40.93% 38.69%

3x3Grid 39.14% 43.72%

Table 2.5: Generalization test. The row shows configurations the model is trained on and

the column the model is tested on.

2.7 Conclusion

We present a new dataset for Relational and Analogical Visual Reasoning in the context

of Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM), called RAVEN. Unlike previous work, we apply

a systematic and structured tool, i.e., Attributed Stochastic Image Grammar (A-SIG), to

generate the dataset, such that every problem instance comes with rich annotations. This

tool also makes RAVEN diverse and easily extendable. One distinguishing feature that tells

apart RAVEN from other work is the introduction of the structure. We also recruit quality

human subjects to benchmark human performance on the RAVEN dataset. These aspects

fill two important missing points in previous works.

We further propose a novel neural module called Dynamic Residual Tree (DRT) that

leverages the structure annotations for each problem. Extensive experiments show that

models augmented with DRT enjoy consistent performance improvement, suggesting the

effectiveness of using structure information in solving RPM. However, the difference between

machine algorithms and humans clearly manifests itself in the notable performance gap,

even in an unfair situation where machines experience an intensive training session while

humans do not. We also realize that auxiliary tasks do not help performance on RAVEN.

The generalization test shows the importance of diversity of the dataset, and also indicates

current computer vision methods do exhibit a certain level of reasoning ability, though weak.

The entire work still leaves us many mysteries. Humans seem to apply a combination of

the top-down and bottom-up method in solving RPM. How could we incorporate this into
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a model? What is the correct way of formulating visual reasoning? Is it model fitting? Is

deep learning the ultimate way to visual reasoning? If not, how could we revise the models?

If yes, how could we improve the models?

Finally, we hope these unresolved questions would call for attention into this challenging

problem.
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CHAPTER 3

Data-driven Few-shot Concept Induction by

Contrasting

“Thinking in pictures,” [Gra06] i.e., spatial-temporal reasoning, effortless and instantaneous

for humans, is believed to be a significant ability to perform logical induction and a crucial

factor in the intellectual history of technology development. Modern AI, fueled by massive

datasets, deeper models, and mighty computation, has come to a stage where (super-)human-

level performances are observed in certain specific tasks. However, current AI’s ability in

“thinking in pictures” is still far lacking behind. In this work, we study how to improve

machines’ reasoning ability on one challenging task of this kind: RPM. Specifically, we

borrow the very idea of “contrast effects” from the field of psychology, cognition, and edu-

cation to design and train a permutation-invariant model. Inspired by cognitive studies, we

equip our model with a simple inference module that is jointly trained with the perception

backbone. Combining all the elements, we propose the Contrastive Perceptual Inference

network (CoPINet) and empirically demonstrate that CoPINet sets the new state-of-the-art

for permutation-invariant models on two major datasets. We conclude that spatial-temporal

reasoning depends on envisaging the possibilities consistent with the relations between ob-

jects and can be solved from pixel-level inputs.
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3.1 Introduction

Among the broad spectrum of computer vision tasks are ones where dramatic progress

has been witnessed, especially those involving visual information retrieval [KSH12, HZR16,

RDG16, RHG15]. Significant improvement has also manifested itself in tasks associating

visual and linguistic understanding [AAL15, JHM17a, JHM17b, HAR17]. However, it was

only until recently that the research community started to re-investigate tasks relying heavily

on the ability of “thinking in pictures” with modern AI approaches [Gra06, Arn69, Gal83],

particularly spatial-temporal inductive reasoning [ZGJ19, HSB19, BHS18]; this line of work

primarily focuses on Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM) [Rav36, RC98]. It is believed that

RPM is closely related to real intelligence [CJS90], diagnostic of abstract and structural rea-

soning ability [EKM84], and characterizes fluid intelligence [Spe27, Spe23, Hof95, JBJ08]. In

such a test, subjects are provided with two rows of figures following certain unknown rules and

asked to pick the correct answer from the choices that would best complete the third row with

a missing entry; see Fig. 3.1(a) for an example. As shown in early works [ZGJ19, BHS18],

despite the fact that visual elements are relatively straightforward, there is still a notable

performance gap between human and machine visual reasoning in this challenging task.

One missing ingredient that may result in this performance gap is a proper form of

contrasting mechanism. Originated from perceptual learning [GG55, Gib14], it is well es-

tablished in the field of psychology and education [CH89, GG01, HDW09, GP92, HIO11]

that teaching new concepts by comparing with noisy examples is quite effective. Smith et

al . [SG14] summarize that comparing cases facilitates transfer learning and problem-solving,

as well as the ability to learn relational categories. Gentner et al . [Gen83] in his structure-

mapping theory points out that learners generate a structure alignment between two repre-

sentation when they compare two cases. A more recent study from Schwartz et al . [SCO11]

also shows that contrasting cases help foster an appreciation of a deep understanding of

concepts.
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We argue that such a contrast effect [Bow61], found in both humans and animals [Mey51,

SH56, SV78, Law57, Ams62], is essential to machines’ reasoning ability as well. With access

to how the data is generated, a recent attempt [HSB19] finds that models demonstrate better

generalizability if the choice of data and the manner in which it is presented to the model are

made “contrastive.” In this paper, we try to address a more direct and challenging question,

independent of how the data is generated: how to incorporate an explicit contrasting mech-

anism during model training in order to improve machines’ reasoning ability? Specifically,

we come up with two levels of contrast in our model: a novel contrast module and a new

contrast loss. At the model level, we design a permutation-invariant contrast module that

summarizes the common features and distinguishes each candidate by projecting it onto its

residual on the common feature space. At the objective level, we leverage ideas in contrastive

estimation [GH10, SE05, DL17] and propose a variant of NCE loss.

Another reason why RPM is challenging for existing machine reasoning systems could

be attributed to the demanding nature of the interplay between perception and inference.

Carpenter et al . [CJS90] postulate that a proper understanding of one RPM instance requires

not only an accurate encoding of individual elements and their visual attributes but also the

correct induction of the hidden rules. In other words, to solve RPM, machine reasoning

systems are expected to be equipped with both perception and inference subsystems; lacking

either component would only result in a sub-optimal solution. While existing work primarily

focuses on perception, we propose to bridge this gap with a simple inference module jointly

trained with the perception backbone; specifically, the inference module reasons about which

category the current problem instance falls into. Instead of training the inference module

to predict the ground-truth category, we borrow the basis learning idea from [WSG10] and

jointly learn the inference subsystem with perception. This basis formulation could also be

regarded as a hidden variable and trained using a log probability estimate.

Furthermore, we hope to make a critical improvement to the model design such that it

is truly permutation-invariant. The invariance is mandatory, as an ideal RPM solver should
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not change the representation simply because the rows or columns of answer candidates are

swapped or the order of the choices alters. This characteristic is an essential trait missed

by all recent works [ZGJ19, BHS18]. Specifically, Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] stack all choices

in the channel dimension and feed it into the network in one pass. Barrett et al . [BHS18]

add additional positional tagging to their WReN. Both of them explicitly make models

permutation-sensitive. We notice in our experiments that removing the positional tagging

in WReN decreases the performance by 28%, indicating that the model bypasses the in-

trinsic complexity of RPM by remembering the positional association. Making the model

permutation-invariant also shifts the problem from classification to ranking.

Combining contrasting, perceptual inference, and permutation invariance, we propose

the Contrastive Perceptual Inference network (CoPINet). To verify its effectiveness, we

conduct comprehensive experiments on two major datasets: the RAVEN dataset [ZGJ19]

and the PGM dataset [BHS18]. Empirical studies show that our model achieves human-

level performance on RAVEN and a new record on PGM, setting new state-of-the-art for

permutation-invariant models on the two datasets. Further ablation on RAVEN and PGM

reveals how each component contributes to performance improvement. We also investigate

how the model performance varies under different sizes of datasets, as a step towards an

ideal machine reasoning system capable of low-shot learning.

This paper makes four major contributions:

‚ We introduce two levels of contrast to improve machines’ reasoning ability in RPM. At the

model level, we design a contrast module that aggregates common features and projects

each candidate to its residual. At the objective level, we use an NCE loss variant instead

of the cross-entropy to encourage contrast effects.

‚ Inspired by Carpenter et al . [CJS90], we incorporate an inference module to learn with

the perception backbone jointly. Instead of using ground-truth, we regularize it with a

fixed number of bases.

‚ We make our model permutation-invariant in terms of swapped rows or columns and shuf-
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<latexit sha1_base64="zcG8srRymSXl861gaofy6+L/eac=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduhhbBVUlEsMuiIO6sYB/QhjCZTtqhkwczE6GE7N34K25cKOLWH3Dn3zhpg2jrgYEz59zLvfd4MWdSWdaXUVpZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dvfM/YOOjBJBaJtEPBI9D0vKWUjbiilOe7GgOPA47XqTy9zv3lMhWRTeqWlMnQCPQuYzgpWWXLM6CLAaE8zTq8xNfz43GRqQJEbYbWSuWbPq1gxomdgFqUGBlmt+DoYRSQIaKsKxlH3bipWTYqEY4TSrDBJJY0wmeET7moY4oNJJZ7dk6FgrQ+RHQr9QoZn6uyPFgZTTwNOV+bJy0cvF/7x+ovyGk7IwThQNyXyQn3CkIpQHg4ZMUKL4VBNMBNO7IjLGAhOl46voEOzFk5dJ57RuW3X79qzWvCjiKMMRVOEEbDiHJlxDC9pA4AGe4AVejUfj2Xgz3uelJaPoOYQ/MD6+ATvRmyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zcG8srRymSXl861gaofy6+L/eac=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduhhbBVUlEsMuiIO6sYB/QhjCZTtqhkwczE6GE7N34K25cKOLWH3Dn3zhpg2jrgYEz59zLvfd4MWdSWdaXUVpZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dvfM/YOOjBJBaJtEPBI9D0vKWUjbiilOe7GgOPA47XqTy9zv3lMhWRTeqWlMnQCPQuYzgpWWXLM6CLAaE8zTq8xNfz43GRqQJEbYbWSuWbPq1gxomdgFqUGBlmt+DoYRSQIaKsKxlH3bipWTYqEY4TSrDBJJY0wmeET7moY4oNJJZ7dk6FgrQ+RHQr9QoZn6uyPFgZTTwNOV+bJy0cvF/7x+ovyGk7IwThQNyXyQn3CkIpQHg4ZMUKL4VBNMBNO7IjLGAhOl46voEOzFk5dJ57RuW3X79qzWvCjiKMMRVOEEbDiHJlxDC9pA4AGe4AVejUfj2Xgz3uelJaPoOYQ/MD6+ATvRmyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zcG8srRymSXl861gaofy6+L/eac=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduhhbBVUlEsMuiIO6sYB/QhjCZTtqhkwczE6GE7N34K25cKOLWH3Dn3zhpg2jrgYEz59zLvfd4MWdSWdaXUVpZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dvfM/YOOjBJBaJtEPBI9D0vKWUjbiilOe7GgOPA47XqTy9zv3lMhWRTeqWlMnQCPQuYzgpWWXLM6CLAaE8zTq8xNfz43GRqQJEbYbWSuWbPq1gxomdgFqUGBlmt+DoYRSQIaKsKxlH3bipWTYqEY4TSrDBJJY0wmeET7moY4oNJJZ7dk6FgrQ+RHQr9QoZn6uyPFgZTTwNOV+bJy0cvF/7x+ovyGk7IwThQNyXyQn3CkIpQHg4ZMUKL4VBNMBNO7IjLGAhOl46voEOzFk5dJ57RuW3X79qzWvCjiKMMRVOEEbDiHJlxDC9pA4AGe4AVejUfj2Xgz3uelJaPoOYQ/MD6+ATvRmyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zcG8srRymSXl861gaofy6+L/eac=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduhhbBVUlEsMuiIO6sYB/QhjCZTtqhkwczE6GE7N34K25cKOLWH3Dn3zhpg2jrgYEz59zLvfd4MWdSWdaXUVpZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dvfM/YOOjBJBaJtEPBI9D0vKWUjbiilOe7GgOPA47XqTy9zv3lMhWRTeqWlMnQCPQuYzgpWWXLM6CLAaE8zTq8xNfz43GRqQJEbYbWSuWbPq1gxomdgFqUGBlmt+DoYRSQIaKsKxlH3bipWTYqEY4TSrDBJJY0wmeET7moY4oNJJZ7dk6FgrQ+RHQr9QoZn6uyPFgZTTwNOV+bJy0cvF/7x+ovyGk7IwThQNyXyQn3CkIpQHg4ZMUKL4VBNMBNO7IjLGAhOl46voEOzFk5dJ57RuW3X79qzWvCjiKMMRVOEEbDiHJlxDC9pA4AGe4AVejUfj2Xgz3uelJaPoOYQ/MD6+ATvRmyM=</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="WdhX+Ni6TjpUyEikBwi8PgVq3Fk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMI8hBr6JW5cKOLWT3Hn3zhps9DWAwOHc+7lnjlRxpnSnvftrK1vbG5tV3aqu3v7BzX38KijUiMJbZOUp7IXYUU5E7Stmea0l0mKk4jTbjS5LfzuI5WKpeJBTzMaJngkWMwI1lYauLUgwXocxXmQZtyo2cCtew1vDrRK/JLUoURr4H4Fw5SYhApNOFaq73uZDnMsNSOczqqBUTTDZIJHtG+pwAlVYT4PPkNnVhmiOJX2CY3m6u+NHCdKTZPIThYx1bJXiP95faPj6zBnIjOaCrI4FBuOdIqKFtCQSUo0n1qCiWQ2KyJjLDHRtquqLcFf/vIq6Vw0fK/h31/WmzdlHRU4gVM4Bx+uoAl30II2EDDwDK/w5jw5L86787EYXXPKnWP4A+fzB3Ggk5Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WdhX+Ni6TjpUyEikBwi8PgVq3Fk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMI8hBr6JW5cKOLWT3Hn3zhps9DWAwOHc+7lnjlRxpnSnvftrK1vbG5tV3aqu3v7BzX38KijUiMJbZOUp7IXYUU5E7Stmea0l0mKk4jTbjS5LfzuI5WKpeJBTzMaJngkWMwI1lYauLUgwXocxXmQZtyo2cCtew1vDrRK/JLUoURr4H4Fw5SYhApNOFaq73uZDnMsNSOczqqBUTTDZIJHtG+pwAlVYT4PPkNnVhmiOJX2CY3m6u+NHCdKTZPIThYx1bJXiP95faPj6zBnIjOaCrI4FBuOdIqKFtCQSUo0n1qCiWQ2KyJjLDHRtquqLcFf/vIq6Vw0fK/h31/WmzdlHRU4gVM4Bx+uoAl30II2EDDwDK/w5jw5L86787EYXXPKnWP4A+fzB3Ggk5Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WdhX+Ni6TjpUyEikBwi8PgVq3Fk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMI8hBr6JW5cKOLWT3Hn3zhps9DWAwOHc+7lnjlRxpnSnvftrK1vbG5tV3aqu3v7BzX38KijUiMJbZOUp7IXYUU5E7Stmea0l0mKk4jTbjS5LfzuI5WKpeJBTzMaJngkWMwI1lYauLUgwXocxXmQZtyo2cCtew1vDrRK/JLUoURr4H4Fw5SYhApNOFaq73uZDnMsNSOczqqBUTTDZIJHtG+pwAlVYT4PPkNnVhmiOJX2CY3m6u+NHCdKTZPIThYx1bJXiP95faPj6zBnIjOaCrI4FBuOdIqKFtCQSUo0n1qCiWQ2KyJjLDHRtquqLcFf/vIq6Vw0fK/h31/WmzdlHRU4gVM4Bx+uoAl30II2EDDwDK/w5jw5L86787EYXXPKnWP4A+fzB3Ggk5Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WdhX+Ni6TjpUyEikBwi8PgVq3Fk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMI8hBr6JW5cKOLWT3Hn3zhps9DWAwOHc+7lnjlRxpnSnvftrK1vbG5tV3aqu3v7BzX38KijUiMJbZOUp7IXYUU5E7Stmea0l0mKk4jTbjS5LfzuI5WKpeJBTzMaJngkWMwI1lYauLUgwXocxXmQZtyo2cCtew1vDrRK/JLUoURr4H4Fw5SYhApNOFaq73uZDnMsNSOczqqBUTTDZIJHtG+pwAlVYT4PPkNnVhmiOJX2CY3m6u+NHCdKTZPIThYx1bJXiP95faPj6zBnIjOaCrI4FBuOdIqKFtCQSUo0n1qCiWQ2KyJjLDHRtquqLcFf/vIq6Vw0fK/h31/WmzdlHRU4gVM4Bx+uoAl30II2EDDwDK/w5jw5L86787EYXXPKnWP4A+fzB3Ggk5Y=</latexit>

h(·)
<latexit sha1_base64="u8X4NCxMpcOHT2mhCzcPpdM2L6U=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbNqlm03cnQil9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZZJMM95kiUx0J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk1p3EgeTsY3c789hPXRiTqAccp92M6UCISjKKVOsNqj4UJnvfLFbfmzkFWiZeTCuRo9MtfvTBhWcwVMkmN6Xpuiv6EahRM8mmplxmeUjaiA961VNGYG38yv3dKzqwSkijRthSSufp7YkJjY8ZxYDtjikOz7M3E/7xuhtG1PxEqzZArtlgUZZJgQmbPk1BozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUMbUcmG4C2/vEpaFzXPrXn3l5X6TR5HEU7gFKrgwRXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8AZiSPiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u8X4NCxMpcOHT2mhCzcPpdM2L6U=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbNqlm03cnQil9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZZJMM95kiUx0J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk1p3EgeTsY3c789hPXRiTqAccp92M6UCISjKKVOsNqj4UJnvfLFbfmzkFWiZeTCuRo9MtfvTBhWcwVMkmN6Xpuiv6EahRM8mmplxmeUjaiA961VNGYG38yv3dKzqwSkijRthSSufp7YkJjY8ZxYDtjikOz7M3E/7xuhtG1PxEqzZArtlgUZZJgQmbPk1BozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUMbUcmG4C2/vEpaFzXPrXn3l5X6TR5HEU7gFKrgwRXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8AZiSPiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u8X4NCxMpcOHT2mhCzcPpdM2L6U=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbNqlm03cnQil9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZZJMM95kiUx0J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk1p3EgeTsY3c789hPXRiTqAccp92M6UCISjKKVOsNqj4UJnvfLFbfmzkFWiZeTCuRo9MtfvTBhWcwVMkmN6Xpuiv6EahRM8mmplxmeUjaiA961VNGYG38yv3dKzqwSkijRthSSufp7YkJjY8ZxYDtjikOz7M3E/7xuhtG1PxEqzZArtlgUZZJgQmbPk1BozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUMbUcmG4C2/vEpaFzXPrXn3l5X6TR5HEU7gFKrgwRXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8AZiSPiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u8X4NCxMpcOHT2mhCzcPpdM2L6U=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbNqlm03cnQil9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZZJMM95kiUx0J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk1p3EgeTsY3c789hPXRiTqAccp92M6UCISjKKVOsNqj4UJnvfLFbfmzkFWiZeTCuRo9MtfvTBhWcwVMkmN6Xpuiv6EahRM8mmplxmeUjaiA961VNGYG38yv3dKzqwSkijRthSSufp7YkJjY8ZxYDtjikOz7M3E/7xuhtG1PxEqzZArtlgUZZJgQmbPk1BozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUMbUcmG4C2/vEpaFzXPrXn3l5X6TR5HEU7gFKrgwRXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8AZiSPiQ==</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit>

 
<latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit>

 
<latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit>

 
<latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVoSNixa8mIHBZI1mjfaeFonSxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpJJM21oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7paJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe6miOIk47UaT+8LvTqnSTIonM0tpmOCRYDEj2Fhp4LpBgs04ivNAJkxkej5w617DWwCtE78kdSjRGrhfwVCSLKHCEI617vteasIcK8MIp/NakGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6jBfJJ+jC6sMUSyVfcKghfp7I8eJ1rMkspNFTr3qFeJ/Xj8z8W2YM5FmhgqyPBRnHBmJihrQkClKDJ9ZgoliNisiY6wwMbasmi3BX/3yOulcNXyv4T9e15t3ZR1VOINzuAQfbqAJD9CCNhCYwjO8wpuTOy/Ou/OxHK045c4p/IHz+QM6jZQI</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit>

Contrast Module
<latexit sha1_base64="Rd/43QclEV57Pg3ZMcR0OID8wGQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0l60WOxFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdutkNuxOhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0wFN+B5387G5tb2zm5pr7x/cHhUcY9POkZlmrI2VULpXkgME1yyNnAQrJdqRpJQsG44ac797iPThiv5ANOUBQkZSR5zSsBKQ7fSVBI0MYDvVJQJNnSrXs1bAK8TvyBVVKA1dL8GkaJZwiRQQYzp+14KQU40cCrYrDzIDEsJnZAR61sqScJMkC8On+ELq0Q4VtqWBLxQf0/kJDFmmoS2MyEwNqveXPzP62cQXwc5l2kGTNLlojgTGBSep4AjrhkFMbWEUM3trZiOiSYUbFZlG4K/+vI66dRrvlfz7+vVxk0RRwmdoXN0iXx0hRroFrVQG1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+lq0bTjFziv7A+fwBqyKTEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rd/43QclEV57Pg3ZMcR0OID8wGQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0l60WOxFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdutkNuxOhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0wFN+B5387G5tb2zm5pr7x/cHhUcY9POkZlmrI2VULpXkgME1yyNnAQrJdqRpJQsG44ac797iPThiv5ANOUBQkZSR5zSsBKQ7fSVBI0MYDvVJQJNnSrXs1bAK8TvyBVVKA1dL8GkaJZwiRQQYzp+14KQU40cCrYrDzIDEsJnZAR61sqScJMkC8On+ELq0Q4VtqWBLxQf0/kJDFmmoS2MyEwNqveXPzP62cQXwc5l2kGTNLlojgTGBSep4AjrhkFMbWEUM3trZiOiSYUbFZlG4K/+vI66dRrvlfz7+vVxk0RRwmdoXN0iXx0hRroFrVQG1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+lq0bTjFziv7A+fwBqyKTEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rd/43QclEV57Pg3ZMcR0OID8wGQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0l60WOxFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdutkNuxOhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0wFN+B5387G5tb2zm5pr7x/cHhUcY9POkZlmrI2VULpXkgME1yyNnAQrJdqRpJQsG44ac797iPThiv5ANOUBQkZSR5zSsBKQ7fSVBI0MYDvVJQJNnSrXs1bAK8TvyBVVKA1dL8GkaJZwiRQQYzp+14KQU40cCrYrDzIDEsJnZAR61sqScJMkC8On+ELq0Q4VtqWBLxQf0/kJDFmmoS2MyEwNqveXPzP62cQXwc5l2kGTNLlojgTGBSep4AjrhkFMbWEUM3trZiOiSYUbFZlG4K/+vI66dRrvlfz7+vVxk0RRwmdoXN0iXx0hRroFrVQG1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+lq0bTjFziv7A+fwBqyKTEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rd/43QclEV57Pg3ZMcR0OID8wGQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0l60WOxFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdutkNuxOhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0wFN+B5387G5tb2zm5pr7x/cHhUcY9POkZlmrI2VULpXkgME1yyNnAQrJdqRpJQsG44ac797iPThiv5ANOUBQkZSR5zSsBKQ7fSVBI0MYDvVJQJNnSrXs1bAK8TvyBVVKA1dL8GkaJZwiRQQYzp+14KQU40cCrYrDzIDEsJnZAR61sqScJMkC8On+ELq0Q4VtqWBLxQf0/kJDFmmoS2MyEwNqveXPzP62cQXwc5l2kGTNLlojgTGBSep4AjrhkFMbWEUM3trZiOiSYUbFZlG4K/+vI66dRrvlfz7+vVxk0RRwmdoXN0iXx0hRroFrVQG1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+lq0bTjFziv7A+fwBqyKTEw==</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="BnImUGcxlpqBLXqmBu/x3UJlWp0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqrsclCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz0r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni1Bm5sMqQhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/83ophtd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzP8mQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG06JRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcquDBFTTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP4sVjUo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BnImUGcxlpqBLXqmBu/x3UJlWp0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqrsclCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz0r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni1Bm5sMqQhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/83ophtd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzP8mQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG06JRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcquDBFTTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP4sVjUo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BnImUGcxlpqBLXqmBu/x3UJlWp0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqrsclCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz0r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni1Bm5sMqQhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/83ophtd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzP8mQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG06JRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcquDBFTTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP4sVjUo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BnImUGcxlpqBLXqmBu/x3UJlWp0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqrsclCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz0r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni1Bm5sMqQhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/83ophtd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzP8mQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG06JRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcquDBFTTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP4sVjUo=</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="A3/nS2rLohv9Q9aqPU4UtET9Omk=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqrB5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDK/9TKgkRa7YclGYSoIxmf9NhkJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdp0SjYEb/XlddKu1zy35t3XK42bPI4inME5VMGDK2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCJkI1J</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A3/nS2rLohv9Q9aqPU4UtET9Omk=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqrB5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDK/9TKgkRa7YclGYSoIxmf9NhkJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdp0SjYEb/XlddKu1zy35t3XK42bPI4inME5VMGDK2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCJkI1J</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A3/nS2rLohv9Q9aqPU4UtET9Omk=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqrB5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDK/9TKgkRa7YclGYSoIxmf9NhkJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdp0SjYEb/XlddKu1zy35t3XK42bPI4inME5VMGDK2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCJkI1J</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A3/nS2rLohv9Q9aqPU4UtET9Omk=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqrB5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDK/9TKgkRa7YclGYSoIxmf9NhkJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdp0SjYEb/XlddKu1zy35t3XK42bPI4inME5VMGDK2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCJkI1J</latexit>

(Gumbel-)SoftMax
<latexit sha1_base64="Bs6a72+UUGm/dJTlGTmwl9R9l+M=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU0ubxSDEwnCXRsughTZCRPMBSQh7m7lkyd7usbsXDEf+iY2FIrb+Ezv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUHMmTae9+2srK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7++7BYV3LRFGoUcmlagZEA2cCaoYZDs1YAYkCDo1geD31GyNQmknxaMYxdCLSFyxklBgrdV23eJNEAfDzswcZmjvy1HULXsmbAS8TPyMFlKHadb/aPUmTCIShnGjd8r3YdFKiDKMcJvl2oiEmdEj60LJUkAh0J51dPsGnVunhUCpbwuCZ+nsiJZHW4yiwnRExA73oTcX/vFZiwstOykScGBB0vihMODYST2PAPaaAGj62hFDF7K2YDogi1Niw8jYEf/HlZVIvl3yv5N+XC5WrLI4cOkYnqIh8dIEq6BZVUQ1RNELP6BW9Oanz4rw7H/PWFSebOUJ/4Hz+AHqekuU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bs6a72+UUGm/dJTlGTmwl9R9l+M=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU0ubxSDEwnCXRsughTZCRPMBSQh7m7lkyd7usbsXDEf+iY2FIrb+Ezv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUHMmTae9+2srK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7++7BYV3LRFGoUcmlagZEA2cCaoYZDs1YAYkCDo1geD31GyNQmknxaMYxdCLSFyxklBgrdV23eJNEAfDzswcZmjvy1HULXsmbAS8TPyMFlKHadb/aPUmTCIShnGjd8r3YdFKiDKMcJvl2oiEmdEj60LJUkAh0J51dPsGnVunhUCpbwuCZ+nsiJZHW4yiwnRExA73oTcX/vFZiwstOykScGBB0vihMODYST2PAPaaAGj62hFDF7K2YDogi1Niw8jYEf/HlZVIvl3yv5N+XC5WrLI4cOkYnqIh8dIEq6BZVUQ1RNELP6BW9Oanz4rw7H/PWFSebOUJ/4Hz+AHqekuU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bs6a72+UUGm/dJTlGTmwl9R9l+M=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU0ubxSDEwnCXRsughTZCRPMBSQh7m7lkyd7usbsXDEf+iY2FIrb+Ezv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUHMmTae9+2srK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7++7BYV3LRFGoUcmlagZEA2cCaoYZDs1YAYkCDo1geD31GyNQmknxaMYxdCLSFyxklBgrdV23eJNEAfDzswcZmjvy1HULXsmbAS8TPyMFlKHadb/aPUmTCIShnGjd8r3YdFKiDKMcJvl2oiEmdEj60LJUkAh0J51dPsGnVunhUCpbwuCZ+nsiJZHW4yiwnRExA73oTcX/vFZiwstOykScGBB0vihMODYST2PAPaaAGj62hFDF7K2YDogi1Niw8jYEf/HlZVIvl3yv5N+XC5WrLI4cOkYnqIh8dIEq6BZVUQ1RNELP6BW9Oanz4rw7H/PWFSebOUJ/4Hz+AHqekuU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oDr5WU0sbuSdCqxsDp4dzhlqH5E=">AAAB7nicbZBLSwMxFIXv+Ky16ujWTbAIdWGZcaNLwYVuhIr2Ae1QMmmmDc1jSDLFMvSfuHGhiD/Hnf/G9LHQ1gOBj3MS7s2JU86MDYJvb219Y3Nru7BT3C3t7R/4h6WGUZkmtE4UV7oVY0M5k7RumeW0lWqKRcxpMx7eTPPmiGrDlHyy45RGAvclSxjB1lld36/cZiKm/PzsUSX2Hj93/XJQDWZCqxAuoAwL1br+V6enSCaotIRjY9phkNoox9oywumk2MkMTTEZ4j5tO5RYUBPls80n6NQ5PZQo7Y60aOb+fpFjYcxYxO6mwHZglrOp+V/WzmxyFeVMppmlkswHJRlHVqFpDajHNCWWjx1gopnbFZEB1phYV1bRlRAuf3kVGhfVMKiGDwEU4BhOoAIhXMI13EEN6kBgBC/wBu9e7r16H/O61rxFb0fwR97nDyiNkYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oDr5WU0sbuSdCqxsDp4dzhlqH5E=">AAAB7nicbZBLSwMxFIXv+Ky16ujWTbAIdWGZcaNLwYVuhIr2Ae1QMmmmDc1jSDLFMvSfuHGhiD/Hnf/G9LHQ1gOBj3MS7s2JU86MDYJvb219Y3Nru7BT3C3t7R/4h6WGUZkmtE4UV7oVY0M5k7RumeW0lWqKRcxpMx7eTPPmiGrDlHyy45RGAvclSxjB1lld36/cZiKm/PzsUSX2Hj93/XJQDWZCqxAuoAwL1br+V6enSCaotIRjY9phkNoox9oywumk2MkMTTEZ4j5tO5RYUBPls80n6NQ5PZQo7Y60aOb+fpFjYcxYxO6mwHZglrOp+V/WzmxyFeVMppmlkswHJRlHVqFpDajHNCWWjx1gopnbFZEB1phYV1bRlRAuf3kVGhfVMKiGDwEU4BhOoAIhXMI13EEN6kBgBC/wBu9e7r16H/O61rxFb0fwR97nDyiNkYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pli2bt5vccMzI+QZrfHt/oQZFCc=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69LAYhHgy7XvQY9KAXIaJ5QBLC7KQ3GTKPZWY2GJb8iRcPinj1T7z5N06SPWhiQUNR1U13Vxgzqo3vfzu5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3z90/qGuZKAI1IplUzRBrYFRAzVDDoBkrwDxk0AiH11O/MQKlqRSPZhxDh+O+oBEl2Fip67qlm4SHwM5OH2Rk7vBT1y36ZX8Gb5kEGSmiDNWu+9XuSZJwEIYwrHUr8GPTSbEylDCYFNqJhhiTIe5Dy1KBOehOOrt84p1YpedFUtkSxpupvydSzLUe89B2cmwGetGbiv95rcREl52UijgxIMh8UZQwz0hvGoPXowqIYWNLMFHU3uqRAVaYGBtWwYYQLL68TOrn5cAvB/d+sXKVxZFHR+gYlVCALlAF3aIqqiGCRugZvaI3J3VenHfnY96ac7KZQ/QHzucPef6S4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bs6a72+UUGm/dJTlGTmwl9R9l+M=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU0ubxSDEwnCXRsughTZCRPMBSQh7m7lkyd7usbsXDEf+iY2FIrb+Ezv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUHMmTae9+2srK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7++7BYV3LRFGoUcmlagZEA2cCaoYZDs1YAYkCDo1geD31GyNQmknxaMYxdCLSFyxklBgrdV23eJNEAfDzswcZmjvy1HULXsmbAS8TPyMFlKHadb/aPUmTCIShnGjd8r3YdFKiDKMcJvl2oiEmdEj60LJUkAh0J51dPsGnVunhUCpbwuCZ+nsiJZHW4yiwnRExA73oTcX/vFZiwstOykScGBB0vihMODYST2PAPaaAGj62hFDF7K2YDogi1Niw8jYEf/HlZVIvl3yv5N+XC5WrLI4cOkYnqIh8dIEq6BZVUQ1RNELP6BW9Oanz4rw7H/PWFSebOUJ/4Hz+AHqekuU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bs6a72+UUGm/dJTlGTmwl9R9l+M=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU0ubxSDEwnCXRsughTZCRPMBSQh7m7lkyd7usbsXDEf+iY2FIrb+Ezv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUHMmTae9+2srK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7++7BYV3LRFGoUcmlagZEA2cCaoYZDs1YAYkCDo1geD31GyNQmknxaMYxdCLSFyxklBgrdV23eJNEAfDzswcZmjvy1HULXsmbAS8TPyMFlKHadb/aPUmTCIShnGjd8r3YdFKiDKMcJvl2oiEmdEj60LJUkAh0J51dPsGnVunhUCpbwuCZ+nsiJZHW4yiwnRExA73oTcX/vFZiwstOykScGBB0vihMODYST2PAPaaAGj62hFDF7K2YDogi1Niw8jYEf/HlZVIvl3yv5N+XC5WrLI4cOkYnqIh8dIEq6BZVUQ1RNELP6BW9Oanz4rw7H/PWFSebOUJ/4Hz+AHqekuU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bs6a72+UUGm/dJTlGTmwl9R9l+M=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU0ubxSDEwnCXRsughTZCRPMBSQh7m7lkyd7usbsXDEf+iY2FIrb+Ezv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUHMmTae9+2srK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7++7BYV3LRFGoUcmlagZEA2cCaoYZDs1YAYkCDo1geD31GyNQmknxaMYxdCLSFyxklBgrdV23eJNEAfDzswcZmjvy1HULXsmbAS8TPyMFlKHadb/aPUmTCIShnGjd8r3YdFKiDKMcJvl2oiEmdEj60LJUkAh0J51dPsGnVunhUCpbwuCZ+nsiJZHW4yiwnRExA73oTcX/vFZiwstOykScGBB0vihMODYST2PAPaaAGj62hFDF7K2YDogi1Niw8jYEf/HlZVIvl3yv5N+XC5WrLI4cOkYnqIh8dIEq6BZVUQ1RNELP6BW9Oanz4rw7H/PWFSebOUJ/4Hz+AHqekuU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bs6a72+UUGm/dJTlGTmwl9R9l+M=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU0ubxSDEwnCXRsughTZCRPMBSQh7m7lkyd7usbsXDEf+iY2FIrb+Ezv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUHMmTae9+2srK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7++7BYV3LRFGoUcmlagZEA2cCaoYZDs1YAYkCDo1geD31GyNQmknxaMYxdCLSFyxklBgrdV23eJNEAfDzswcZmjvy1HULXsmbAS8TPyMFlKHadb/aPUmTCIShnGjd8r3YdFKiDKMcJvl2oiEmdEj60LJUkAh0J51dPsGnVunhUCpbwuCZ+nsiJZHW4yiwnRExA73oTcX/vFZiwstOykScGBB0vihMODYST2PAPaaAGj62hFDF7K2YDogi1Niw8jYEf/HlZVIvl3yv5N+XC5WrLI4cOkYnqIh8dIEq6BZVUQ1RNELP6BW9Oanz4rw7H/PWFSebOUJ/4Hz+AHqekuU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bs6a72+UUGm/dJTlGTmwl9R9l+M=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU0ubxSDEwnCXRsughTZCRPMBSQh7m7lkyd7usbsXDEf+iY2FIrb+Ezv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUHMmTae9+2srK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7++7BYV3LRFGoUcmlagZEA2cCaoYZDs1YAYkCDo1geD31GyNQmknxaMYxdCLSFyxklBgrdV23eJNEAfDzswcZmjvy1HULXsmbAS8TPyMFlKHadb/aPUmTCIShnGjd8r3YdFKiDKMcJvl2oiEmdEj60LJUkAh0J51dPsGnVunhUCpbwuCZ+nsiJZHW4yiwnRExA73oTcX/vFZiwstOykScGBB0vihMODYST2PAPaaAGj62hFDF7K2YDogi1Niw8jYEf/HlZVIvl3yv5N+XC5WrLI4cOkYnqIh8dIEq6BZVUQ1RNELP6BW9Oanz4rw7H/PWFSebOUJ/4Hz+AHqekuU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bs6a72+UUGm/dJTlGTmwl9R9l+M=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU0ubxSDEwnCXRsughTZCRPMBSQh7m7lkyd7usbsXDEf+iY2FIrb+Ezv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUHMmTae9+2srK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7++7BYV3LRFGoUcmlagZEA2cCaoYZDs1YAYkCDo1geD31GyNQmknxaMYxdCLSFyxklBgrdV23eJNEAfDzswcZmjvy1HULXsmbAS8TPyMFlKHadb/aPUmTCIShnGjd8r3YdFKiDKMcJvl2oiEmdEj60LJUkAh0J51dPsGnVunhUCpbwuCZ+nsiJZHW4yiwnRExA73oTcX/vFZiwstOykScGBB0vihMODYST2PAPaaAGj62hFDF7K2YDogi1Niw8jYEf/HlZVIvl3yv5N+XC5WrLI4cOkYnqIh8dIEq6BZVUQ1RNELP6BW9Oanz4rw7H/PWFSebOUJ/4Hz+AHqekuU=</latexit>

O
<latexit sha1_base64="m1zCFXeFmUx6ehG3dT0b77LjCc4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl0484K9gFtKJPppB06mQkzN0IJ/Qw3LhRx69e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3MueeMBHcoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirVlLWoEkp3Q2KY4JK1kKNg3UQzEoeCdcLJbe53npg2XMlHnCYsiMlI8ohTglbq9WOCY0pEdj8bVGte3ZvDXSV+QWpQoDmofvWHiqYxk0gFMabnewkGGdHIqWCzSj81LCF0QkasZ6kkMTNBNo88c8+sMnQjpe2T6M7V3xsZiY2ZxqGdzCOaZS8X//N6KUbXQcZlkiKTdPFRlAoXlZvf7w65ZhTF1BJCNbdZXTommlC0LVVsCf7yyaukfVH3vbr/cFlr3BR1lOEETuEcfLiCBtxBE1pAQcEzvMKbg86L8+58LEZLTrFzDH/gfP4AhZSRZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m1zCFXeFmUx6ehG3dT0b77LjCc4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl0484K9gFtKJPppB06mQkzN0IJ/Qw3LhRx69e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3MueeMBHcoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirVlLWoEkp3Q2KY4JK1kKNg3UQzEoeCdcLJbe53npg2XMlHnCYsiMlI8ohTglbq9WOCY0pEdj8bVGte3ZvDXSV+QWpQoDmofvWHiqYxk0gFMabnewkGGdHIqWCzSj81LCF0QkasZ6kkMTNBNo88c8+sMnQjpe2T6M7V3xsZiY2ZxqGdzCOaZS8X//N6KUbXQcZlkiKTdPFRlAoXlZvf7w65ZhTF1BJCNbdZXTommlC0LVVsCf7yyaukfVH3vbr/cFlr3BR1lOEETuEcfLiCBtxBE1pAQcEzvMKbg86L8+58LEZLTrFzDH/gfP4AhZSRZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m1zCFXeFmUx6ehG3dT0b77LjCc4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl0484K9gFtKJPppB06mQkzN0IJ/Qw3LhRx69e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3MueeMBHcoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirVlLWoEkp3Q2KY4JK1kKNg3UQzEoeCdcLJbe53npg2XMlHnCYsiMlI8ohTglbq9WOCY0pEdj8bVGte3ZvDXSV+QWpQoDmofvWHiqYxk0gFMabnewkGGdHIqWCzSj81LCF0QkasZ6kkMTNBNo88c8+sMnQjpe2T6M7V3xsZiY2ZxqGdzCOaZS8X//N6KUbXQcZlkiKTdPFRlAoXlZvf7w65ZhTF1BJCNbdZXTommlC0LVVsCf7yyaukfVH3vbr/cFlr3BR1lOEETuEcfLiCBtxBE1pAQcEzvMKbg86L8+58LEZLTrFzDH/gfP4AhZSRZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m1zCFXeFmUx6ehG3dT0b77LjCc4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl0484K9gFtKJPppB06mQkzN0IJ/Qw3LhRx69e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3MueeMBHcoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirVlLWoEkp3Q2KY4JK1kKNg3UQzEoeCdcLJbe53npg2XMlHnCYsiMlI8ohTglbq9WOCY0pEdj8bVGte3ZvDXSV+QWpQoDmofvWHiqYxk0gFMabnewkGGdHIqWCzSj81LCF0QkasZ6kkMTNBNo88c8+sMnQjpe2T6M7V3xsZiY2ZxqGdzCOaZS8X//N6KUbXQcZlkiKTdPFRlAoXlZvf7w65ZhTF1BJCNbdZXTommlC0LVVsCf7yyaukfVH3vbr/cFlr3BR1lOEETuEcfLiCBtxBE1pAQcEzvMKbg86L8+58LEZLTrFzDH/gfP4AhZSRZQ==</latexit>

O [ a1
<latexit sha1_base64="fITjMuAqpcbExb+xv1PpaufxGTY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIoMuiG3dWsLXQhHAznbRDJ5MwMxFqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce7lnTphyprTjfFuVpeWV1bXqem1jc2t7x97d66gkk4S2ScIT2Q1BUc4EbWumOe2mkkIccnofjq4K//6BSsUScafHKfVjGAgWMQLaSIF94MWghwR4fjPBHslSDIEb2HWn4UyBF4lbkjoq0QrsL6+fkCymQhMOSvVcJ9V+DlIzwumk5mWKpkBGMKA9QwXEVPn5NP0EHxulj6NEmic0nqq/N3KIlRrHoZkssqp5rxD/83qZji78nIk001SQ2aEo41gnuKgC95mkRPOxIUAkM1kxGYIEok1hNVOCO//lRdI5bbhOw709qzcvyzqq6BAdoRPkonPURNeohdqIoEf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1sdstGKVO/voD6zPH8nXlMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fITjMuAqpcbExb+xv1PpaufxGTY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIoMuiG3dWsLXQhHAznbRDJ5MwMxFqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce7lnTphyprTjfFuVpeWV1bXqem1jc2t7x97d66gkk4S2ScIT2Q1BUc4EbWumOe2mkkIccnofjq4K//6BSsUScafHKfVjGAgWMQLaSIF94MWghwR4fjPBHslSDIEb2HWn4UyBF4lbkjoq0QrsL6+fkCymQhMOSvVcJ9V+DlIzwumk5mWKpkBGMKA9QwXEVPn5NP0EHxulj6NEmic0nqq/N3KIlRrHoZkssqp5rxD/83qZji78nIk001SQ2aEo41gnuKgC95mkRPOxIUAkM1kxGYIEok1hNVOCO//lRdI5bbhOw709qzcvyzqq6BAdoRPkonPURNeohdqIoEf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1sdstGKVO/voD6zPH8nXlMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fITjMuAqpcbExb+xv1PpaufxGTY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIoMuiG3dWsLXQhHAznbRDJ5MwMxFqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce7lnTphyprTjfFuVpeWV1bXqem1jc2t7x97d66gkk4S2ScIT2Q1BUc4EbWumOe2mkkIccnofjq4K//6BSsUScafHKfVjGAgWMQLaSIF94MWghwR4fjPBHslSDIEb2HWn4UyBF4lbkjoq0QrsL6+fkCymQhMOSvVcJ9V+DlIzwumk5mWKpkBGMKA9QwXEVPn5NP0EHxulj6NEmic0nqq/N3KIlRrHoZkssqp5rxD/83qZji78nIk001SQ2aEo41gnuKgC95mkRPOxIUAkM1kxGYIEok1hNVOCO//lRdI5bbhOw709qzcvyzqq6BAdoRPkonPURNeohdqIoEf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1sdstGKVO/voD6zPH8nXlMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fITjMuAqpcbExb+xv1PpaufxGTY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIoMuiG3dWsLXQhHAznbRDJ5MwMxFqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce7lnTphyprTjfFuVpeWV1bXqem1jc2t7x97d66gkk4S2ScIT2Q1BUc4EbWumOe2mkkIccnofjq4K//6BSsUScafHKfVjGAgWMQLaSIF94MWghwR4fjPBHslSDIEb2HWn4UyBF4lbkjoq0QrsL6+fkCymQhMOSvVcJ9V+DlIzwumk5mWKpkBGMKA9QwXEVPn5NP0EHxulj6NEmic0nqq/N3KIlRrHoZkssqp5rxD/83qZji78nIk001SQ2aEo41gnuKgC95mkRPOxIUAkM1kxGYIEok1hNVOCO//lRdI5bbhOw709qzcvyzqq6BAdoRPkonPURNeohdqIoEf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1sdstGKVO/voD6zPH8nXlMU=</latexit>

O [ a8
<latexit sha1_base64="r3/3kEupziF2w5NVXeZPQS+qcXk=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIYJdFN+6sYB/QhHAznbZDJ5MwMxFqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce7lnTphwprTjfFulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z94/aKs4lYS2SMxj2Q1BUc4EbWmmOe0mkkIUctoJx9e533mgUrFY3OtJQv0IhoINGAFtpMA+8iLQIwI8u51ij6QJhqAe2FWn5syAl4lbkCoq0AzsL68fkzSiQhMOSvVcJ9F+BlIzwum04qWKJkDGMKQ9QwVEVPnZLP0UnxqljwexNE9oPFN/b2QQKTWJQjOZZ1WLXi7+5/VSPaj7GRNJqqkg80ODlGMd47wK3GeSEs0nhgCRzGTFZAQSiDaFVUwJ7uKXl0n7vOY6Nffuotq4Kuooo2N0gs6Qiy5RA92gJmohgh7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx/z0ZJV7ByiP7A+fwDUc5TM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r3/3kEupziF2w5NVXeZPQS+qcXk=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIYJdFN+6sYB/QhHAznbZDJ5MwMxFqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce7lnTphwprTjfFulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z94/aKs4lYS2SMxj2Q1BUc4EbWmmOe0mkkIUctoJx9e533mgUrFY3OtJQv0IhoINGAFtpMA+8iLQIwI8u51ij6QJhqAe2FWn5syAl4lbkCoq0AzsL68fkzSiQhMOSvVcJ9F+BlIzwum04qWKJkDGMKQ9QwVEVPnZLP0UnxqljwexNE9oPFN/b2QQKTWJQjOZZ1WLXi7+5/VSPaj7GRNJqqkg80ODlGMd47wK3GeSEs0nhgCRzGTFZAQSiDaFVUwJ7uKXl0n7vOY6Nffuotq4Kuooo2N0gs6Qiy5RA92gJmohgh7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx/z0ZJV7ByiP7A+fwDUc5TM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r3/3kEupziF2w5NVXeZPQS+qcXk=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIYJdFN+6sYB/QhHAznbZDJ5MwMxFqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce7lnTphwprTjfFulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z94/aKs4lYS2SMxj2Q1BUc4EbWmmOe0mkkIUctoJx9e533mgUrFY3OtJQv0IhoINGAFtpMA+8iLQIwI8u51ij6QJhqAe2FWn5syAl4lbkCoq0AzsL68fkzSiQhMOSvVcJ9F+BlIzwum04qWKJkDGMKQ9QwVEVPnZLP0UnxqljwexNE9oPFN/b2QQKTWJQjOZZ1WLXi7+5/VSPaj7GRNJqqkg80ODlGMd47wK3GeSEs0nhgCRzGTFZAQSiDaFVUwJ7uKXl0n7vOY6Nffuotq4Kuooo2N0gs6Qiy5RA92gJmohgh7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx/z0ZJV7ByiP7A+fwDUc5TM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r3/3kEupziF2w5NVXeZPQS+qcXk=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIYJdFN+6sYB/QhHAznbZDJ5MwMxFqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce7lnTphwprTjfFulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z94/aKs4lYS2SMxj2Q1BUc4EbWmmOe0mkkIUctoJx9e533mgUrFY3OtJQv0IhoINGAFtpMA+8iLQIwI8u51ij6QJhqAe2FWn5syAl4lbkCoq0AzsL68fkzSiQhMOSvVcJ9F+BlIzwum04qWKJkDGMKQ9QwVEVPnZLP0UnxqljwexNE9oPFN/b2QQKTWJQjOZZ1WLXi7+5/VSPaj7GRNJqqkg80ODlGMd47wK3GeSEs0nhgCRzGTFZAQSiDaFVUwJ7uKXl0n7vOY6Nffuotq4Kuooo2N0gs6Qiy5RA92gJmohgh7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx/z0ZJV7ByiP7A+fwDUc5TM</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocgiAjpDjkxJr5kPWC1BB+yVGnk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3Uiih/8GLB0W8+n+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8ENet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWasiZVQulOSAwTXLImchSsk2pGklCwdji6m/ntMdOGK/mIk5QFCRlIHnNK0Eqt3jhSaPqVqlfz5nBXiV+QKhRo9CtfvUjRLGESqSDGdH0vxSAnGjkVbFruZYalhI7IgHUtlSRhJsjn107dc6tEbqy0LYnuXP09kZPEmEkS2s6E4NAsezPxP6+bYXwT5FymGTJJF4viTLio3NnrbsQ1oygmlhCqub3VpUOiCUUbUNmG4C+/vEpalzXfq/kPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ah2uowz00oAkUnuAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBy2+PQg==</latexit>

Sampling
<latexit sha1_base64="njAQj444Og2vP6pxJWF5hHmGmMk=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLYM2lhHNByRH2NvsJUt2987dOSGE/AkbC0Vs/Tt2/hs3yRWa+GDg8d4MM/OiVAqLvv/tra1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+OmTTLDeIMlMjHtiFouheYNFCh5OzWcqkjyVjS6mfmtJ26sSPQDjlMeKjrQIhaMopPa91S5LXrQK5X9ij8HWSVBTsqQo94rfXX7CcsU18gktbYT+CmGE2pQMMmnxW5meUrZiA54x1FNFbfhZH7vlJw7pU/ixLjSSObq74kJVdaOVeQ6FcWhXfZm4n9eJ8P4KpwInWbINVssijNJMCGz50lfGM5Qjh2hzAh3K2FDaihDF1HRhRAsv7xKmtVK4FeCu2q5dp3HUYBTOIMLCOASanALdWgAAwnP8Apv3qP34r17H4vWNS+fOYE/8D5/ACLVkAM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="njAQj444Og2vP6pxJWF5hHmGmMk=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLYM2lhHNByRH2NvsJUt2987dOSGE/AkbC0Vs/Tt2/hs3yRWa+GDg8d4MM/OiVAqLvv/tra1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+OmTTLDeIMlMjHtiFouheYNFCh5OzWcqkjyVjS6mfmtJ26sSPQDjlMeKjrQIhaMopPa91S5LXrQK5X9ij8HWSVBTsqQo94rfXX7CcsU18gktbYT+CmGE2pQMMmnxW5meUrZiA54x1FNFbfhZH7vlJw7pU/ixLjSSObq74kJVdaOVeQ6FcWhXfZm4n9eJ8P4KpwInWbINVssijNJMCGz50lfGM5Qjh2hzAh3K2FDaihDF1HRhRAsv7xKmtVK4FeCu2q5dp3HUYBTOIMLCOASanALdWgAAwnP8Apv3qP34r17H4vWNS+fOYE/8D5/ACLVkAM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="njAQj444Og2vP6pxJWF5hHmGmMk=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLYM2lhHNByRH2NvsJUt2987dOSGE/AkbC0Vs/Tt2/hs3yRWa+GDg8d4MM/OiVAqLvv/tra1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+OmTTLDeIMlMjHtiFouheYNFCh5OzWcqkjyVjS6mfmtJ26sSPQDjlMeKjrQIhaMopPa91S5LXrQK5X9ij8HWSVBTsqQo94rfXX7CcsU18gktbYT+CmGE2pQMMmnxW5meUrZiA54x1FNFbfhZH7vlJw7pU/ixLjSSObq74kJVdaOVeQ6FcWhXfZm4n9eJ8P4KpwInWbINVssijNJMCGz50lfGM5Qjh2hzAh3K2FDaihDF1HRhRAsv7xKmtVK4FeCu2q5dp3HUYBTOIMLCOASanALdWgAAwnP8Apv3qP34r17H4vWNS+fOYE/8D5/ACLVkAM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="njAQj444Og2vP6pxJWF5hHmGmMk=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLYM2lhHNByRH2NvsJUt2987dOSGE/AkbC0Vs/Tt2/hs3yRWa+GDg8d4MM/OiVAqLvv/tra1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+OmTTLDeIMlMjHtiFouheYNFCh5OzWcqkjyVjS6mfmtJ26sSPQDjlMeKjrQIhaMopPa91S5LXrQK5X9ij8HWSVBTsqQo94rfXX7CcsU18gktbYT+CmGE2pQMMmnxW5meUrZiA54x1FNFbfhZH7vlJw7pU/ixLjSSObq74kJVdaOVeQ6FcWhXfZm4n9eJ8P4KpwInWbINVssijNJMCGz50lfGM5Qjh2hzAh3K2FDaihDF1HRhRAsv7xKmtVK4FeCu2q5dp3HUYBTOIMLCOASanALdWgAAwnP8Apv3qP34r17H4vWNS+fOYE/8D5/ACLVkAM=</latexit>

ResBlock
<latexit sha1_base64="SgwkI7UTpE7pBJfpALp6ege75og=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NLmIjGxInc0WhJsLNHIRwIXsrfMwYa93XN3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTDjTxvO+ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pa5kqii0quVTdkGjkTGDLMMOxmygkccixE05u5n7nCZVmUjyYaYJBTEaCRYwSY6XuPeoGl3QyKFe8qreAu078nFQgR3NQ/uoPJU1jFIZyonXP9xITZEQZRjnOSv1UY0LohIywZ6kgMeogW9w7cy+sMnQjqWwJ4y7U3xMZibWexqHtjIkZ61VvLv7n9VITXQcZE0lqUNDloijlrpHu/Hl3yBRSw6eWEKqYvdWlY6IINTaikg3BX315nbRrVd+r+ne1Sr2Rx1GEMziHS/DhCupwC01oAQUOz/AKb86j8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP+imj90=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SgwkI7UTpE7pBJfpALp6ege75og=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NLmIjGxInc0WhJsLNHIRwIXsrfMwYa93XN3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTDjTxvO+ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pa5kqii0quVTdkGjkTGDLMMOxmygkccixE05u5n7nCZVmUjyYaYJBTEaCRYwSY6XuPeoGl3QyKFe8qreAu078nFQgR3NQ/uoPJU1jFIZyonXP9xITZEQZRjnOSv1UY0LohIywZ6kgMeogW9w7cy+sMnQjqWwJ4y7U3xMZibWexqHtjIkZ61VvLv7n9VITXQcZE0lqUNDloijlrpHu/Hl3yBRSw6eWEKqYvdWlY6IINTaikg3BX315nbRrVd+r+ne1Sr2Rx1GEMziHS/DhCupwC01oAQUOz/AKb86j8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP+imj90=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SgwkI7UTpE7pBJfpALp6ege75og=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NLmIjGxInc0WhJsLNHIRwIXsrfMwYa93XN3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTDjTxvO+ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pa5kqii0quVTdkGjkTGDLMMOxmygkccixE05u5n7nCZVmUjyYaYJBTEaCRYwSY6XuPeoGl3QyKFe8qreAu078nFQgR3NQ/uoPJU1jFIZyonXP9xITZEQZRjnOSv1UY0LohIywZ6kgMeogW9w7cy+sMnQjqWwJ4y7U3xMZibWexqHtjIkZ61VvLv7n9VITXQcZE0lqUNDloijlrpHu/Hl3yBRSw6eWEKqYvdWlY6IINTaikg3BX315nbRrVd+r+ne1Sr2Rx1GEMziHS/DhCupwC01oAQUOz/AKb86j8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP+imj90=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SgwkI7UTpE7pBJfpALp6ege75og=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NLmIjGxInc0WhJsLNHIRwIXsrfMwYa93XN3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTDjTxvO+ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pa5kqii0quVTdkGjkTGDLMMOxmygkccixE05u5n7nCZVmUjyYaYJBTEaCRYwSY6XuPeoGl3QyKFe8qreAu078nFQgR3NQ/uoPJU1jFIZyonXP9xITZEQZRjnOSv1UY0LohIywZ6kgMeogW9w7cy+sMnQjqWwJ4y7U3xMZibWexqHtjIkZ61VvLv7n9VITXQcZE0lqUNDloijlrpHu/Hl3yBRSw6eWEKqYvdWlY6IINTaikg3BX315nbRrVd+r+ne1Sr2Rx1GEMziHS/DhCupwC01oAQUOz/AKb86j8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP+imj90=</latexit>

MLP<latexit sha1_base64="Tp5PUTFLYQlboMmZKYE5joNznhk=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrtpTBm0sVCIaB6QLDI7uZsMmZ1dZmaFsOQTbCwUsfWL7PwbJ8kWmnhg4HDOucy9J0gE18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aus4VQxbLBax6gZUo+ASW4Ybgd1EIY0CgZ1gfDXzO0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWur+9aT6WK27VnYOsEi8nFchh81/9QczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOB01I/1ZhQNqZD7FkqaYTaz+arTsmZVQYkjJV90pC5+nsio5HWkyiwyYiakV72ZuJ/Xi81Yd3PuExSg5ItPgpTQUxMZneTAVfIjJhYQpnidlfCRlRRZmw7JVuCt3zyKmnXqp5b9e5qlcZlXkcRTuAUzsGDC2jANTShBQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4W0YKTzxzDHzifP9ucjX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tp5PUTFLYQlboMmZKYE5joNznhk=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrtpTBm0sVCIaB6QLDI7uZsMmZ1dZmaFsOQTbCwUsfWL7PwbJ8kWmnhg4HDOucy9J0gE18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aus4VQxbLBax6gZUo+ASW4Ybgd1EIY0CgZ1gfDXzO0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWur+9aT6WK27VnYOsEi8nFchh81/9QczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOB01I/1ZhQNqZD7FkqaYTaz+arTsmZVQYkjJV90pC5+nsio5HWkyiwyYiakV72ZuJ/Xi81Yd3PuExSg5ItPgpTQUxMZneTAVfIjJhYQpnidlfCRlRRZmw7JVuCt3zyKmnXqp5b9e5qlcZlXkcRTuAUzsGDC2jANTShBQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4W0YKTzxzDHzifP9ucjX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tp5PUTFLYQlboMmZKYE5joNznhk=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrtpTBm0sVCIaB6QLDI7uZsMmZ1dZmaFsOQTbCwUsfWL7PwbJ8kWmnhg4HDOucy9J0gE18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aus4VQxbLBax6gZUo+ASW4Ybgd1EIY0CgZ1gfDXzO0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWur+9aT6WK27VnYOsEi8nFchh81/9QczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOB01I/1ZhQNqZD7FkqaYTaz+arTsmZVQYkjJV90pC5+nsio5HWkyiwyYiakV72ZuJ/Xi81Yd3PuExSg5ItPgpTQUxMZneTAVfIjJhYQpnidlfCRlRRZmw7JVuCt3zyKmnXqp5b9e5qlcZlXkcRTuAUzsGDC2jANTShBQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4W0YKTzxzDHzifP9ucjX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tp5PUTFLYQlboMmZKYE5joNznhk=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrtpTBm0sVCIaB6QLDI7uZsMmZ1dZmaFsOQTbCwUsfWL7PwbJ8kWmnhg4HDOucy9J0gE18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aus4VQxbLBax6gZUo+ASW4Ybgd1EIY0CgZ1gfDXzO0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWur+9aT6WK27VnYOsEi8nFchh81/9QczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOB01I/1ZhQNqZD7FkqaYTaz+arTsmZVQYkjJV90pC5+nsio5HWkyiwyYiakV72ZuJ/Xi81Yd3PuExSg5ItPgpTQUxMZneTAVfIjJhYQpnidlfCRlRRZmw7JVuCt3zyKmnXqp5b9e5qlcZlXkcRTuAUzsGDC2jANTShBQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4W0YKTzxzDHzifP9ucjX8=</latexit>

Contrast Module
<latexit sha1_base64="Rd/43QclEV57Pg3ZMcR0OID8wGQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0l60WOxFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdutkNuxOhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0wFN+B5387G5tb2zm5pr7x/cHhUcY9POkZlmrI2VULpXkgME1yyNnAQrJdqRpJQsG44ac797iPThiv5ANOUBQkZSR5zSsBKQ7fSVBI0MYDvVJQJNnSrXs1bAK8TvyBVVKA1dL8GkaJZwiRQQYzp+14KQU40cCrYrDzIDEsJnZAR61sqScJMkC8On+ELq0Q4VtqWBLxQf0/kJDFmmoS2MyEwNqveXPzP62cQXwc5l2kGTNLlojgTGBSep4AjrhkFMbWEUM3trZiOiSYUbFZlG4K/+vI66dRrvlfz7+vVxk0RRwmdoXN0iXx0hRroFrVQG1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+lq0bTjFziv7A+fwBqyKTEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rd/43QclEV57Pg3ZMcR0OID8wGQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0l60WOxFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdutkNuxOhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0wFN+B5387G5tb2zm5pr7x/cHhUcY9POkZlmrI2VULpXkgME1yyNnAQrJdqRpJQsG44ac797iPThiv5ANOUBQkZSR5zSsBKQ7fSVBI0MYDvVJQJNnSrXs1bAK8TvyBVVKA1dL8GkaJZwiRQQYzp+14KQU40cCrYrDzIDEsJnZAR61sqScJMkC8On+ELq0Q4VtqWBLxQf0/kJDFmmoS2MyEwNqveXPzP62cQXwc5l2kGTNLlojgTGBSep4AjrhkFMbWEUM3trZiOiSYUbFZlG4K/+vI66dRrvlfz7+vVxk0RRwmdoXN0iXx0hRroFrVQG1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+lq0bTjFziv7A+fwBqyKTEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rd/43QclEV57Pg3ZMcR0OID8wGQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0l60WOxFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdutkNuxOhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0wFN+B5387G5tb2zm5pr7x/cHhUcY9POkZlmrI2VULpXkgME1yyNnAQrJdqRpJQsG44ac797iPThiv5ANOUBQkZSR5zSsBKQ7fSVBI0MYDvVJQJNnSrXs1bAK8TvyBVVKA1dL8GkaJZwiRQQYzp+14KQU40cCrYrDzIDEsJnZAR61sqScJMkC8On+ELq0Q4VtqWBLxQf0/kJDFmmoS2MyEwNqveXPzP62cQXwc5l2kGTNLlojgTGBSep4AjrhkFMbWEUM3trZiOiSYUbFZlG4K/+vI66dRrvlfz7+vVxk0RRwmdoXN0iXx0hRroFrVQG1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+lq0bTjFziv7A+fwBqyKTEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rd/43QclEV57Pg3ZMcR0OID8wGQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0l60WOxFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdutkNuxOhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0wFN+B5387G5tb2zm5pr7x/cHhUcY9POkZlmrI2VULpXkgME1yyNnAQrJdqRpJQsG44ac797iPThiv5ANOUBQkZSR5zSsBKQ7fSVBI0MYDvVJQJNnSrXs1bAK8TvyBVVKA1dL8GkaJZwiRQQYzp+14KQU40cCrYrDzIDEsJnZAR61sqScJMkC8On+ELq0Q4VtqWBLxQf0/kJDFmmoS2MyEwNqveXPzP62cQXwc5l2kGTNLlojgTGBSep4AjrhkFMbWEUM3trZiOiSYUbFZlG4K/+vI66dRrvlfz7+vVxk0RRwmdoXN0iXx0hRroFrVQG1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+lq0bTjFziv7A+fwBqyKTEw==</latexit>

Contrast Loss
<latexit sha1_base64="LabNVc7XvZajDKfFXE7EYLUe45Y=">AAAB9HicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEysyB2NlkQaCwtM5COBC9lbFtiwt3vuzpEQwu+wsdAYW3+Mnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5USKFRd//9jY2t7Z3dnN7+f2Dw6Pjwslpw+rUMF5nWmrTiqjlUiheR4GStxLDaRxJ3oxG1bnfHHNjhVaPOEl4GNOBEn3BKDoprGqFhlok99rabqHol/wFyDoJMlKEDLVu4avT0yyNuUImqbXtwE8wnFKDgkk+y3dSyxPKRnTA244qGnMbThdHz8ilU3qkr40rhWSh/p6Y0tjaSRy5zpji0K56c/E/r51i/yacCpWkyBVbLuqnkqAm8wRITxjOUE4cocwIdythQ2ooQ5dT3oUQrL68ThrlUuCXgodysXKbxZGDc7iAKwjgGipwBzWoA4MneIZXePPG3ov37n0sWze8bOYM/sD7/AG0W5IJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LabNVc7XvZajDKfFXE7EYLUe45Y=">AAAB9HicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEysyB2NlkQaCwtM5COBC9lbFtiwt3vuzpEQwu+wsdAYW3+Mnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5USKFRd//9jY2t7Z3dnN7+f2Dw6Pjwslpw+rUMF5nWmrTiqjlUiheR4GStxLDaRxJ3oxG1bnfHHNjhVaPOEl4GNOBEn3BKDoprGqFhlok99rabqHol/wFyDoJMlKEDLVu4avT0yyNuUImqbXtwE8wnFKDgkk+y3dSyxPKRnTA244qGnMbThdHz8ilU3qkr40rhWSh/p6Y0tjaSRy5zpji0K56c/E/r51i/yacCpWkyBVbLuqnkqAm8wRITxjOUE4cocwIdythQ2ooQ5dT3oUQrL68ThrlUuCXgodysXKbxZGDc7iAKwjgGipwBzWoA4MneIZXePPG3ov37n0sWze8bOYM/sD7/AG0W5IJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LabNVc7XvZajDKfFXE7EYLUe45Y=">AAAB9HicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEysyB2NlkQaCwtM5COBC9lbFtiwt3vuzpEQwu+wsdAYW3+Mnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5USKFRd//9jY2t7Z3dnN7+f2Dw6Pjwslpw+rUMF5nWmrTiqjlUiheR4GStxLDaRxJ3oxG1bnfHHNjhVaPOEl4GNOBEn3BKDoprGqFhlok99rabqHol/wFyDoJMlKEDLVu4avT0yyNuUImqbXtwE8wnFKDgkk+y3dSyxPKRnTA244qGnMbThdHz8ilU3qkr40rhWSh/p6Y0tjaSRy5zpji0K56c/E/r51i/yacCpWkyBVbLuqnkqAm8wRITxjOUE4cocwIdythQ2ooQ5dT3oUQrL68ThrlUuCXgodysXKbxZGDc7iAKwjgGipwBzWoA4MneIZXePPG3ov37n0sWze8bOYM/sD7/AG0W5IJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LabNVc7XvZajDKfFXE7EYLUe45Y=">AAAB9HicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEysyB2NlkQaCwtM5COBC9lbFtiwt3vuzpEQwu+wsdAYW3+Mnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5USKFRd//9jY2t7Z3dnN7+f2Dw6Pjwslpw+rUMF5nWmrTiqjlUiheR4GStxLDaRxJ3oxG1bnfHHNjhVaPOEl4GNOBEn3BKDoprGqFhlok99rabqHol/wFyDoJMlKEDLVu4avT0yyNuUImqbXtwE8wnFKDgkk+y3dSyxPKRnTA244qGnMbThdHz8ilU3qkr40rhWSh/p6Y0tjaSRy5zpji0K56c/E/r51i/yacCpWkyBVbLuqnkqAm8wRITxjOUE4cocwIdythQ2ooQ5dT3oUQrL68ThrlUuCXgodysXKbxZGDc7iAKwjgGipwBzWoA4MneIZXePPG3ov37n0sWze8bOYM/sD7/AG0W5IJ</latexit>

Inference Branch<latexit sha1_base64="6u7gkD3HOApUTvDQfXUsBl9+EIQ=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+nVraLAbBKtyl0TLERrsI5gOSEPY2c8mSvb1jdy8QjvwTGwtFbP0ndv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn7ulZS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAeTu4XfnqLSPJZPZpZgP6IjyUPOqLHSwHUfZIgKJUNSV1Sy8cAtexVvCbJJ/JyUIUdj4H71hjFLI5SGCap11/cS08+oMpwJnJd6qcaEsgkdYddSSSPU/Wx5+ZxcWWVIwljZkoYs1d8TGY20nkWB7YyoGet1byH+53VTE972My6T1NjnVovCVBATk0UMZMgVMiNmllCmuL2VsDFVlBkbVsmG4K+/vEla1YrvVfzHarlWz+MowgVcwjX4cAM1uIcGNIHBFJ7hFd6czHlx3p2PVWvByWfO4Q+czx8S3ZNG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6u7gkD3HOApUTvDQfXUsBl9+EIQ=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+nVraLAbBKtyl0TLERrsI5gOSEPY2c8mSvb1jdy8QjvwTGwtFbP0ndv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn7ulZS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAeTu4XfnqLSPJZPZpZgP6IjyUPOqLHSwHUfZIgKJUNSV1Sy8cAtexVvCbJJ/JyUIUdj4H71hjFLI5SGCap11/cS08+oMpwJnJd6qcaEsgkdYddSSSPU/Wx5+ZxcWWVIwljZkoYs1d8TGY20nkWB7YyoGet1byH+53VTE972My6T1NjnVovCVBATk0UMZMgVMiNmllCmuL2VsDFVlBkbVsmG4K+/vEla1YrvVfzHarlWz+MowgVcwjX4cAM1uIcGNIHBFJ7hFd6czHlx3p2PVWvByWfO4Q+czx8S3ZNG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6u7gkD3HOApUTvDQfXUsBl9+EIQ=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+nVraLAbBKtyl0TLERrsI5gOSEPY2c8mSvb1jdy8QjvwTGwtFbP0ndv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn7ulZS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAeTu4XfnqLSPJZPZpZgP6IjyUPOqLHSwHUfZIgKJUNSV1Sy8cAtexVvCbJJ/JyUIUdj4H71hjFLI5SGCap11/cS08+oMpwJnJd6qcaEsgkdYddSSSPU/Wx5+ZxcWWVIwljZkoYs1d8TGY20nkWB7YyoGet1byH+53VTE972My6T1NjnVovCVBATk0UMZMgVMiNmllCmuL2VsDFVlBkbVsmG4K+/vEla1YrvVfzHarlWz+MowgVcwjX4cAM1uIcGNIHBFJ7hFd6czHlx3p2PVWvByWfO4Q+czx8S3ZNG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6u7gkD3HOApUTvDQfXUsBl9+EIQ=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+nVraLAbBKtyl0TLERrsI5gOSEPY2c8mSvb1jdy8QjvwTGwtFbP0ndv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn7ulZS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAeTu4XfnqLSPJZPZpZgP6IjyUPOqLHSwHUfZIgKJUNSV1Sy8cAtexVvCbJJ/JyUIUdj4H71hjFLI5SGCap11/cS08+oMpwJnJd6qcaEsgkdYddSSSPU/Wx5+ZxcWWVIwljZkoYs1d8TGY20nkWB7YyoGet1byH+53VTE972My6T1NjnVovCVBATk0UMZMgVMiNmllCmuL2VsDFVlBkbVsmG4K+/vEla1YrvVfzHarlWz+MowgVcwjX4cAM1uIcGNIHBFJ7hFd6czHlx3p2PVWvByWfO4Q+czx8S3ZNG</latexit>

Perception Branch
<latexit sha1_base64="pHXB65wgneSYmPnYH7FTX/aLD0k=">AAAB+nicbVDLTgIxFL3jE/EFunTTSExckRk2uiS4cYmJPBIgpFPuQEOnM2k7GjLyKW5caIxbv8Sdf2MHZqHgSZqcnnPv7e3xY8G1cd1vZ2Nza3tnt7BX3D84PDoulU/aOkoUwxaLRKS6PtUouMSW4UZgN1ZIQ19gx5/eZH7nAZXmkbw3sxgHIR1LHnBGjZWGpXIT7aA4u5CGopJNhqWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjSHpa/+KGJJiNIwQbXueW5sBilVhjOB82I/0RhTNqVj7FkqaYh6kC5Wn5MLq4xIECl7pCEL9XdHSkOtZ6FvK0NqJnrVy8T/vF5igutBymWcGJRs+VCQCGIikuVARlwhM2JmCWWK210Jm1BFmbFpFW0I3uqX10m7VvXcqndXq9QbeRwFOINzuAQPrqAOt9CEFjB4hGd4hTfnyXlx3p2PZemGk/ecwh84nz8Q3JPa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pHXB65wgneSYmPnYH7FTX/aLD0k=">AAAB+nicbVDLTgIxFL3jE/EFunTTSExckRk2uiS4cYmJPBIgpFPuQEOnM2k7GjLyKW5caIxbv8Sdf2MHZqHgSZqcnnPv7e3xY8G1cd1vZ2Nza3tnt7BX3D84PDoulU/aOkoUwxaLRKS6PtUouMSW4UZgN1ZIQ19gx5/eZH7nAZXmkbw3sxgHIR1LHnBGjZWGpXIT7aA4u5CGopJNhqWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjSHpa/+KGJJiNIwQbXueW5sBilVhjOB82I/0RhTNqVj7FkqaYh6kC5Wn5MLq4xIECl7pCEL9XdHSkOtZ6FvK0NqJnrVy8T/vF5igutBymWcGJRs+VCQCGIikuVARlwhM2JmCWWK210Jm1BFmbFpFW0I3uqX10m7VvXcqndXq9QbeRwFOINzuAQPrqAOt9CEFjB4hGd4hTfnyXlx3p2PZemGk/ecwh84nz8Q3JPa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pHXB65wgneSYmPnYH7FTX/aLD0k=">AAAB+nicbVDLTgIxFL3jE/EFunTTSExckRk2uiS4cYmJPBIgpFPuQEOnM2k7GjLyKW5caIxbv8Sdf2MHZqHgSZqcnnPv7e3xY8G1cd1vZ2Nza3tnt7BX3D84PDoulU/aOkoUwxaLRKS6PtUouMSW4UZgN1ZIQ19gx5/eZH7nAZXmkbw3sxgHIR1LHnBGjZWGpXIT7aA4u5CGopJNhqWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjSHpa/+KGJJiNIwQbXueW5sBilVhjOB82I/0RhTNqVj7FkqaYh6kC5Wn5MLq4xIECl7pCEL9XdHSkOtZ6FvK0NqJnrVy8T/vF5igutBymWcGJRs+VCQCGIikuVARlwhM2JmCWWK210Jm1BFmbFpFW0I3uqX10m7VvXcqndXq9QbeRwFOINzuAQPrqAOt9CEFjB4hGd4hTfnyXlx3p2PZemGk/ecwh84nz8Q3JPa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pHXB65wgneSYmPnYH7FTX/aLD0k=">AAAB+nicbVDLTgIxFL3jE/EFunTTSExckRk2uiS4cYmJPBIgpFPuQEOnM2k7GjLyKW5caIxbv8Sdf2MHZqHgSZqcnnPv7e3xY8G1cd1vZ2Nza3tnt7BX3D84PDoulU/aOkoUwxaLRKS6PtUouMSW4UZgN1ZIQ19gx5/eZH7nAZXmkbw3sxgHIR1LHnBGjZWGpXIT7aA4u5CGopJNhqWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjSHpa/+KGJJiNIwQbXueW5sBilVhjOB82I/0RhTNqVj7FkqaYh6kC5Wn5MLq4xIECl7pCEL9XdHSkOtZ6FvK0NqJnrVy8T/vF5igutBymWcGJRs+VCQCGIikuVARlwhM2JmCWWK210Jm1BFmbFpFW0I3uqX10m7VvXcqndXq9QbeRwFOINzuAQPrqAOt9CEFjB4hGd4hTfnyXlx3p2PZemGk/ecwh84nz8Q3JPa</latexit>

. . .<latexit sha1_base64="PmPAlVRiI/Ad0a1xALfboBAV5Jw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3R+FCs2gWnPr7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8Vy2KeIJPUmJ7npujnVKNgkk8r/czwlLIxHfKepQmNufHz+bVTcmaVkERK20qQzNXfEzmNjZnEge2MKY7MsjcT//N6GUbXfi6SNEOesMWiKJMEFZm9TkKhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtQBUbgrf88ippX9Q9t+7dX9YaN0UcZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYweIRneIU3RzkvzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDtf+PNA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PmPAlVRiI/Ad0a1xALfboBAV5Jw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3R+FCs2gWnPr7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8Vy2KeIJPUmJ7npujnVKNgkk8r/czwlLIxHfKepQmNufHz+bVTcmaVkERK20qQzNXfEzmNjZnEge2MKY7MsjcT//N6GUbXfi6SNEOesMWiKJMEFZm9TkKhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtQBUbgrf88ippX9Q9t+7dX9YaN0UcZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYweIRneIU3RzkvzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDtf+PNA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PmPAlVRiI/Ad0a1xALfboBAV5Jw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3R+FCs2gWnPr7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8Vy2KeIJPUmJ7npujnVKNgkk8r/czwlLIxHfKepQmNufHz+bVTcmaVkERK20qQzNXfEzmNjZnEge2MKY7MsjcT//N6GUbXfi6SNEOesMWiKJMEFZm9TkKhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtQBUbgrf88ippX9Q9t+7dX9YaN0UcZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYweIRneIU3RzkvzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDtf+PNA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PmPAlVRiI/Ad0a1xALfboBAV5Jw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3R+FCs2gWnPr7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8Vy2KeIJPUmJ7npujnVKNgkk8r/czwlLIxHfKepQmNufHz+bVTcmaVkERK20qQzNXfEzmNjZnEge2MKY7MsjcT//N6GUbXfi6SNEOesMWiKJMEFZm9TkKhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtQBUbgrf88ippX9Q9t+7dX9YaN0UcZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYweIRneIU3RzkvzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDtf+PNA==</latexit>
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Figure 3.1: (a) An example of RPM. The hidden rule(s) in this problem can be denoted

as trOR, line, typesu, where an OR operation is applied to the type attribute of all lines,

following the notations in Barrett et al . [BHS18]. It is further noted that the OR operation

is applied row-wise, and there is only one choice that satisfies the row-wise OR constraint.

Hence the correct answer should be 5. (b) The proposed CoPINet architecture. Given a

RPM problem, the inference branch samples a most likely rule for each attribute based only

on the context O of the problem. Sampled rules are transformed and fed into each contrast

module in the perception branch. Note that the combination of the contrast module and the

residual block can be repeated. Dashed lines indicate that parameters are shared among the

modules. (c) A sketch of the contrast module.

fled answer candidates, shifting the previous view of RPM from classification to ranking.

‚ Combining ideas above, we propose CoPINet that sets new state-of-the-art on two major

datasets.

3.2 Related Work

Contrastive Learning Teaching concepts by comparing cases, or contrasting, has proven

effective in both human learning and machine learning. Gentner et al . [Gen83] postulates

that human’s learning-by-comparison process is a structural mapping and alignment process.
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A later article [GM94] firmly supports this conjecture and shows finding the individual dif-

ference is easier for humans when similar items are compared. Recently, Smith et al . [SG14]

conclude that learning by comparing two contrastive cases facilitates the distinction be-

tween two complex interrelated relational concepts. Evidence in educational research further

strengthens the importance of contrasting—quantitative structure of empirical phenomena

is less demanding to learn when contrasting cases are used [SCO11, CSS10, SM04]. All the

literature calls for a similar treatment of contrast in machine learning. While techniques

from [CHL05, WS09, WG15] are based on triplet loss using max margin to separate positive

and negative samples, negative contrastive samples and negative sampling are proposed for

language modeling [SE05] and word embedding [MSC13, KZS15], respectively. Gutmann et

al . [GH10] discuss a general learning framework called Noise-Contrastive Estimation (NCE)

for estimating parameters by taking noise samples into consideration, which Dai et al . [DL17]

follow to learn an effective image captioning model. A recent work [HSB19] leverages con-

trastive learning in RPM; however, it focuses on data presentation while leaving the question

of modeling and learning unanswered.

Computational Models on RPM The cognitive science community is the first to in-

vestigate RPM with computational models. Assuming access to a perfect state represen-

tation, structure-mapping theory [Gen83] and the high-level perception theory of anal-

ogy [CFH92, Mit93] are designed with heuristics to solve the RPM problem at a symbolic

level [CJS90, LF17, LFU10, LTF09]. Another stream of research approaches the problem

by measuring the image similarity with hand-crafted state representations [LLG12, MG14,

MKG14, MSD18, SG18a]. More recently, end-to-end data-driven methods with raw image

input are proposed [ZGJ19, HSB19, BHS18, WS15]. Want et al . [WS15] introduce an au-

tomatic RPM generation method. Battett et al . [BHS18] release the first large-scale RPM

dataset and present a relational model [SRB17] designed for it. Steenbrugge et al . [SLV18]

propose a pretrained β-VAE to improve the generalization performance of models on RPM.
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Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] provide another dataset with structural annotations using stochastic

image grammar [ZM07, PZ15, WXZ07]. Hill et al . [HSB19] take a different approach and

study how data presentation affects learning.

3.3 Learning Perceptual Inference by Contrasting

The task of RPM can be formally defined as: given a list of observed images O “ toiu
8
i“1,

forming a 3 ˆ 3 matrix with a final missing element, a solver aims to find an answer a‹

from an unordered set of choices A “ taiu
8
i“1 to best complete the matrix. Permutation

invariance is a unique property for RPM problems: (1) According to [CJS90], the same set

of rules is applied either row-wise or column-wise. Therefore, swapping the first two rows or

columns should not affect how one solves the problem. (2) In any multi-choice task, changing

the order of answer candidates should not affect how one solves the problem either. These

properties require us to use a permutation-invariant encoder and reformulate the problem

from a typical classification problem into a ranking problem. Formally, in a probabilistic

formulation, we seek to find a model such that

ppa‹|Oq ě ppa1
|Oq, @a1

P A, a1
‰ a‹, (3.1)

where the probability is invariant when rows or columns in O are swapped. This formulation

also calls for a model that produces a density estimation for each choice, regardless of its

order in A. To that end, we model the probability with a neural network equipped with

a permutation-invariant encoder for each observation-candidate pair fpO Y aq. However,

we argue such a purely perceptive system is far from sufficient without contrasting and

perceptual inference.
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3.3.1 Contrasting

To provide the reasoning system with a mechanism of contrasting, we propose to explicitly

build two levels of contrast: model-level contrast and objective-level contrast.

3.3.1.1 Model-level Contrast

As the central notion of contrast is comparing cases [SG14, SCO11, CSS10, SM04], we

propose an explicit model-level contrasting mechanism in the following form,

ContrastpFOYaq “ FOYa ´ h

˜

ÿ

a1PA
FOYa1

¸

, (3.2)

where F denotes features of a specific combination and hp¨q summarizes the common features

in all candidate answers. In our experiments, hp¨q is a composition of BatchNorm [IS15] and

Conv.

Intuitively, this explicit contrasting computation enables a reasoning system to tell distin-

guishing features for each candidate in terms of fitting and following the rules hidden among

all panels in the incomplete matrix. The philosophy behind this design is to constrain the

functional form of the model to capture both the commonality and the difference in each

instance. It is expected that the very inductive bias on comparing similarity and distinctness

is baked into the entire reasoning system such that learning in the challenging task becomes

easier.

In a generalized setting, each O Y a could be abstracted out as an object. Then the

design becomes a general contrast module, where each object is distinguished by comparing

with the common features extracted from an object set.

We further note that the contrasting computation can be encapsulated into a single neural

module and repeated: the addition and transformation are shared and the subtraction is

performed on each individual element. See Fig. 3.1(c) for a sketch of the contrast module.

After such operations, permutation invariance of a model will not be broken.
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3.3.1.2 Objective-level Contrast

To further enforce the contrast effects, we propose to use an NCE variant rather than the

cross-entropy loss commonly used in previous works [ZGJ19, BHS18]. While there are several

ways to model the probability in Eq. (3.1), we use a Gibbs distribution in this work:

ppa|Oq “
1

Z
exppfpO Y aqq, (3.3)

where Z is the partition function, and our model fp¨q corresponds to the negative poten-

tial function. Note that such a distribution has been widely adopted in image generation

models [ZWM98, WXL18, XLZ16].

In this case, we can take the log of both sides in Eq. (3.1) and rearrange terms:

log ppa‹|Oq ´ log ppa1
|Oq “ fpO Y a‹q ´ fpO Y a1

q ě 0, @a1
P A, a1

‰ a‹. (3.4)

This formulation could potentially lead to a max margin loss. However, we notice in our

preliminary experiments that max margin is not sufficient; we realize it is inferior to make

the negative potential of the wrong choices only slightly lower. Instead, we would like to

further push the difference to infinity. To do that, we leverage the sigmoid function σp¨q and

train the model, such that:

fpO Y a‹q ´ fpO Y a1
q Ñ 8 ðñ σpfpO Y a‹q ´ fpO Y a1

qq Ñ 1, @a1
P A, a1

‰ a‹. (3.5)

However, we notice that the relative difference of negative potential is still problematic. We

hypothesize this deficiency is due to the lack of a baseline—without such a regularization,

the negative potential of wrong choices could still be very high, resulting in difficulties in

learning the negative potential of the correct answer. To this end, we modify Eq. (3.5) into

its sufficient conditions:

fpO Y a‹q ´ bpO Y a‹q Ñ 8 ðñ σpfpO Y a‹q ´ bpO Y a‹qq Ñ 1 (3.6)

fpO Y a1
q ´ bpO Y a1

q Ñ ´8 ðñ σpfpO Y a1
q ´ bpO Y a1

qq Ñ 0, (3.7)
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where bp¨q is a fixed baseline function and a1 P A, a1 ‰ a‹. For implementation, bp¨q could be

either a randomly initialized network or a constant. Since the two settings do not produce

significantly different results in our preliminary experiments, we set bp¨q to be a constant to

reduce computation.

We then optimize the network to maximize the following objective as done in [GH10]:

ℓ “ logpσpfpO Y a‹q ´ bpO Y a‹qqq `
ÿ

a1PA,a1‰a‹

logp1 ´ σpfpO Y a1
q ´ bpO Y a1

qqq. (3.8)

Connection to NCE If we treat the baseline as the negative potential of a fixed noise

model of the same Gibbs form and ignore the difference between the partition functions,

Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7) become the G function used in NCE [GH10]. But unlike NCE, we

do not need to multiply the size ratio in the sigmoid function [DL17].

3.3.2 Perceptual Inference

As indicated in Zhang et al . [CJS90], a mere perceptive model for RPM is arguably not

enough. Therefore, we propose to incorporate a simple inference subsystem into the model:

the inference branch should be responsible for inferring the hidden rules in the problem.

Specifically, we assume there are at most N attributes in each problem, each of which is

subject to the governance of one of M rules. Then hidden rules T in one problem instance

can be decomposed into

ppT |Oq “

N
ź

i“1

ppti|Oq, (3.9)

where ti “ 1 . . .M denotes the rule type on attribute ni. For the actual form of the probabil-

ity of rules on each attribute, we propose to model it using a multinomial distribution. This

assumption is consistent with the way datasets are usually generated [ZGJ19, BHS18, WS15]:

one rule is independently picked from the rule set for each attribute. In this way, each rule

could also be regarded as a basis in a rule dictionary and jointly learned, as done in active

basis [WSG10] or word embedding [MSC13, PSM14].
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If we treat rules as hidden variables, the log probability in Eq. (3.4) can be decomposed

into

log ppa|Oq “ log
ÿ

T
ppa|T ,OqppT |Oq “ logET „ppT |Oqrppa|T ,Oqs. (3.10)

Note that writing the summation in the form of expectation affords sampling algorithms,

which can be done on each individual attribute due to the independence assumption.

In addition, if we model ppT |Oq as an inference branch gp¨q and sample only once from

it, the model can be modified into fpO Y a, T̂ q with T̂ sampled from gpOq. Following the

same derivation above, we now optimize the new objective:

ℓ “ logpσpfpOYa‹, T̂ q ´ bpOYa‹qqq `
ÿ

a1PA,a1‰a‹

logp1´σpfpOYa1, T̂ q ´ bpOYa1
qqq. (3.11)

To sample from a multinomial, we could either use hard sampling like Gumbel-SoftMax [JGP16,

MMT16] or a soft one by taking expectation. We do not observe significant difference be-

tween the two settings.

The expectation in Eq. (3.10) is proposed primarily to make the computation of the exact

log probability controllable and tractable: while the full summation requires OpMNq passes

of the model, a Monte Carlo approximation of it could be calculated in Op1q time. We also

note that if ppT |Oq is highly peaked (e.g ., ground truth), the Monte Carlo estimate could

be accurate as well. Despite the fact that we only sample once from an inference branch to

reduce computation, we find in practice the Monte Carlo estimate works quite well.

3.3.3 Architecture

Combining contrasting, perceptual inference, and permutation invariance, we propose a new

network architecture to solve the challenging RPM problem, named Contrastive Perceptual

Inference network (CoPINet). The perception branch is composed of a common feature

encoder and shared interweaving contrast modules and residual blocks [HZR16]. The encoder

first extracts image features independently for each panel and sum ones in the corresponding
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rows and columns before the final transformation into a latent space. The inference branch

consists of the same encoder and a (Gumbel-)SoftMax output layer. The sampled results

will be transformed and concatenated channel-wise into the summation in Eq. (3.2). In our

implementation, we prepend each residual block with a contrast module; such a combination

can be repeated while keeping the network permutation-invariant. The network finally uses

an MLP to produce a negative potential for each observation and candidate pair and is

trained using Eq. (3.11); see Fig. 3.1(b) for a graphical illustration of the entire CoPINet

architecture.

3.4 Experiments

3.4.1 Experimental Setup

We verify the effectiveness of our models on two major RPM datasets: RAVEN [ZGJ19]

and PGM [BHS18]. Across all experiments, we train models on the training set, tune

hyper-parameters on the validation set, and report the final results on the test set. All

of the models are implemented in PyTorch [PGC17] and optimized using ADAM [KB14].

While a good performance of WReN [BHS18] and ResNet+DRT [ZGJ19] relies on exter-

nal supervision, such as rule specifications and structural annotations, the proposed model

achieves better performance with only O, A, and a‹. Models are trained on servers with

four Nvidia RTX Titans. For the WReN model, we use a public implementation that repro-

duces results in [BHS18]. We implement our models in PyTorch [PGC17] and optimize using

ADAM [KB14]. During training, we perform early-stop based on validation loss. We use the

same network architecture and hyper-parameters in both RAVEN and PGM experiments.
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3.4.2 Results on RAVEN

There are 70, 000 problems in the RAVEN dataset [ZGJ19], equally distributed in 7 figure

configurations. In each configuration, the dataset is randomly split into 6 folds for training, 2

folds for validation, and 2 folds for testing. We compare our model with several simple base-

lines (LSTM [HS97], CNN [HW17], and vanilla ResNet [HZR16]) and two strong baselines

(WReN [BHS18] and ResNet+DRT [ZGJ19]). Model performance is measured by accuracy.

General Performance on RAVEN In this experiment, we train the models on all 42, 000

training samples and measure how they perform on the test set. The first part of Tab. 3.1

shows the testing accuracy of all models. We also retrieve the performance of humans and

a solver with perfect information from [ZGJ19] for comparison. As shown in the table,

the proposed model CoPINet achieves the best performance among all the models we test.

For the relational model WReN proposed in [BHS18], we run the tests on a permutation-

invariant version, i.e., one without positional tagging (NoTag), and tune the model also

to minimize an auxiliary loss (Aux) [BHS18]. While the auxiliary loss could boost the

performance of WReN as we will show later in the ablation study, we do not observe similar

effects on CoPINet. As indicated in the detailed comparisons in Tab. 3.1, WReN is biased

towards images of grid configurations and does poorly on ones demanding compositional

reasoning, i.e., ones with independent components. We further note that compared to

previously proposed models (WReN [BHS18] and ResNet+DRT [ZGJ19]), CoPINet does

not require additional information such as structural annotations and meta targets and

still shows human-level performance in this task. When comparing the performance of

CoPINet and human on specific figure configurations, we notice that CoPINet is inferior in

learning samples of grid-like compositionality but efficient in distinguishing images consisting

of multiple components, implying the efficiency of the contrasting mechanism.
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Ablation Study One problem of particular interest in building CoPINet is how each com-

ponent contributes to performance improvement. To answer this question, we measure model

accuracy by gradually removing each construct in CoPINet, i.e., the perceptual inference

branch, the contrast loss, and the contrast module. In the second part of Tab. 3.1, we show

the results of ablation on CoPINet. Both the full model (CoPINet) and the one without

the perceptual inference branch (CoPINet-Contrast-CL) could achieve human-level perfor-

mance, with the latter slightly inferior to the former. If we further replace the contrast loss

with the cross-entropy loss (CoPINet-Contrast-XE), we observe a noticeable performance

decrease of around 4%, verifying the effectiveness of the contrast loss. A catastrophic per-

formance downgrade of 66% is observed if we remove the contrast module, leaving only the

Method Acc Center 2x2Grid 3x3Grid L-R U-D O-IC O-IG

LSTM 13.07% 13.19% 14.13% 13.69% 12.84% 12.35% 12.15% 12.99%

WReN-NoTag-Aux 17.62% 17.66% 29.02% 34.67% 7.69% 7.89% 12.30% 13.94%

CNN 36.97% 33.58% 30.30% 33.53% 39.43% 41.26% 43.20% 37.54%

ResNet 53.43% 52.82% 41.86% 44.29% 58.77% 60.16% 63.19% 53.12%

ResNet+DRT 59.56% 58.08% 46.53% 50.40% 65.82% 67.11% 69.09% 60.11%

CoPINet 91.42% 95.05% 77.45% 78.85% 99.10% 99.65% 98.50% 91.35%

WReN-NoTag-NoAux 15.07% 12.30% 28.62% 29.22% 7.20% 6.55% 8.33% 13.10%

WReN-Tag-NoAux 17.94% 15.38% 29.81% 32.94% 11.06% 10.96% 11.06% 14.54%

WReN-Tag-Aux 33.97% 58.38% 38.89% 37.70% 21.58% 19.74% 38.84% 22.57%

CoPINet-Backbone-XE 20.75% 24.00% 23.25% 23.05% 15.00% 13.90% 21.25% 24.80%

CoPINet-Contrast-XE 86.16% 87.25% 71.05% 74.45% 97.25% 97.05% 93.20% 82.90%

CoPINet-Contrast-CL 90.04% 94.30% 74.00% 76.85% 99.05% 99.35% 98.00% 88.70%

Human 84.41% 95.45% 81.82% 79.55% 86.36% 81.81% 86.36% 81.81%

Solver 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 3.1: Testing accuracy of models on RAVEN. Acc denotes the mean accuracy of each

model. Same as in [ZGJ19], L-R denotes the Left-Right configuration, U-D Up-Down, O-IC

Out-InCenter, and O-IG Out-InGrid.
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network backbone (CoPINet-Backbone-XE). This drastic performance gap shows that the

functional constraint on modeling an explicit contrasting mechanism is arguably a crucial

factor in machines’ reasoning ability as well as in humans’. The ablation study shows that

all the three proposed constructs, especially the contrast module, are critical to the per-

formance of CoPINet. We also study how the requirement of permutation invariance and

auxiliary training affect the previously proposed WReN. As shown in Tab. 3.1, sacrificing

the permutation invariance (Tag) provides the model a huge upgrade during auxiliary train-

ing (Aux), compared to the one without tagging (NoTag) and auxiliary loss (NoAux). This

effect becomes even more significant on the PGM dataset, as we will show in Sec. 3.4.3.

Dataset Size and Performance Even though CoPINet surpasses human performance

on RAVEN, this competition is inherently unfair, as the human subjects in this study never

experience such an intensive training session as our model does. To make the comparison

fairer and also as a step towards a model capable of human learning efficiency, we further

measure how the model performance changes as the training set size shrinks. To this end,

we train our CoPINet on subsets of the full RAVEN training set and test it on the full test

set. As shown on Tab. 3.2 and Fig. 3.2, the model performance varies roughly log-linearly

with the training set size. One surprising observation is: with only half of the amount of

the data, we could already achieve human-level performance. On a training set 16ˆ smaller,

CoPINet outperforms all previous models. And on a subset 64ˆ smaller, CoPINet already

outshines WReN.

3.4.3 Results on PGM

We use the neutral regime of the PGM dataset for model evaluation due to its diversity and

richness in relationships, objects, and attributes. This split of the dataset has in total 1.42

million samples, with 1.2 million for training, 2, 000 for validation, and 200, 000 for testing.

We train the models on the training set, tune the hyperparameters on the validation set,
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Figure 3.2: CoPINet on RAVEN and PGM as the training set size shrinks.

Training set size Acc

658 44.48%

1, 316 57.69%

2, 625 65.55%

5, 250 74.53%

10, 500 80.92%

21, 000 86.43%

Table 3.2: Model performance under different training set sizes on RAVEN dataset. The full

training set has 42, 000 samples.

and evaluate the performance on the test set. We compare our models with baselines set

up in [BHS18], i.e., LSTM, CNN, ResNet, Wild-ResNet, and WReN. As ResNet+DRT

proposed in [ZGJ19] requires structural annotations not available in PGM, we are unable to

measure its performance. Again, all performance is measured by accuracy. Due to the lack

of further stratification on this training regime, we only report the final mean accuracy.
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Training set size Acc

293 14.73%

1, 172 15.48%

4, 688 18.39%

18, 750 22.07%

75, 000 32.39%

300, 000 43.89%

Table 3.3: Model performance under different training set sizes on PGM dataset. The full

training set has 1.2 million samples.

Method CNN LSTM ResNet Wild-ResNet WReN-NoTag-Aux CoPINet

Acc 33.00% 35.80% 42.00% 48.00% 49.10% 56.37%

Table 3.4: Testing accuracy of models on PGM. Acc denotes the mean accuracy of each

model.

General Performance on PGM In this experiment, we train the models on all 1.2 mil-

lion training samples and report performance on the entire test set. As shown in Tab. 3.4,

CoPINet achieves the best performance among all permutation-invariant models, setting a

new state-of-the-art on this dataset. Similar to the setting in RAVEN, we make the previ-

ously proposed WReN permutation-invariant by removing the positional tagging (NoTag)

and train it with both cross-entropy loss and auxiliary loss (Aux) [BHS18]. The auxiliary loss

could boost the performance of WReN. However, in coherence with the study on RAVEN

and a previous work [ZGJ19], we notice that the auxiliary loss does not help our CoPINet. It

is worth noting that while WReN demands additional training supervision from meta targets

to reach the performance, CoPINet only requires basic annotations of ground truth indices

a‹ and achieves better results.
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Ablation Study We perform ablation studies on both WReN and CoPINet to see how

the requirement of permutation invariance affects WReN and how each module in CoPINet

contributes to its superior performance. The notations are the same as those used in the

ablation study for RAVEN. As shown in the first part of Tab. 3.5, adding a proper aux-

iliary loss does provide WReN a 10% performance boost. However, additional supervision

is required. Making the model permutation-sensitive gives the model a significant benefit

by up to a 28% accuracy increase; however, it also indicates that WReN learns to short-

cut the solutions by coding the positional association, instead of truly understanding the

differences among distinctive choices and their potential effects on the compatibility of the

entire matrix. The second part of Tab. 3.5 demonstrates how each construct contributes to

the performance improvement of CoPINet on PGM. Despite the smaller enhancement of the

contrast loss compared to that in RAVEN, the upgrade from the contrast module for PGM

is still significant, and the perceptual inference branch keeps raising the final performance.

In accordance with the ablation study on the RAVEN dataset, we show that all the proposed

components contribute to the final performance increase.

Method WReN-NoTag-NoAux WReN-NoTag-Aux WReN-Tag-NoAux WReN-Tag-Aux

Acc 39.25% 49.10% 62.45% 77.94%

Method CoPINet-Backbone-XE CoPINet-Contrast-XE CoPINet-Contrast-CL CoPINet

Acc 42.10% 51.04% 54.19% 56.37%

Table 3.5: Ablation study on PGM.

Dataset Size and Performance Motivated by the idea of fairer comparison and low-

shot reasoning, we also measure how the performance of the proposed CoPINet changes as

the training set size of PGM varies. Specifically, we train CoPINet on subsets of the PGM

training set and test it on the entire test set. As shown in Tab. 3.3 and Fig. 3.2, CoPINet

performance on PGM varies roughly log-exponentially with respect to the training set size.
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We further note that when trained on a 16ˆ smaller dataset, CoPINet already achieves

results similar to CNN and LSTM.

3.5 Conclusion and Discussion

In this work, we aim to improve machines’ reasoning ability in “thinking in pictures” by

jointly learning perception and inference via contrasting. Specifically, we introduce the

contrast module, the contrast loss, and the joint system of perceptual inference. We also

require our model to be permutation-invariant. In a typical and challenging task of this

kind, Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM), we demonstrate that our proposed model—

Contrastive Perceptual Inference network (CoPINet)—achieves the new state-of-the-art for

permutation-invariant models on two major RPM datasets. Further ablation studies show

that all the three proposed components are effective towards improving the final results,

especially the contrast module. It also shows that the permutation invariance forces the

model to understand the effects of different choices on the compatibility of an entire RPM

matrix, rather than remembering the positional association and shortcutting the solutions.

While it is encouraging to see the performance improvement of the proposed ideas on two

big datasets, it is the last part of the experiments, i.e., dataset size and performance, that

really intrigues us. With infinitely large datasets that cover the entirety of an arbitrarily

complex problem domain, it is arguably possible that a simple over-parameterized model

could solve it. However, in reality, there is barely any chance that one would observe all the

domain, yet humans still learn quite efficiently how the hidden rules work. We believe this

is the core where the real intelligence lies: learning from only a few samples and generalizing

to the extreme. Even though CoPINet already demonstrates better learning efficiency, it

would be ideal to have models capable of few-shot learning in the task of RPM. Without

massive datasets, it would be a real challenge, and we hope the paper could call for future

research into it.
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Performance, however, is definitely not the end goal in the line of research on relational

and analogical visual reasoning: other dimensions for measurements include generalization,

generability, and transferability. Is it possible for a model to be trained on a single configu-

ration and generalize to other settings? Can we generate the final answer based on the given

context panels, in a similar way to the top-down and bottom-up method jointly applied by

humans for reasoning? Can we transfer the relational and geometric knowledge required in

the reasoning task from other tasks? Questions like these are far from being answered. While

Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] show in the experiments that neural models do possess a certain de-

gree of generalizability, the testing accuracy is far from satisfactory. In the meantime, there

are a plethora of discriminative approaches towards solving reasoning problems in question

answering, but generative methods and combined methods are lacking. The relational and

analogical reasoning was initially introduced as a way to measure a human’s intelligence,

without training humans on the task. However, current settings uniformly reformulate it

as a learning problem rather than a transfer problem, contradictory to why the task was

started. Up to now, there has been barely any work that measures how knowledge on an-

other task could be transferred to this one. We believe that significant advances in these

dimensions would possibly enable Artificial Intelligence (AI) models to go beyond data fitting

and acquire symbolized knowledge.

While modern computer vision techniques to solve Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM)

are based on neural networks, a promising ingredient is nowhere to be found: Gestalt psy-

chology. Traces of the perceptual grouping and figure-ground organization are gradually

faded out in the most recent wave of deep learning. However, the principles of grouping,

both classical (e.g ., proximity, closure, and similarity) and new (e.g ., synchrony, element,

and uniform connectedness) play an essential role in RPM, as humans arguably solve these

problems by first figuring out groups and then applying the rules. We anticipate that modern

deep learning methods integrated with the tradition of conceptual and theoretical founda-

tions of the Gestalt approach would further improve models on concept induction tasks.
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CHAPTER 4

Few-shot Concept Abduction via Probabilistic

Abduction and Execution

Spatial-temporal reasoning is a challenging task in Artificial Intelligence (AI) due to its

demanding but unique nature: a theoretic requirement on representing and reasoning based

on spatial-temporal knowledge in mind, and an applied requirement on a high-level cognitive

system capable of navigating and acting in space and time. Recent works have focused on

an abstract reasoning task of this kind—Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM). Despite the

encouraging progress on RPM that achieves human-level performance in terms of accuracy,

modern approaches have neither a treatment of human-like reasoning on generalization, nor a

potential to generate answers. To fill in this gap, we propose a neuro-symbolic Probabilistic

Abduction and Execution (PrAE) learner; central to the PrAE learner is the process

of probabilistic abduction and execution on a probabilistic scene representation, akin to

the mental manipulation of objects. Specifically, we disentangle perception and reasoning

from a monolithic model. The neural visual perception frontend predicts objects’ attributes,

later aggregated by a scene inference engine to produce a probabilistic scene representation.

In the symbolic logical reasoning backend, the PrAE learner uses the representation to

abduce the hidden rules. An answer is predicted by executing the rules on the probabilistic

representation. The entire system is trained end-to-end in an analysis-by-synthesis manner

without any visual attribute annotations. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the

PrAE learner improves cross-configuration generalization and is capable of rendering an

answer, in contrast to prior works that merely make a categorical choice from candidates.
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4.1 Introduction

While “thinking in pictures” [Gra06], i.e., spatial-temporal reasoning, is effortless and in-

stantaneous for humans, this significant ability has proven to be particularly challenging for

current machine vision systems [JSY17]. With the promising results [Gra06] that show the

very ability is strongly correlated with one’s logical induction performance and a crucial fac-

tor for the intellectual history of technology development, recent computational studies on

the problem focus on an abstract reasoning task relying heavily on “thinking in pictures”—

Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM) [CJS90, Hun74, Rav36, RC98]. In this task, a subject

is asked to pick a correct answer that best fits an incomplete figure matrix to satisfy the

hidden governing rules. The ability to solve RPM-like problems is believed to be critical

for generating and conceptualizing solutions to multi-step problems, which requires mental

manipulation of given images over a time-ordered sequence of spatial transformations. Such

a task is also believed to be characteristic of relational and analogical reasoning and an

indicator of one’s fluid intelligence [EKM84, Hof95, JBJ08, Spe27].

State-of-the-art algorithms incorporating a contrasting mechanism and perceptual infer-

ence [HSB19, ZJG19] have achieved decent performance in terms of accuracy. Nevertheless,

along with the improved accuracy from deep models come critiques on its transparency,

interpretability, generalization, and difficulty to incorporate knowledge. Without explicitly

distinguishing perception and reasoning, existing methods use a monolithic model to learn

correlation, sacrificing transparency and interpretability in exchange for improved perfor-

mance [HSB19, HML21, SHB18, WJL20, ZGJ19, ZJG19, ZZW19]. Furthermore, as shown

in experiments, deep models nearly always overfit to the training regime and cannot prop-

erly generalize. Such a finding is consistent with Fodor [FP88] and Marcus’s [Mar98, Mar18]

hypothesis that human-level systematic generalizability is hardly compatible with classic

neural networks; Marcus postulates that a neuro-symbolic architecture should be recruited

for human-level generalization [EKS18, EMQ20, EQZ19, MD19, MD20, XMY21].
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Another defect of prior methods is the lack of top-down and bottom-up reasoning [ZJG19]:

Human reasoning applies a generative process to abduce rules and execute them to synthe-

size a possible solution in mind, and discriminatively selects the most similar answer from

choices [HM12]. This bi-directional reasoning is in stark contrast to discriminative-only

models, solely capable of making a categorical choice.

Psychologists also call for weak attribute supervision in RPM. As isolated Amazonians,

absent of schooling on primitive attributes, could still correctly solve RPM [DIP06, IPS11],

an ideal computational counterpart should be able to learn it absent of visual attribute an-

notations. This weakly-supervised setting introduces unique challenges: How to jointly learn

these visual attributes given only ground-truth images? With uncertainties in perception,

how to abduce hidden logic relations from it? How about executing the symbolic logic on

inaccurate perception to derive answers?

To support cross-configuration generalization and answer generation, we move a step

further towards a neuro-symbolic model with explicit logical reasoning and human-like gen-

erative problem-solving while addressing the challenges. Specifically, we propose the Proba-

bilistic Abduction and Execution (PrAE) learner; central to it is the process of abduction and

execution on the probabilistic scene representation. Inspired by Fodor, Marcus, and neuro-

symbolic reasoning [HMG19, MGK19, YGL20, YWG18], the PrAE learner disentangles the

previous monolithic process into two separate modules: a neural visual perception frontend

and a symbolic logical reasoning backend. The neural visual frontend operates on object-

based representation [HMG19, KSM17, MGK19, YGL20, YWG18] and predicts conditional

probability distributions on its attributes. A scene inference engine then aggregates all ob-

ject attribute distributions to produce a probabilistic scene representation for the backend.

The symbolic logical backend abduces, from the representation, hidden rules that govern the

time-ordered sequence via inverse dynamics. An execution engine executes the rules to gen-

erate an answer representation in a probabilistic planning manner [GNT04, HXZ19, KKL15],

instead of directly making a categorical choice among the candidates. The final choice is
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Figure 4.1: Differences between (a) prior methods and (b) the proposed approach. Prior

methods do not explicitly distinguish perception and reasoning; instead, they use a mono-

lithic model and only differ in how features are manipulated, lacking semantics and prob-

abilistic interpretability. In contrast, the proposed approach disentangles this monolithic

process: It perceives each panel of RPM as a set of probability distributions of attributes,

performs logical reasoning to abduce the hidden rules that govern the time-ordered sequence,

and executes the abduced rules to generate answer representations. A final choice is made

based on the divergence between predicted answer distributions and each candidate’s distri-

butions; see Sec. 4.2 for a detailed comparison.

selected based on the divergence between the generated prediction and the given candidates.

The entire system is trained end-to-end with a cross-entropy loss and a curricular auxiliary

loss [SHB18, ZGJ19, ZJG19] without any visual attribute annotations. Fig. 4.1 compares

the proposed PrAE learner with prior methods.

The unique design in PrAE connects perception and reasoning and offers several advan-

tages: (i) With an intermediate probabilistic scene representation, the neural visual per-
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ception frontend and the symbolic logical reasoning backend can be swapped for different

task domains, enabling a greater extent of module reuse and combinatorial generalization.

(ii) Instead of blending perception and reasoning into one monolithic model without any

explicit reasoning, probabilistic abduction offers a more interpretable account for reasoning

on a logical representation. It also affords a more detailed analysis into both perception

and reasoning. (iii) Probabilistic execution permits a generative process to be integrated

into the system. Symbolic logical constraints can be transformed by the execution engine

into a forward model [JR92] and applied in a probabilistic manner to predict the final scene

representation, such that the entire system can be trained by analysis-by-synthesis [CHY19,

Gre76, HNF19, HQX18, HQZ18, LB14, WTK17, WWX17, XLZ16, XZW19, YK06, ZWM98].

(iv) Instead of making a deterministic decision or drawing limited samples, maintaining prob-

abilistic distributions brings in extra robustness and fault tolerance and allows gradients to

be easily propagated.

This paper makes three major contributions: (i) We propose the Probabilistic Abduction

and Execution (PrAE) learner. Unlike previous methods, the PrAE learner disentangles

perception and reasoning from a monolithic model with the reasoning process realized by

abduction and execution on a probabilistic scene representation. The abduction process

performs interpretable reasoning on perception results. The execution process adds to the

learner a generative flavor, such that the system can be trained in an analysis-by-synthesis

manner without any visual attribute annotations. (ii) Our experiments demonstrate the

PrAE learner achieves better generalization results compared to existing methods in the

cross-configuration generalization task of RPM. We also show that the PrAE learner is ca-

pable of generating answers for RPM questions via a renderer. (iii) We present analyses into

the inner functioning of both perception and reasoning, providing an interpretable account

of PrAE.
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4.2 Related Work

Neuro-Symbolic Visual Reasoning Neuro-symbolic methods have shown promising po-

tential in tasks involving an interplay between vision and language and vision and causality.

Qi et al . [QJH20, QJZ18] showed that action recognition could be significantly improved

with the help of grammar parsing, and Li et al . [LHH20] integrated perception, parsing, and

logics into a unified framework. Of particular relevance, Yi et al . [YWG18] first demon-

strated a prototype of a neuro-symbolic system to solve VQA [AAL15], where the vision

system and the language parsing system were separately trained with a final symbolic logic

system applying the parsed program to deliver an answer. Mao et al . [MGK19] improved

such a system by making the symbolic component continuous and end-to-end trainable,

despite sacrificing the semantics and interpretability of logics. Han et al . [HMG19] built

on [MGK19] and studied the metaconcept problem by learning concept embeddings. A

recent work investigated temporal and causal relations in collision events [YGL20] and

solved it in a way similar to [YWG18]. The proposed PrAE learner is similar to but has

fundamental differences from existing neuro-symbolic methods. Unlike the method pro-

posed by Yi et al . [YGL20, YWG18], our approach is end-to-end trainable and does not

require intermediate visual annotations, such as ground-truth attributes. Compared to

[MGK19], our approach preserves logic semantics and interpretability by explicit logical

reasoning involving probabilistic abduction and execution in a probabilistic planning man-

ner [GNT04, HXZ19, KKL15].

Computational Approaches to RPM Initially proposed as an intelligence quotient test

into general intelligence and fluid intelligence [Rav36, RC98], Raven’s Progressive Matri-

ces (RPM) has received notable attention from the research community of cognitive science.

Psychologists have proposed reasoning systems based on symbolic representations and dis-

crete logics [CJS90, LF17, LFU10, LTF09]. However, such logical systems cannot handle

visual uncertainty arising from imperfect perception. Similar issues also pose challenges to
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methods based on image similarity [LLG12, MG14, MKG14, MSD18, SG18a]. Recent works

approach this problem in a data-driven manner. The first automatic RPM generation method

was proposed by Wang and Su [WS15]. Santoro et al . [SHB18] extended it using procedural

generation and introduced the WReN to solve the problem. Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] and Hu

et al . [HML21] used stochastic image grammar [ZM07] and provided structural annotations

to the dataset. Unanimously, existing methods do not explicitly distinguish perception and

reasoning; instead, they use one monolithic neural model, sacrificing interpretability in ex-

change for better performance. The differences in previous methods lie in how features are

manipulated: Santoro et al . [SHB18] used the relational module to extract final features,

Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] stacked all panels into the channel dimension and fed them into a

residual network, Hill et al . [HSB19] prepared the data in a contrasting manner, Zhang et

al . [ZJG19] composed the context with each candidate and compared their potentials, Wang

et al . [WJL20] modeled the features by a multiplex graph, and Hu et al . [HML21] integrated

hierarchical features. Zheng et al . [ZZW19] studied a teacher-student setting in RPM, while

Steenbrugge et al . [SLV18] focused on a generative approach to improve learning. Concurrent

to our work, Spratley et al . [SEM20] unsupervisedly extracted object embeddings and con-

ducted reasoning via a ResNet. In contrast, PrAE is designed to address cross-configuration

generalization and disentangles perception and reasoning from a monolithic model, with

symbolic logical reasoning implemented as probabilistic abduction and execution.

4.3 The PrAE Learner

Problem Setup In this section, we explain our approach to tackling the RPM problem.

Each RPM instance consists of 16 panels: 8 context panels form an incomplete 3ˆ 3 matrix

with a 9th missing entry, and 8 candidate panels for one to choose. The goal is to pick

one candidate that best completes the matrix to satisfy the latent governing rules. Exist-

ing datasets [HML21, SHB18, WS15, ZGJ19] assume fixed sets of object attributes, panel
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I2
<latexit sha1_base64="Hzr6Sl5XsmdjSDlzQnKaV5P0mBI=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0YfNyCXvQWwTwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42yyiBoLGoqqbrq7gpgzbVz301laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7LR0litAmiXikOgHWlDNJm4YZTjuxolgEnLaD8XXmtx+o0iyS92YSU1/goWQhI9hk0m2/WuyXym7FnQEtEi8nZcjR6Jc+eoOIJIJKQzjWuuu5sfFTrAwjnE6LvUTTGJMxHtKupRILqv10dusUHVtlgMJI2ZIGzdSfEykWWk9EYDsFNiP918vE/7xuYsILP2UyTgyVZL4oTDgyEcoeRwOmKDF8YgkmitlbERlhhYmx8cxDuMxw9v3yImlVK95ppXZXK9ev8jgKcAhHcAIenEMdbqABTSAwgkd4hhdHOE/Oq/M2b11y8pkD+AXn/QsTno2+</latexit>

I7
<latexit sha1_base64="4ViJP/Ac1gNlO61b5rYROdt/Lac=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KrtarN6KXvRWwX5Au5Rsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYRtT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMG9f9dJaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+S0eJIrRJIh6pToA15UzSpmGG006sKBYBp+1gfJ357QeqNIvkvZnE1Bd4KFnICDaZdNuvFfulsltxZ0CLxMtJGXI0+qWP3iAiiaDSEI617npubPwUK8MIp9NiL9E0xmSMh7RrqcSCaj+d3TpFx1YZoDBStqRBM/XnRIqF1hMR2E6BzUj/9TLxP6+bmPDCT5mME0MlmS8KE45MhLLH0YApSgyfWIKJYvZWREZYYWJsPPMQLjOcf7+8SFqnFe+sUr2rlutXeRwFOIQjOAEPalCHG2hAEwiM4BGe4cURzpPz6rzNW5ecfOYAfsF5/wIbN43D</latexit>

I8
<latexit sha1_base64="+RgVhpd32dTF1jlMM7FVWP1Ytn8=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WeNX1aOXxSJ4KokWrbeiF71VMG2hDWWz3bRLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN20QtT4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5tJaWV1bX1ksb9ubW9s5ueW+/peJUEuqRmMeyE2BFORPU00xz2kkkxVHAaTsYX+d++4FKxWJxrycJ9SM8FCxkBGsjebf9um33yxWn6syAFolbkAoUaPbLH71BTNKICk04VqrrOon2Myw1I5xO7V6qaILJGA9p11CBI6r8bHbsFB0bZYDCWJoSGs3UnxMZjpSaRIHpjLAeqb9eLv7ndVMd1v2MiSTVVJD5ojDlSMco/xwNmKRE84khmEhmbkVkhCUm2uQzD+Eyx/n3y4ukdVp1z6q1u1qlcVXEUYJDOIITcOECGnADTfCAAINHeIYXS1hP1qv1Nm9dsoqZA/gF6/0LUbiN2A==</latexit>

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Scene Inference
<latexit sha1_base64="wfyRPol1kD5zsea9KWMqE3rKns0=">AAAB/3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68NAbBU5hocLkFvegtolkgCaGnU5M06ekZumvEMObgr3jxoIhXf8Obf2NnQdT4oODxXhVV9bxICoOu++nMzM7NLyymltLLK6tr65mNzYoJY82hzEMZ6prHDEihoIwCJdQiDSzwJFS93vnQr96CNiJUN9iPoBmwjhK+4Ayt1MpsNxDuMLnmoIBeKh80KA6DVibr5twR6DTJT0iWTFBqZT4a7ZDHASjkkhlTz7sRNhOmUXAJg3QjNhAx3mMdqFuqWACmmYzuH9A9q7SpH2pbCulI/TmRsMCYfuDZzoBh1/z1huJ/Xj1G/6SZCBXFaN8aL/JjSTGkwzBoW2jgKPuWMK6FvZXyLtOMo40sPQrhdIij75enSeUglz/MFa4K2eLZJI4U2SG7ZJ/kyTEpkgtSImXCyT15JM/kxXlwnpxX523cOuNMZrbILzjvX1qylnU=</latexit>

Reasoning Module
<latexit sha1_base64="Orz2/npQBZJA+YIJWcm+lLm7W/M=">AAACAHicbVDLSgMxFM34tr5GXbhwEyyCqzLV4mMnunEjVLEqtEPJpLc1NJMMyR2xDN34K25cKOLWz3Dn35hOi/g6cOFwzr3JvSdKpLAYBB/e2PjE5NT0zGxhbn5hcclfXrm0OjUcalxLba4jZkEKBTUUKOE6McDiSMJV1D0e+Fe3YKzQ6gJ7CYQx6yjRFpyhk5r+WgPhDrNzYFYroTr0VLdSCf2mXwxKQQ76l5RHpEhGqDb990ZL8zQGhVwya+vlIMEwYwYFd+8VGqmFhPEu60DdUcVisGGWH9Cnm05p0bY2rhTSXP0+kbHY2l4cuc6Y4Y397Q3E/7x6iu39MBMqSREUH37UTiVFTQdp0JYwwFH2HGHcCLcr5TfMMI4us0IewsEAu18n/yWX26XyTqlyVikeHo3imCHrZINskTLZI4fkhFRJjXDSJw/kiTx7996j9+K9DlvHvNHMKvkB7+0TZAaXDg==</latexit>

Perception Module
<latexit sha1_base64="aU9aQGjKBmw0jSK9qP+Tdl3tO9E=">AAACAXicbVDJSgNBFOyJW4xb1IvgpTEInsJEg8st6MWLEMEskAyhp+cladKz0P1GDEO8+CtePCji1b/w5t/YkwRRY0FDUfWWfuVGUmi07U8rMze/sLiUXc6trK6tb+Q3t+o6jBWHGg9lqJou0yBFADUUKKEZKWC+K6HhDi5Sv3ELSoswuMFhBI7PeoHoCs7QSJ38ThvhDpMqmHFRKtGr0IsljDr5gl20x6CzpDQlBTJFtZP/aHshj30IkEumdatkR+gkTKHgZl6uHWuIGB+wHrQMDZgP2knGF4zovlE82g2VeQHSsfqzI2G+1kPfNZU+w77+66Xif14rxu6pk4ggihECPlnUjSXFkKZxUE8o4CiHhjCuhPkr5X2mGEcTWm4cwlmK4++TZ0n9sFg6Kpavy4XK+TSOLNkle+SAlMgJqZBLUiU1wsk9eSTP5MV6sJ6sV+ttUpqxpj3b5Bes9y9BZJeL</latexit>

4-branch
<latexit sha1_base64="SNI++2oYgsYIpVtGJY2fOOBv8DU=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIXiyJFj9uRS8eK1hbaEPZbDft0s0m7E7EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xk0bRK0PBh7vzTAzz48F1+A4n1ZhYXFpeaW4Wlpb39gs21vbtzpKFGVNGolItX2imeCSNYGDYO1YMRL6grX80WXmt+6Y0jySNzCOmReSgeQBpwSM1LPLXWD3kNYOfUUkHU56dsWpOlPgeeLmpIJyNHr2R7cf0SRkEqggWndcJwYvJQo4FWxS6iaaxYSOyIB1DJUkZNpLp4dP8L5R+jiIlCkJeKr+nEhJqPU49E1nSGCo/3qZ+J/XSSA481Iu4wSYpLNFQSIwRDhLAfe5YhTE2BBCFTe3YjokilAwWZWmIZxnOPl+eZ7cHlXd42rtulapX+RxFNEu2kMHyEWnqI6uUAM1EUUJekTP6MV6sJ6sV+tt1lqw8pkd9AvW+xfjo5Nh</latexit>

Object CNN
<latexit sha1_base64="HlOVwcS0/TrxkHIfe/GyruLz6LU=">AAAB+nicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbokcvjUHwFGY0uNyCuXiKEcwCyRB6Oj1Jm56eobtGDWM+xYsHRbz6Jd78GzsLosYHBY/3qqiq50WCa7DtTyu1sLi0vJJezaytb2xuZXPbdR3GirIaDUWomh7RTHDJasBBsGakGAk8wRreoDz2G7dMaR7KaxhGzA1IT3KfUwJG6mRzbWD3kFx6N4wCLlcqo042bxfsCfA8cWYkj2aodrIf7W5I44BJoIJo3XLsCNyEKOBUsFGmHWsWETogPdYyVJKAaTeZnD7C+0bpYj9UpiTgifpzIiGB1sPAM50Bgb7+643F/7xWDP6pm3AZxcAknS7yY4EhxOMccJcr87EYGkKo4uZWTPtEEQomrcwkhLMxjr9fnif1w4JzVCheFfOl81kcabSL9tABctAJKqELVEU1RNEdekTP6MV6sJ6sV+tt2pqyZjM76Bes9y8H3JP8</latexit>

Execution
<latexit sha1_base64="CbRCzTG02xxcmyOcj9omsJ08fcI=">AAAB+XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcvjUHwFCYaXG5BETxGMAskQ+jp1CRNeha6a0LCkD/x4kERr/6JN//Gmckgbg8KHu9VUVXPCaXQaFkfRmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4xd/daOogUhyYPZKA6DtMghQ9NFCihEypgniOh7YyvU789AaVF4N/jLATbY0NfuIIzTKS+afYQphjfTIFHqTLvm2WrYmWgf0k1J2WSo9E333uDgEce+Mgl07pbtUK0Y6ZQcAnzUi/SEDI+ZkPoJtRnHmg7zi6f06NEGVA3UEn5SDP1+0TMPK1nnpN0egxH+reXiv953QjdCzsWfhgh+HyxyI0kxYCmMdCBUMBRzhLCuBLJrZSPmGIck7BKWQiXKc6+Xv5LWieV6mmldlcr16/yOIrkgBySY1Il56RObkmDNAknE/JAnsizERuPxovxumgtGPnMPvkB4+0TbRWUUA==</latexit>

Infer
<latexit sha1_base64="oBZx0gp36sy0HOc3evA+bjIAzY0=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokWH7uiG91VsA9oQplMb9qhk0mYuRFL6G+4caGIW3/GnX9jkgbxdeDC4Zx7ufceLxJco2V9GKWFxaXllfJqZW19Y3Orur3T0WGsGLRZKELV86gGwSW0kaOAXqSABp6Arje5zPzuHSjNQ3mL0wjcgI4k9zmjmEqOg3CPybX0Qc0G1ZpVt3KYf4ldkBop0BpU351hyOIAJDJBte7bVoRuQhVyJmBWcWINEWUTOoJ+SiUNQLtJfvPMPEiVoemHKi2JZq5+n0hooPU08NLOgOJY//Yy8T+vH6N/5iZcRjGCZPNFfixMDM0sAHPIFTAU05RQpnh6q8nGVFGGaUyVPITzDCdfL/8lnaO6fVxv3DRqzYsijjLZI/vkkNjklDTJFWmRNmEkIg/kiTwbsfFovBiv89aSUczskh8w3j4Bo1KSNw==</latexit>

Infer
<latexit sha1_base64="oBZx0gp36sy0HOc3evA+bjIAzY0=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokWH7uiG91VsA9oQplMb9qhk0mYuRFL6G+4caGIW3/GnX9jkgbxdeDC4Zx7ufceLxJco2V9GKWFxaXllfJqZW19Y3Orur3T0WGsGLRZKELV86gGwSW0kaOAXqSABp6Arje5zPzuHSjNQ3mL0wjcgI4k9zmjmEqOg3CPybX0Qc0G1ZpVt3KYf4ldkBop0BpU351hyOIAJDJBte7bVoRuQhVyJmBWcWINEWUTOoJ+SiUNQLtJfvPMPEiVoemHKi2JZq5+n0hooPU08NLOgOJY//Yy8T+vH6N/5iZcRjGCZPNFfixMDM0sAHPIFTAU05RQpnh6q8nGVFGGaUyVPITzDCdfL/8lnaO6fVxv3DRqzYsijjLZI/vkkNjklDTJFWmRNmEkIg/kiTwbsfFovBiv89aSUczskh8w3j4Bo1KSNw==</latexit>

Infer
<latexit sha1_base64="oBZx0gp36sy0HOc3evA+bjIAzY0=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokWH7uiG91VsA9oQplMb9qhk0mYuRFL6G+4caGIW3/GnX9jkgbxdeDC4Zx7ufceLxJco2V9GKWFxaXllfJqZW19Y3Orur3T0WGsGLRZKELV86gGwSW0kaOAXqSABp6Arje5zPzuHSjNQ3mL0wjcgI4k9zmjmEqOg3CPybX0Qc0G1ZpVt3KYf4ldkBop0BpU351hyOIAJDJBte7bVoRuQhVyJmBWcWINEWUTOoJ+SiUNQLtJfvPMPEiVoemHKi2JZq5+n0hooPU08NLOgOJY//Yy8T+vH6N/5iZcRjGCZPNFfixMDM0sAHPIFTAU05RQpnh6q8nGVFGGaUyVPITzDCdfL/8lnaO6fVxv3DRqzYsijjLZI/vkkNjklDTJFWmRNmEkIg/kiTwbsfFovBiv89aSUczskh8w3j4Bo1KSNw==</latexit>

Infer
<latexit sha1_base64="oBZx0gp36sy0HOc3evA+bjIAzY0=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokWH7uiG91VsA9oQplMb9qhk0mYuRFL6G+4caGIW3/GnX9jkgbxdeDC4Zx7ufceLxJco2V9GKWFxaXllfJqZW19Y3Orur3T0WGsGLRZKELV86gGwSW0kaOAXqSABp6Arje5zPzuHSjNQ3mL0wjcgI4k9zmjmEqOg3CPybX0Qc0G1ZpVt3KYf4ldkBop0BpU351hyOIAJDJBte7bVoRuQhVyJmBWcWINEWUTOoJ+SiUNQLtJfvPMPEiVoemHKi2JZq5+n0hooPU08NLOgOJY//Yy8T+vH6N/5iZcRjGCZPNFfixMDM0sAHPIFTAU05RQpnh6q8nGVFGGaUyVPITzDCdfL/8lnaO6fVxv3DRqzYsijjLZI/vkkNjklDTJFWmRNmEkIg/kiTwbsfFovBiv89aSUczskh8w3j4Bo1KSNw==</latexit>

z }| {
<latexit sha1_base64="liqjAUrAsH60UtL0qtyiW7LBiN8=">AAACEXicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGIScwkSDyy3oxWMEs0BmCD2dStKkZ6G7RgxDfsGLv+LFgyJevXnzb+xJBlHjKwoe71XRXc+LpNBo25/WwuLS8spqbi2/vrG5tV3Y2W3qMFYcGjyUoWp7TIMUATRQoIR2pID5noSWN7pM/dYtKC3C4AbHEbg+GwSiLzhDI3ULJSc0tqcYh8RBuMPEofM1meS7haJdtqeg86SSkSLJUO8WPpxeyGMfAuSSad2p2BG6CVMouIRJ3ok1RIyP2AA6hgbMB+0m04sm9NAoPdoPlekA6VT9uZEwX+ux75lJn+FQ//VS8T+vE2P/zE1EEMUIAZ891I8lxZCm8dCeUMBRjg1hXAnzV8qHzMSDJsRZCOcpTr5PnifNo3LluFy9rhZrF1kcObJPDkiJVMgpqZErUicNwsk9eSTP5MV6sJ6sV+ttNrpgZTt75Bes9y9Gupt7</latexit>

rNum = Arithmetic plus
<latexit sha1_base64="iKNpHvalFsZioh/b7t7ermyFqs4=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3g0XQTZlq8bEQqm5cSQX7gLaWTHrbhiYzQ3JHLMN8gxt/xY0LRdy6cuffmD4UtR4InJxzb8I5biC4Rsf5sBJT0zOzc8n51MLi0vJKenWtrP1QMSgxX/iq6lINgntQQo4CqoECKl0BFbd3NvArN6A0970r7AfQkLTj8TZnFI3UTO+o66iOcIuI0UUo4/j463aiOHYlIGd2IEIdN9MZJ+sMYU+S3JhkyBjFZvq93vJZKMFDJqjWtZwTYCOiyjwpIE7VQw0BZT3agZqhHpWgG9EwUmxvGaVlt31ljof2UP25EVGpdV+6ZlJS7Oq/3kD8z6uF2D5sRNwLQgSPjT5qh8JG3x70Y7e4AoaibwhlpgITn3WpogxNi6lhCUcD7H9HniTl3WxuL5u/zGcKp+M6kmSDbJJtkiMHpEDOSZGUCCN35IE8kWfr3nq0XqzX0WjCGu+sk1+w3j4B5mifog==</latexit>

0.0

0.1

0.6

0.3

...<latexit sha1_base64="ULFiimF3J4Uu6wH9VDIhhwD2/MA=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWw0+LgFvXiMYB6QLGF2djYZMjuzzPQGwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xtlkETUWNBRV3XR3+bHgBlz30ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtlGJpqxFlVC66xPDBJesBRwE68aakcgXrOOPbzO/M2HacCUfYBozLyJDyUNOCVip058ECkxpUK64VXcOvExqOamgHM1B+aMfKJpETAIVxJhezY3BS4kGTgWblfqJYTGhYzJkPUsliZjx0vm5M3xilQCHStuSgOfqz4mURMZMI992RgRG5q+Xif95vQTCKy/lMk6ASbpYFCYCg8LZ7zjgmlEQU0sI1dzeiumIaELBJrQI4TrDxffLy6R9Vq2dV+v39UrjJo+jiI7QMTpFNXSJGugONVELUTRGj+gZvTix8+S8Om+L1oKTzxyiX3DevwAbOo+O</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="ULFiimF3J4Uu6wH9VDIhhwD2/MA=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWw0+LgFvXiMYB6QLGF2djYZMjuzzPQGwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xtlkETUWNBRV3XR3+bHgBlz30ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtlGJpqxFlVC66xPDBJesBRwE68aakcgXrOOPbzO/M2HacCUfYBozLyJDyUNOCVip058ECkxpUK64VXcOvExqOamgHM1B+aMfKJpETAIVxJhezY3BS4kGTgWblfqJYTGhYzJkPUsliZjx0vm5M3xilQCHStuSgOfqz4mURMZMI992RgRG5q+Xif95vQTCKy/lMk6ASbpYFCYCg8LZ7zjgmlEQU0sI1dzeiumIaELBJrQI4TrDxffLy6R9Vq2dV+v39UrjJo+jiI7QMTpFNXSJGugONVELUTRGj+gZvTix8+S8Om+L1oKTzxyiX3DevwAbOo+O</latexit>

P (Num = 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="V/dAnEBFeKeerlgkN3KYdeASsZ0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tJNsAh1UxItPhZC0Y0rqWAf0IYymU7aoTOTMHOjlthPceNCEbd+iTv/xiQtotYDFw7n3Mu993ghZxps+9OYm19YXFrOreRX19Y3Ns3CVkMHkSK0TgIeqJaHNeVM0jow4LQVKoqFx2nTG16kfvOWKs0CeQOjkLoC9yXzGcGQSF2zUCt1gN4DQHwVifGZs981i3bZzmDNEmdKimiKWtf86PQCEgkqgXCsdduxQ3BjrIARTsf5TqRpiMkQ92k7oRILqt04O31s7SVKz/IDlZQEK1N/TsRYaD0SXtIpMAz0Xy8V//PaEfgnbsxkGAGVZLLIj7gFgZXmYPWYogT4KCGYKJbcapEBVphAklY+C+E0xdH3y7OkcVB2DsuV60qxej6NI4d20C4qIQcdoyq6RDVURwTdoUf0jF6MB+PJeDXeJq1zxnRmG/2C8f4Fvf6TzQ==</latexit>

P (Num = 2)
<latexit sha1_base64="VR3qMjdA0+GkWvdGSXmhZMeabVg=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJdugkWom5LU4mMhFN24kgr2AW0ok+mkHTqZhJkbtcR+ihsXirj1S9z5NyZpELUeuHA4517uvccJOFNgmp9abmFxaXklv1pYW9/Y3NKL2y3lh5LQJvG5LzsOVpQzQZvAgNNOICn2HE7bzvgi8du3VCrmixuYBNT28FAwlxEMsdTXi41yD+g9AERXoTc9qx709ZJZMVMY88TKSAllaPT1j97AJ6FHBRCOlepaZgB2hCUwwum00AsVDTAZ4yHtxlRgjyo7Sk+fGvuxMjBcX8YlwEjVnxMR9pSaeE7c6WEYqb9eIv7ndUNwT+yIiSAEKshskRtyA3wjycEYMEkJ8ElMMJEsvtUgIywxgTitQhrCaYKj75fnSatasQ4rtetaqX6exZFHu2gPlZGFjlEdXaIGaiKC7tAjekYv2oP2pL1qb7PWnJbN7KBf0N6/AL+Dk84=</latexit>

P (Num = 3)
<latexit sha1_base64="0KXuNtsNFQIZiWK+ulViM5aQo/E=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJdugkWom5LY4mMhFN24kgr2AW0ok+mkHTqZhJkbtcR+ihsXirj1S9z5NyZpELUeuHA4517uvccJOFNgmp9abmFxaXklv1pYW9/Y3NKL2y3lh5LQJvG5LzsOVpQzQZvAgNNOICn2HE7bzvgi8du3VCrmixuYBNT28FAwlxEMsdTXi41yD+g9AERXoTc9qx709ZJZMVMY88TKSAllaPT1j97AJ6FHBRCOlepaZgB2hCUwwum00AsVDTAZ4yHtxlRgjyo7Sk+fGvuxMjBcX8YlwEjVnxMR9pSaeE7c6WEYqb9eIv7ndUNwT+yIiSAEKshskRtyA3wjycEYMEkJ8ElMMJEsvtUgIywxgTitQhrCaYKj75fnSeuwYlUrtetaqX6exZFHu2gPlZGFjlEdXaIGaiKC7tAjekYv2oP2pL1qb7PWnJbN7KBf0N6/AMEIk88=</latexit>

P (Num = 4)
<latexit sha1_base64="n5nIYeDhvQgZ0irME6zdIP7e7nk=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tJNsAh1UxItPhZC0Y0rqWAf0IYymU7aoTOTMHOjlthPceNCEbd+iTv/xiQtotYDFw7n3Mu993ghZxps+9OYm19YXFrOreRX19Y3Ns3CVkMHkSK0TgIeqJaHNeVM0jow4LQVKoqFx2nTG16kfvOWKs0CeQOjkLoC9yXzGcGQSF2zUCt1gN4DQHwVifFZZb9rFu2yncGaJc6UFNEUta750ekFJBJUAuFY67Zjh+DGWAEjnI7znUjTEJMh7tN2QiUWVLtxdvrY2kuUnuUHKikJVqb+nIix0HokvKRTYBjov14q/ue1I/BP3JjJMAIqyWSRH3ELAivNweoxRQnwUUIwUSy51SIDrDCBJK18FsJpiqPvl2dJ46DsHJYr15Vi9XwaRw7toF1UQg46RlV0iWqojgi6Q4/oGb0YD8aT8Wq8TVrnjOnMNvoF4/0Lwo2T0A==</latexit>

P (Num)
<latexit sha1_base64="YriSKLFZ3exkG68eRHXsi+RvgjI=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXRqEs3wSLUTUm0+NgV3biSCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuxhn6JGxeKuPVT3Pk3TtIgaj1w4XDOvdx7jxdxpsC2P42FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3OrZG7vtFQYS0KbJOSh7HhYUc4EbQIDTjuRpDjwOG1748vUb99RqVgobmESUTfAQ8F8RjBoqW+WGpUe0HsASK7jYHrYN8t21c5gzRMnJ2WUo9E3P3qDkMQBFUA4Vqrr2BG4CZbACKfTYi9WNMJkjIe0q6nAAVVukh0+tQ60MrD8UOoSYGXqz4kEB0pNAk93BhhG6q+Xiv953Rj8MzdhIoqBCjJb5MfcgtBKU7AGTFICfKIJJpLpWy0ywhIT0FkVsxDOU5x8vzxPWkdV57hau6mV6xd5HAW0h/ZRBTnoFNXRFWqgJiIoRo/oGb0YD8aT8Wq8zVoXjHxmF/2C8f4FwPqTSw==</latexit>

{<latexit sha1_base64="jFxfkYKM5kcyxNvNY2VKKDK+F7k=">AAAB6XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRafOyKblxWsQ9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTIQS+gduXCji1j9y5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89fsyZ0o7zaZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evraJEEtoiEY9k18eKciZoSzPNaTeWFIc+px1/cp35nQcqFYvEvZ7G1AvxSLCAEayNdNdPB3bVqTk50CJxC1KFAs2B/dEfRiQJqdCEY6V6rhNrL8VSM8LprNJPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl+aXztCRUYYoiKQpoVGu/pxIcajUNPRNZ4j1WP31MvE/r5fo4MJLmYgTTQWZLwoSjnSEsrfRkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok04lTyEywxn3y8vkvZJzT2t1W/r1cZVEUcZDuAQjsGFc2jADTShBQQCeIRneLEm1pP1ar3NW0tWMbMPv2C9fwG0no2d</latexit>

rNum
<latexit sha1_base64="VEDbfXRGlj7X2IwoShvMVKsBFuo=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4KokWH7uiG1dSwT6gjWUynbRDJ5Mwc1MsIX/ixoUibv0Td/6NkzSIrwMXDufcy733eBFnCmz7wygtLC4tr5RXK2vrG5tb5vZOW4WxJLRFQh7KrocV5UzQFjDgtBtJigOP0443ucz8zpRKxUJxC7OIugEeCeYzgkFLA9OUd0kf6D0AJNdxkKYDs2rX7BzWX+IUpIoKNAfme38YkjigAgjHSvUcOwI3wRIY4TSt9GNFI0wmeER7mgocUOUm+eWpdaCVoeWHUpcAK1e/TyQ4UGoWeLozwDBWv71M/M/rxeCfuQkTUQxUkPkiP+YWhFYWgzVkkhLgM00wkUzfapExlpiADquSh3Ce4eTr5b+kfVRzjmv1m3q1cVHEUUZ7aB8dIgedoga6Qk3UQgRN0QN6Qs9GYjwaL8brvLVkFDO76AeMt0+w/JR8</latexit>

0.0

0.1

0.6

0.3

...<latexit sha1_base64="ULFiimF3J4Uu6wH9VDIhhwD2/MA=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWw0+LgFvXiMYB6QLGF2djYZMjuzzPQGwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xtlkETUWNBRV3XR3+bHgBlz30ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtlGJpqxFlVC66xPDBJesBRwE68aakcgXrOOPbzO/M2HacCUfYBozLyJDyUNOCVip058ECkxpUK64VXcOvExqOamgHM1B+aMfKJpETAIVxJhezY3BS4kGTgWblfqJYTGhYzJkPUsliZjx0vm5M3xilQCHStuSgOfqz4mURMZMI992RgRG5q+Xif95vQTCKy/lMk6ASbpYFCYCg8LZ7zjgmlEQU0sI1dzeiumIaELBJrQI4TrDxffLy6R9Vq2dV+v39UrjJo+jiI7QMTpFNXSJGugONVELUTRGj+gZvTix8+S8Om+L1oKTzxyiX3DevwAbOo+O</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="ULFiimF3J4Uu6wH9VDIhhwD2/MA=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWw0+LgFvXiMYB6QLGF2djYZMjuzzPQGwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xtlkETUWNBRV3XR3+bHgBlz30ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtlGJpqxFlVC66xPDBJesBRwE68aakcgXrOOPbzO/M2HacCUfYBozLyJDyUNOCVip058ECkxpUK64VXcOvExqOamgHM1B+aMfKJpETAIVxJhezY3BS4kGTgWblfqJYTGhYzJkPUsliZjx0vm5M3xilQCHStuSgOfqz4mURMZMI992RgRG5q+Xif95vQTCKy/lMk6ASbpYFCYCg8LZ7zjgmlEQU0sI1dzeiumIaELBJrQI4TrDxffLy6R9Vq2dV+v39UrjJo+jiI7QMTpFNXSJGugONVELUTRGj+gZvTix8+S8Om+L1oKTzxyiX3DevwAbOo+O</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="ULFiimF3J4Uu6wH9VDIhhwD2/MA=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWw0+LgFvXiMYB6QLGF2djYZMjuzzPQGwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xtlkETUWNBRV3XR3+bHgBlz30ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtlGJpqxFlVC66xPDBJesBRwE68aakcgXrOOPbzO/M2HacCUfYBozLyJDyUNOCVip058ECkxpUK64VXcOvExqOamgHM1B+aMfKJpETAIVxJhezY3BS4kGTgWblfqJYTGhYzJkPUsliZjx0vm5M3xilQCHStuSgOfqz4mURMZMI992RgRG5q+Xif95vQTCKy/lMk6ASbpYFCYCg8LZ7zjgmlEQU0sI1dzeiumIaELBJrQI4TrDxffLy6R9Vq2dV+v39UrjJo+jiI7QMTpFNXSJGugONVELUTRGj+gZvTix8+S8Om+L1oKTzxyiX3DevwAbOo+O</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="ULFiimF3J4Uu6wH9VDIhhwD2/MA=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWw0+LgFvXiMYB6QLGF2djYZMjuzzPQGwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xtlkETUWNBRV3XR3+bHgBlz30ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtlGJpqxFlVC66xPDBJesBRwE68aakcgXrOOPbzO/M2HacCUfYBozLyJDyUNOCVip058ECkxpUK64VXcOvExqOamgHM1B+aMfKJpETAIVxJhezY3BS4kGTgWblfqJYTGhYzJkPUsliZjx0vm5M3xilQCHStuSgOfqz4mURMZMI992RgRG5q+Xif95vQTCKy/lMk6ASbpYFCYCg8LZ7zjgmlEQU0sI1dzeiumIaELBJrQI4TrDxffLy6R9Vq2dV+v39UrjJo+jiI7QMTpFNXSJGugONVELUTRGj+gZvTix8+S8Om+L1oKTzxyiX3DevwAbOo+O</latexit>

Compare
<latexit sha1_base64="HNfmaBItt/10EwAmtG7RWY7TYcc=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXwSB4CjMaXG7BXDxGMAskY+jp1CRNeha6a9Qw5D+8eFDEq//izb+xZzKI24OCx3tVVNVzI8EVWtaHUVhYXFpeKa6W1tY3NrfK2zttFcaSQYuFIpRdlyoQPIAWchTQjSRQ3xXQcSeN1O/cglQ8DK5xGoHj01HAPc4oaummj3CPSSP0IyphNihXrKqVwfxL7JxUSI7moPzeH4Ys9iFAJqhSPduK0EmoRM4EzEr9WEFE2YSOoKdpQH1QTpJdPTMPtDI0vVDqCtDM1O8TCfWVmvqu7vQpjtVvLxX/83oxemdOwoMoRgjYfJEXCxNDM43AHHIJDMVUE8ok17eabEwlZaiDKmUhnKc4+Xr5L2kfVe3jau2qVqlf5HEUyR7ZJ4fEJqekTi5Jk7QII5I8kCfybNwZj8aL8TpvLRj5zC75AePtEzeTkx4=</latexit>

JSD
<latexit sha1_base64="MBSxUSTrdl5lbbbjWZ8psMsWH3g=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRItPnZFXYirivaBbSiT6bQdOpmEmRuxhP6FGxeKuPVv3Pk3TtIgaj1w4XDOvdx7jxcKrsG2P63c3PzC4lJ+ubCyura+UdzcauggUpTVaSAC1fKIZoJLVgcOgrVCxYjvCdb0RueJ37xnSvNA3sI4ZK5PBpL3OSVgpLsOsAeIr24uJt1iyS7bKfAscTJSQhlq3eJHpxfQyGcSqCBatx07BDcmCjgVbFLoRJqFhI7IgLUNlcRn2o3Tiyd4zyg93A+UKQk4VX9OxMTXeux7ptMnMNR/vUT8z2tH0D9xYy7DCJik00X9SGAIcPI+7nHFKIixIYQqbm7FdEgUoWBCKqQhnCY4+n55ljQOys5huXJdKVXPsjjyaAfton3koGNURZeohuqIIoke0TN6sbT1ZL1ab9PWnJXNbKNfsN6/AK93kRA=</latexit>

| {z }
<latexit sha1_base64="BHKUXrqrKeqjE5yUcYyvY5ZsFl4=">AAACEnicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb9eilMQh6CRMNLregF48RzAKZEHo6laRJT8/QXSOGId/gxV/x4kERr568+Td2FkSNryh4vFdFd70glsKg5306c/MLi0vLmZXs6tr6xqa7tV01UaI5VHgkI10PmAEpFFRQoIR6rIGFgYRa0L8c+bVb0EZE6gYHMTRD1lWiIzhDK7XcQz9RbdCBZhxSH+EOU5/O1nCYbbk5L++NQWdJYUpyZIpyy/3w2xFPQlDIJTOmUfBibKZMo+AShlk/MRAz3mddaFiqWAimmY5PGtJ9q7RpJ9K2FdKx+nMjZaExgzCwkyHDnvnrjcT/vEaCnbNmKlScICg+eaiTSIoRHeVD20IDRzmwhHEt7F8p7zEbD9oUJyGcj3DyffIsqR7lC8f54nUxV7qYxpEhu2SPHJACOSUlckXKpEI4uSeP5Jm8OA/Ok/PqvE1G55zpzg75Bef9CxARm+c=</latexit>

...
<latexit sha1_base64="ULFiimF3J4Uu6wH9VDIhhwD2/MA=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWw0+LgFvXiMYB6QLGF2djYZMjuzzPQGwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xtlkETUWNBRV3XR3+bHgBlz30ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtlGJpqxFlVC66xPDBJesBRwE68aakcgXrOOPbzO/M2HacCUfYBozLyJDyUNOCVip058ECkxpUK64VXcOvExqOamgHM1B+aMfKJpETAIVxJhezY3BS4kGTgWblfqJYTGhYzJkPUsliZjx0vm5M3xilQCHStuSgOfqz4mURMZMI992RgRG5q+Xif95vQTCKy/lMk6ASbpYFCYCg8LZ7zjgmlEQU0sI1dzeiumIaELBJrQI4TrDxffLy6R9Vq2dV+v39UrjJo+jiI7QMTpFNXSJGugONVELUTRGj+gZvTix8+S8Om+L1oKTzxyiX3DevwAbOo+O</latexit>

...
<latexit sha1_base64="ULFiimF3J4Uu6wH9VDIhhwD2/MA=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWw0+LgFvXiMYB6QLGF2djYZMjuzzPQGwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xtlkETUWNBRV3XR3+bHgBlz30ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtlGJpqxFlVC66xPDBJesBRwE68aakcgXrOOPbzO/M2HacCUfYBozLyJDyUNOCVip058ECkxpUK64VXcOvExqOamgHM1B+aMfKJpETAIVxJhezY3BS4kGTgWblfqJYTGhYzJkPUsliZjx0vm5M3xilQCHStuSgOfqz4mURMZMI992RgRG5q+Xif95vQTCKy/lMk6ASbpYFCYCg8LZ7zjgmlEQU0sI1dzeiumIaELBJrQI4TrDxffLy6R9Vq2dV+v39UrjJo+jiI7QMTpFNXSJGugONVELUTRGj+gZvTix8+S8Om+L1oKTzxyiX3DevwAbOo+O</latexit>

I9
<latexit sha1_base64="EcvjtcYCH41o72S0J/dn/FczvAA=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokWtbeiF71VMG2hDWWz3bRLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN2kQtT4YeLw3w8w8P+ZMadv+tJaWV1bX1ksb5c2t7Z3dyt5+W0WJJNQlEY9k18eKciaoq5nmtBtLikOf044/uc78zgOVikXiXk9j6oV4JFjACNZGcm8HaWM2qFTtmp0DLRKnIFUo0BpUPvrDiCQhFZpwrFTPsWPtpVhqRjidlfuJojEmEzyiPUMFDqny0vzYGTo2yhAFkTQlNMrVnxMpDpWahr7pDLEeq79eJv7n9RIdXHopE3GiqSDzRUHCkY5Q9jkaMkmJ5lNDMJHM3IrIGEtMtMmnnIfQyHD+/fIiaZ/WnLNa/a5ebV4VcZTgEI7gBBy4gCbcQAtcIMDgEZ7hxRLWk/Vqvc1bl6xi5gB+wXr/Aq2Qjr0=</latexit>

I10
<latexit sha1_base64="FeqMAcFGV5QEEgMW8OHjQtbYdoU=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexq8HELetFbBPOAZAmzk0kyOjuzzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4+xmETUWNBRV3XR3BRFn2rjup1NYWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7LS1jRWiTSC5VJ8CaciZo0zDDaSdSFIcBp+3g/jL12w9UaSbFrZlE1A/xSLAhI9hYqXXdTzx32i9X3KqbAc0TLycVyNHolz96A0nikApDONa667mR8ROsDCOcTku9WNMIk3s8ol1LBQ6p9pPs2ik6sMoADaWyJQzK1J8TCQ61noSB7QyxGeu/Xir+53VjMzzzEyai2FBBZouGMUdGovR1NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkTFWmBgbUCkL4TzFyffL86R1VPWOq7WbWqV+kcdRhD3Yh0Pw4BTqcAUNaAKBO3iEZ3hxpPPkvDpvs9aCk8/swi84718Qp47v</latexit>

I16
<latexit sha1_base64="GvCgrftmuiGwL+z+taZniVzrQu4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0VL0Vveitgv2ANpTNdtOu3WTD7kYoof/BiwdFvPp/vPlv3KRB1Ppg4PHeDDPzvIgzpW370yosLa+srhXXSxubW9s75d29thKxJLRFBBey62FFOQtpSzPNaTeSFAcepx1vcpX6nQcqFRPhnZ5G1A3wKGQ+I1gbqX0zSJz6bFCu2FU7A1okTk4qkKM5KH/0h4LEAQ014VipnmNH2k2w1IxwOiv1Y0UjTCZ4RHuGhjigyk2ya2foyChD5AtpKtQoU39OJDhQahp4pjPAeqz+eqn4n9eLtX/uJiyMYk1DMl/kxxxpgdLX0ZBJSjSfGoKJZOZWRMZYYqJNQKUshIsU9e+XF0n7pOqcVmu3tUrjMo+jCAdwCMfgwBk04Bqa0AIC9/AIz/BiCevJerXe5q0FK5/Zh1+w3r8AGcWO9Q==</latexit>

Infer
<latexit sha1_base64="oBZx0gp36sy0HOc3evA+bjIAzY0=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokWH7uiG91VsA9oQplMb9qhk0mYuRFL6G+4caGIW3/GnX9jkgbxdeDC4Zx7ufceLxJco2V9GKWFxaXllfJqZW19Y3Orur3T0WGsGLRZKELV86gGwSW0kaOAXqSABp6Arje5zPzuHSjNQ3mL0wjcgI4k9zmjmEqOg3CPybX0Qc0G1ZpVt3KYf4ldkBop0BpU351hyOIAJDJBte7bVoRuQhVyJmBWcWINEWUTOoJ+SiUNQLtJfvPMPEiVoemHKi2JZq5+n0hooPU08NLOgOJY//Yy8T+vH6N/5iZcRjGCZPNFfixMDM0sAHPIFTAU05RQpnh6q8nGVFGGaUyVPITzDCdfL/8lnaO6fVxv3DRqzYsijjLZI/vkkNjklDTJFWmRNmEkIg/kiTwbsfFovBiv89aSUczskh8w3j4Bo1KSNw==</latexit>

Infer
<latexit sha1_base64="oBZx0gp36sy0HOc3evA+bjIAzY0=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokWH7uiG91VsA9oQplMb9qhk0mYuRFL6G+4caGIW3/GnX9jkgbxdeDC4Zx7ufceLxJco2V9GKWFxaXllfJqZW19Y3Orur3T0WGsGLRZKELV86gGwSW0kaOAXqSABp6Arje5zPzuHSjNQ3mL0wjcgI4k9zmjmEqOg3CPybX0Qc0G1ZpVt3KYf4ldkBop0BpU351hyOIAJDJBte7bVoRuQhVyJmBWcWINEWUTOoJ+SiUNQLtJfvPMPEiVoemHKi2JZq5+n0hooPU08NLOgOJY//Yy8T+vH6N/5iZcRjGCZPNFfixMDM0sAHPIFTAU05RQpnh6q8nGVFGGaUyVPITzDCdfL/8lnaO6fVxv3DRqzYsijjLZI/vkkNjklDTJFWmRNmEkIg/kiTwbsfFovBiv89aSUczskh8w3j4Bo1KSNw==</latexit>

Infer
<latexit sha1_base64="oBZx0gp36sy0HOc3evA+bjIAzY0=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokWH7uiG91VsA9oQplMb9qhk0mYuRFL6G+4caGIW3/GnX9jkgbxdeDC4Zx7ufceLxJco2V9GKWFxaXllfJqZW19Y3Orur3T0WGsGLRZKELV86gGwSW0kaOAXqSABp6Arje5zPzuHSjNQ3mL0wjcgI4k9zmjmEqOg3CPybX0Qc0G1ZpVt3KYf4ldkBop0BpU351hyOIAJDJBte7bVoRuQhVyJmBWcWINEWUTOoJ+SiUNQLtJfvPMPEiVoemHKi2JZq5+n0hooPU08NLOgOJY//Yy8T+vH6N/5iZcRjGCZPNFfixMDM0sAHPIFTAU05RQpnh6q8nGVFGGaUyVPITzDCdfL/8lnaO6fVxv3DRqzYsijjLZI/vkkNjklDTJFWmRNmEkIg/kiTwbsfFovBiv89aSUczskh8w3j4Bo1KSNw==</latexit>

for each
<latexit sha1_base64="1Pqtte3eZGs7QonGFdiw7V5t5QE=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPGChpTkRIVJEDEY8ugoYySOQhJVZ0vqyTU84P3a0RwcqX0FCAEC2fQsffYDsWAsJUo5ld7ew4oRQaLevTKCwtr6yuFddLG5tb22VzZ7etg0hxaPFABqrrMA1S+NBCgRK6oQLmORI6zuQq9Tt3oLQI/FuchmB7bOQLV3CGiTQwy32Ee4zdQFFgfDwbmBWramWgi6SWkwrJ0RyYH/1hwCMPfOSSad2rWSHaMVMouIRZqR9pCBmfsBH0EuozD7QdZ8Fn9DBRhjQ97gY+0kz9uREzT+up5ySTHsOx/uul4n9eL0L33I6FH0YIPp8fciNJMaBpC3QoFHCU04QwrkSSlfIxU4xj0lUpK+Eixen3y4ukfVytnVTrN/VK4zKvo0j2yQE5IjVyRhrkmjRJi3ASkUfyTF6MB+PJeDXe5qMFI9/ZI79gvH8BI+OTig==</latexit>

Context
<latexit sha1_base64="UmQoqPccZ4CBGZiOvXbG7Iu4HL8=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXRqEs3g0VwVRItPnbFblxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QyUyYuRFr6Je4caGIWz/FnX9j0gZR64HLPZxzL3Pn+JHgBhzn01paXlldWy9sFDe3tndK9u5ey6hYU9akSijd8YlhgkvWBA6CdSLNSOgL1vbH9cxv3zFtuJK3MImYF5Kh5AGnBFKpb5d6wO4hqSuZ9Wmxb5edijMDXiRuTsooR6Nvf/QGisYhk0AFMabrOhF4CdHAqWDTYi82LCJ0TIasm1JJQma8ZHb4FB+lygAHSqclAc/UnxsJCY2ZhH46GRIYmb9eJv7ndWMILryEyygGJun8oSAWGBTOUsADrhkFMUkJoZqnt2I6IppQSLOah3CZ4ez7y4ukdVJxTyvVm2q5dpXHUUAH6BAdIxedoxq6Rg3URBTF6BE9oxfrwXqyXq23+eiSle/so1+w3r8AFy+TgQ==</latexit>

Candidate
<latexit sha1_base64="65ZCuvyM/GBKfKxnMEB9KzX3RBE=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69BIvgqaRa/LgVe/FYwX5AG8pmM2mXbjZhd1Isof/EiwdFvPpPvPlvTNMgan0w8Hhvhpl5biS4Rtv+NAorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu6euX/Q1mGsGLRYKELVdakGwSW0kKOAbqSABq6AjjtuzP3OBJTmobzHaQROQIeS+5xRTKWBafYRHjBpUOlxjyLMBmbZrtgZrGVSzUmZ5GgOzI++F7I4AIlMUK17VTtCJ6EKORMwK/VjDRFlYzqEXkolDUA7SXb5zDpJFc/yQ5WWRCtTf04kNNB6GrhpZ0BxpP96c/E/rxejf+UkXEYxgmSLRX4sLAyteQyWxxUwFNOUUKZ4eqvFRlRRhmlYpSyE6zkuvl9eJu2zSvW8Ururles3eRxFckSOySmpkktSJ7ekSVqEkQl5JM/kxUiMJ+PVeFu0Fox85pD8gvH+BRihlBk=</latexit>

Generate
<latexit sha1_base64="cQW0U74kmf/bCe0VA73gGbl6lk8=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgETyXR4set6EGPFawttKFstpN26WYTdidiDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/Y9IGUeuDgcd7M8zM8yLBNdr2p1FYWFxaXimultbWNzbL5tb2rQ5jxaDJQhGqtkc1CC6hiRwFtCMFNPAEtLzRRea37kBpHsobHEfgBnQguc8ZxVTqmeUuwj0mlyBBUYRJz6zYVXsKa544OamQHI2e+dHthywOQCITVOuOY0foJlQhZwImpW6sIaJsRAfQSamkAWg3mR4+sfZTpW/5oUpLojVVf04kNNB6HHhpZ0BxqP96mfif14nRP3UTLqMYQbLZIj8WFoZWloLV5woYinFKKFM8vdViQ6oowzSr0jSEswzH3y/Pk9vDqnNUrV3XKvXzPI4i2SV75IA45ITUyRVpkCZhJCaP5Jm8GA/Gk/FqvM1aC0Y+s0N+wXj/AnGFk70=</latexit>

s7 and s8
<latexit sha1_base64="i1LvOrmlc4ZxOM2mnek9wLpnwh8=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwVVIttu6KblxWsA9oQphMpu3QySTM3Ig1FH/FjQtF3Pof7vwbkzaIWg9cOJxzL/fe40WCa7CsT2NhcWl5ZbWwVlzf2NzaNnd22zqMFWUtGopQdT2imeCStYCDYN1IMRJ4gnW80WXmd26Z0jyUNzCOmBOQgeR9Tgmkkmvua7dmA7uDxMZE+jaeaLfumiWrbE2B50klJyWUo+maH7Yf0jhgEqggWvcqVgROQhRwKtikaMeaRYSOyID1UipJwLSTTK+f4KNU8XE/VGlJwFP150RCAq3HgZd2BgSG+q+Xif95vRj6dSfhMoqBSTpb1I8FhhBnUWCfK0ZBjFNCqOLprZgOiSIU0sCK0xDOM5x9vzxP2iflymm5el0tNS7yOAroAB2iY1RBNdRAV6iJWoiie/SIntGL8WA8Ga/G26x1wchn9tAvGO9f6JaVAg==</latexit>

Abduction
<latexit sha1_base64="JSkJ0M9DUWW6fj4/oO2WlPVXgLo=">AAAB8HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0M1gEcVGSFrzsKm5cVrAXaUOZTCbt0JkkzEyEEvoUblwo4tbHcefbOEmDqPWHgY//nMOc83sxZ0rb9qe1tLyyurZe2ihvbm3v7Fb29jsqSiShbRLxSPY8rChnIW1rpjntxZJi4XHa9SbXWb37QKViUXinpzF1BR6FLGAEa2PdX3l+QjIaVqp2zc6FFsEpoAqFWsPKx8CPSCJoqAnHSvUdO9ZuiqVmhNNZeZAoGmMywSPaNxhiQZWb5gvP0LFxfBRE0rxQo9z9OZFiodRUeKZTYD1Wf2uZ+V+tn+jgwk1ZGCeahmT+UZBwpCOUXY98JinRfGoAE8nMroiMscREm4zKeQiXmc6+T16ETr3mNGqN23q1eVrEUYJDOIITcOAcmnADLWgDAQGP8AwvlrSerFfrbd66ZBUzB/BL1vsX6l+Qig==</latexit>

Exec
<latexit sha1_base64="Q1KT4AdIg+GtWPNNCmDKs8+KZyY=">AAAB8nicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXwSB4ChMNLregCB4jmAUmQ+jp1CRNeha6ayRhyGd48aCIV7/Gm39jz2QQNT4oeLxXRVU9NxJcoWV9GoWl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3unvLvXVmEsGbRYKELZdakCwQNoIUcB3UgC9V0BHXd8nfqdB5CKh8E9TiNwfDoMuMcZRS3ZPYQJJjcTYLN+uWJVrQzmIqnlpEJyNPvlj94gZLEPATJBlbJrVoROQiVyJmBW6sUKIsrGdAi2pgH1QTlJdvLMPNLKwPRCqStAM1N/TiTUV2rqu7rTpzhSf71U/M+zY/QunIQHUYwQsPkiLxYmhmb6vzngEhiKqSaUSa5vNdmISspQp1TKQrhMcfb98iJpn1Rrp9X6Xb3SuMrjKJIDckiOSY2ckwa5JU3SIoyE5JE8kxcDjSfj1XibtxaMfGaf/ILx/gXRiZG+</latexit>

Abduce
<latexit sha1_base64="28ZpLR1OqiuQNMhj/xSiWrAv/10=">AAAB7XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkV0VRILPnYVNy4r2Ae0oUwmk3bsZCbMTIQS+g9uXCji1v9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89fsyo0o7zaZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5eR4lEYtLGggnZ85EijHLS1lQz0oslQZHPSNefXGd+94FIRQW/09OYeBEacRpSjLSROld+kGAyrNacupPDXiRuQWpQoDWsfgwCgZOIcI0ZUqrvOrH2UiQ1xYzMKoNEkRjhCRqRvqEcRUR5aX7tzD4ySmCHQpri2s7VnxMpipSaRr7pjJAeq79eJv7n9RMdXngp5XGiCcfzRWHCbC3s7HU7oJJgzaaGICypudXGYyQR1iagSh7CZYaz75cXSee07jbqjdvTWvO4iKMMB3AIJ+DCOTThBlrQBgz38AjP8GIJ68l6td7mrSWrmNmHX7DevwBtfI8U</latexit>

Abduce
<latexit sha1_base64="28ZpLR1OqiuQNMhj/xSiWrAv/10=">AAAB7XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkV0VRILPnYVNy4r2Ae0oUwmk3bsZCbMTIQS+g9uXCji1v9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89fsyo0o7zaZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5eR4lEYtLGggnZ85EijHLS1lQz0oslQZHPSNefXGd+94FIRQW/09OYeBEacRpSjLSROld+kGAyrNacupPDXiRuQWpQoDWsfgwCgZOIcI0ZUqrvOrH2UiQ1xYzMKoNEkRjhCRqRvqEcRUR5aX7tzD4ySmCHQpri2s7VnxMpipSaRr7pjJAeq79eJv7n9RMdXngp5XGiCcfzRWHCbC3s7HU7oJJgzaaGICypudXGYyQR1iagSh7CZYaz75cXSee07jbqjdvTWvO4iKMMB3AIJ+DCOTThBlrQBgz38AjP8GIJ68l6td7mrSWrmNmHX7DevwBtfI8U</latexit>

Abduce
<latexit sha1_base64="28ZpLR1OqiuQNMhj/xSiWrAv/10=">AAAB7XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkV0VRILPnYVNy4r2Ae0oUwmk3bsZCbMTIQS+g9uXCji1v9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89fsyo0o7zaZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5eR4lEYtLGggnZ85EijHLS1lQz0oslQZHPSNefXGd+94FIRQW/09OYeBEacRpSjLSROld+kGAyrNacupPDXiRuQWpQoDWsfgwCgZOIcI0ZUqrvOrH2UiQ1xYzMKoNEkRjhCRqRvqEcRUR5aX7tzD4ySmCHQpri2s7VnxMpipSaRr7pjJAeq79eJv7n9RMdXngp5XGiCcfzRWHCbC3s7HU7oJJgzaaGICypudXGYyQR1iagSh7CZYaz75cXSee07jbqjdvTWvO4iKMMB3AIJ+DCOTThBlrQBgz38AjP8GIJ68l6td7mrSWrmNmHX7DevwBtfI8U</latexit>

Abduce
<latexit sha1_base64="28ZpLR1OqiuQNMhj/xSiWrAv/10=">AAAB7XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkV0VRILPnYVNy4r2Ae0oUwmk3bsZCbMTIQS+g9uXCji1v9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89fsyo0o7zaZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5eR4lEYtLGggnZ85EijHLS1lQz0oslQZHPSNefXGd+94FIRQW/09OYeBEacRpSjLSROld+kGAyrNacupPDXiRuQWpQoDWsfgwCgZOIcI0ZUqrvOrH2UiQ1xYzMKoNEkRjhCRqRvqEcRUR5aX7tzD4ySmCHQpri2s7VnxMpipSaRr7pjJAeq79eJv7n9RMdXngp5XGiCcfzRWHCbC3s7HU7oJJgzaaGICypudXGYyQR1iagSh7CZYaz75cXSee07jbqjdvTWvO4iKMMB3AIJ+DCOTThBlrQBgz38AjP8GIJ68l6td7mrSWrmNmHX7DevwBtfI8U</latexit>

Abduce
<latexit sha1_base64="28ZpLR1OqiuQNMhj/xSiWrAv/10=">AAAB7XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkV0VRILPnYVNy4r2Ae0oUwmk3bsZCbMTIQS+g9uXCji1v9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89fsyo0o7zaZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5eR4lEYtLGggnZ85EijHLS1lQz0oslQZHPSNefXGd+94FIRQW/09OYeBEacRpSjLSROld+kGAyrNacupPDXiRuQWpQoDWsfgwCgZOIcI0ZUqrvOrH2UiQ1xYzMKoNEkRjhCRqRvqEcRUR5aX7tzD4ySmCHQpri2s7VnxMpipSaRr7pjJAeq79eJv7n9RMdXngp5XGiCcfzRWHCbC3s7HU7oJJgzaaGICypudXGYyQR1iagSh7CZYaz75cXSee07jbqjdvTWvO4iKMMB3AIJ+DCOTThBlrQBgz38AjP8GIJ68l6td7mrSWrmNmHX7DevwBtfI8U</latexit>

rNum
<latexit sha1_base64="VEDbfXRGlj7X2IwoShvMVKsBFuo=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4KokWH7uiG1dSwT6gjWUynbRDJ5Mwc1MsIX/ixoUibv0Td/6NkzSIrwMXDufcy733eBFnCmz7wygtLC4tr5RXK2vrG5tb5vZOW4WxJLRFQh7KrocV5UzQFjDgtBtJigOP0443ucz8zpRKxUJxC7OIugEeCeYzgkFLA9OUd0kf6D0AJNdxkKYDs2rX7BzWX+IUpIoKNAfme38YkjigAgjHSvUcOwI3wRIY4TSt9GNFI0wmeER7mgocUOUm+eWpdaCVoeWHUpcAK1e/TyQ4UGoWeLozwDBWv71M/M/rxeCfuQkTUQxUkPkiP+YWhFYWgzVkkhLgM00wkUzfapExlpiADquSh3Ce4eTr5b+kfVRzjmv1m3q1cVHEUUZ7aB8dIgedoga6Qk3UQgRN0QN6Qs9GYjwaL8brvLVkFDO76AeMt0+w/JR8</latexit>

rPos
<latexit sha1_base64="PjB46xSVPrQb7Yn3EKtcNm5WvEI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRItPnZFNy4r2Ae0sUymk3boJBNmbool5E/cuFDErX/izr8xSYOo9cCFwzn3cu89bii4Bsv6NEpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOubvX1jJSlLWoFFJ1XaKZ4AFrAQfBuqFixHcF67iT68zvTJnSXAZ3MAuZ45NRwD1OCaTSwDTVfdwH9gAAcVPqJBmYVatm5cCLxC5IFRVoDsyP/lDSyGcBUEG07tlWCE5MFHAqWFLpR5qFhE7IiPVSGhCfaSfOL0/wUaoMsSdVWgHgXP05ERNf65nvpp0+gbH+62Xif14vAu/CiXkQRsACOl/kRQKDxFkMeMgVoyBmKSFU8fRWTMdEEQppWJU8hMsMZ98vL5L2Sc0+rdVv69XGVRFHGR2gQ3SMbHSOGugGNVELUTRFj+gZvRix8WS8Gm/z1pJRzOyjXzDevwC0BpR+</latexit>

rType
<latexit sha1_base64="2ITrYdW3OTvpQkujKe+sOoZQMsk=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tLNYBFclUSLj13RjcsKfUEby2Q6aYdOHszcqCXmU9y4UMStX+LOv3GSFlHrgQuHc+7l3nvcSHAFlvVpLCwuLa+sFtaK6xubW9tmaaelwlhS1qShCGXHJYoJHrAmcBCsE0lGfFewtju+zPz2LZOKh0EDJhFzfDIMuMcpAS31zZK8SXrA7gEgaWg/Tftm2apYOfA8sWekjGao982P3iCksc8CoIIo1bWtCJyESOBUsLTYixWLCB2TIetqGhCfKSfJT0/xgVYG2AulrgBwrv6cSIiv1MR3dadPYKT+epn4n9eNwTtzEh5EMbCAThd5scAQ4iwHPOCSURATTQiVXN+K6YhIQkGnVcxDOM9w8v3yPGkdVezjSvW6Wq5dzOIooD20jw6RjU5RDV2hOmoiiu7QI3pGL8aD8WS8Gm/T1gVjNrOLfsF4/wKJ9JT4</latexit>

rSize
<latexit sha1_base64="lnAi/+4/T9yZJsnNkiHgpb1D5ts=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNQEL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqqRafOyKblxWtA9oa7m5nbSX3jy4d6LWmE9x40IRt36JO//GJA2i1gMDh3NmmJlj+YIrNM1PLTc3v7C4lF8urKyurW/oxc2m8gLJoME84cm2RRUI7kIDOQpo+xKoYwloWeOzxG/dgFTcc69w4kPPoUOX25xRjKW+XpTXYRfhDhHDS34PUdTXS2bZTGHMkkpGSiRDva9/dAceCxxwkQmqVKdi+tgLqUTOBESFbqDAp2xMh9CJqUsdUL0wPT0ydmNlYNiejMtFI1V/ToTUUWriWHGnQ3Gk/nqJ+J/XCdA+7oXc9QMEl00X2YEw0DOSHIwBl8BQTGJCmeTxrQYbUUkZxmkV0hBOEhx+vzxLmvvlykG5elEt1U6zOPJkm+yQPVIhR6RGzkmdNAgjt+SRPJMX7UF70l61t2lrTstmtsgvaO9ffzGU8Q==</latexit>

rColor
<latexit sha1_base64="Ket1KONmdzMXIPLPbOA8/cerhtI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUSLj13RjcsK9gFtLJPppB06mYSZG2kJ+RU3LhRx64+4829M0iBqPTBwOOdc7p3jhoJrsKxPY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19yptHUSKshYNRKC6LtFMcMlawEGwbqgY8V3BOu7kOvM7D0xpHsg7mIXM8clIco9TAqk0MCvqPu4DmwJAnKeTZGBWrZqVAy8SuyBVVKA5MD/6w4BGPpNABdG6Z1shODFRwKlgSbkfaRYSOiEj1kupJD7TTpzfnuCjVBliL1Dpk4Bz9edETHytZ76bJn0CY/3Xy8T/vF4E3oUTcxlGwCSdL/IigSHAWRF4yBWjIGYpIVTx9FZMx0QRCmld5byEywxn319eJO2Tmn1aq9/Wq42roo4SOkCH6BjZ6Bw10A1qohaiaIoe0TN6MRLjyXg13ubRJaOY2Ue/YLx/AULllV8=</latexit>

{
<latexit sha1_base64="jFxfkYKM5kcyxNvNY2VKKDK+F7k=">AAAB6XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRafOyKblxWsQ9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTIQS+gduXCji1j9y5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89fsyZ0o7zaZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evraJEEtoiEY9k18eKciZoSzPNaTeWFIc+px1/cp35nQcqFYvEvZ7G1AvxSLCAEayNdNdPB3bVqTk50CJxC1KFAs2B/dEfRiQJqdCEY6V6rhNrL8VSM8LprNJPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl+aXztCRUYYoiKQpoVGu/pxIcajUNPRNZ4j1WP31MvE/r5fo4MJLmYgTTQWZLwoSjnSEsrfRkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok04lTyEywxn3y8vkvZJzT2t1W/r1cZVEUcZDuAQjsGFc2jADTShBQQCeIRneLEm1pP1ar3NW0tWMbMPv2C9fwG0no2d</latexit>

{
<latexit sha1_base64="jFxfkYKM5kcyxNvNY2VKKDK+F7k=">AAAB6XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRafOyKblxWsQ9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTIQS+gduXCji1j9y5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89fsyZ0o7zaZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evraJEEtoiEY9k18eKciZoSzPNaTeWFIc+px1/cp35nQcqFYvEvZ7G1AvxSLCAEayNdNdPB3bVqTk50CJxC1KFAs2B/dEfRiQJqdCEY6V6rhNrL8VSM8LprNJPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl+aXztCRUYYoiKQpoVGu/pxIcajUNPRNZ4j1WP31MvE/r5fo4MJLmYgTTQWZLwoSjnSEsrfRkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok04lTyEywxn3y8vkvZJzT2t1W/r1cZVEUcZDuAQjsGFc2jADTShBQQCeIRneLEm1pP1ar3NW0tWMbMPv2C9fwG0no2d</latexit>{
<latexit sha1_base64="jFxfkYKM5kcyxNvNY2VKKDK+F7k=">AAAB6XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRafOyKblxWsQ9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTIQS+gduXCji1j9y5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89fsyZ0o7zaZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evraJEEtoiEY9k18eKciZoSzPNaTeWFIc+px1/cp35nQcqFYvEvZ7G1AvxSLCAEayNdNdPB3bVqTk50CJxC1KFAs2B/dEfRiQJqdCEY6V6rhNrL8VSM8LprNJPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl+aXztCRUYYoiKQpoVGu/pxIcajUNPRNZ4j1WP31MvE/r5fo4MJLmYgTTQWZLwoSjnSEsrfRkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok04lTyEywxn3y8vkvZJzT2t1W/r1cZVEUcZDuAQjsGFc2jADTShBQQCeIRneLEm1pP1ar3NW0tWMbMPv2C9fwG0no2d</latexit>

{
<latexit sha1_base64="jFxfkYKM5kcyxNvNY2VKKDK+F7k=">AAAB6XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRafOyKblxWsQ9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTIQS+gduXCji1j9y5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89fsyZ0o7zaZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evraJEEtoiEY9k18eKciZoSzPNaTeWFIc+px1/cp35nQcqFYvEvZ7G1AvxSLCAEayNdNdPB3bVqTk50CJxC1KFAs2B/dEfRiQJqdCEY6V6rhNrL8VSM8LprNJPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl+aXztCRUYYoiKQpoVGu/pxIcajUNPRNZ4j1WP31MvE/r5fo4MJLmYgTTQWZLwoSjnSEsrfRkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok04lTyEywxn3y8vkvZJzT2t1W/r1cZVEUcZDuAQjsGFc2jADTShBQQCeIRneLEm1pP1ar3NW0tWMbMPv2C9fwG0no2d</latexit>

{
<latexit sha1_base64="jFxfkYKM5kcyxNvNY2VKKDK+F7k=">AAAB6XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRafOyKblxWsQ9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTIQS+gduXCji1j9y5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89fsyZ0o7zaZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evraJEEtoiEY9k18eKciZoSzPNaTeWFIc+px1/cp35nQcqFYvEvZ7G1AvxSLCAEayNdNdPB3bVqTk50CJxC1KFAs2B/dEfRiQJqdCEY6V6rhNrL8VSM8LprNJPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl+aXztCRUYYoiKQpoVGu/pxIcajUNPRNZ4j1WP31MvE/r5fo4MJLmYgTTQWZLwoSjnSEsrfRkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok04lTyEywxn3y8vkvZJzT2t1W/r1cZVEUcZDuAQjsGFc2jADTShBQQCeIRneLEm1pP1ar3NW0tWMbMPv2C9fwG0no2d</latexit>

Executor
<latexit sha1_base64="mIcqIp/WuZCfSxBWq7WvIXAvcRE=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNQEL2pr1ofjbp0EyyCq5Jo8bEriuCygn1AG8rN7aS99ObBvRNpDf0SNy4UceunuPNvTNIgaj0wcDhnhpk5Tii4QtP81ApLyyura8X10sbm1nZZ39ltqSCSDJosEIHsOFSB4D40kaOATiiBeo6AtjO+Sv32PUjFA/8OpyHYHh363OWMYiL19XIPYYLx9QRYhIGc9fWKWTUzGIvEykmF5Gj09Y/eIGCRBz4yQZXqWmaIdkwlciZgVupFCkLKxnQI3YT61ANlx9nhM+MwUQaGG8ikfDQy9edETD2lpp6TdHoUR+qvl4r/ed0I3XM75n4YIfhsvsiNhIGBkaZgDLgEhmKaEMokT2412IhKyjDJqpSFcJHi9PvlRdI6rlon1dptrVK/zOMokn1yQI6IRc5IndyQBmkSRiLySJ7Ji/agPWmv2tu8taDlM3vkF7T3L6iSk+E=</latexit>

P (Pos)
<latexit sha1_base64="U4ZdnimrtScZurVT7HavLm86/04=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26CRahbkqqxceu6MZlBPuANpTJdNIOnUzCzI1YQ7/EjQtF3Pop7vwbJ2kQtR64cDjnXu69x4s4U2Dbn0ZhaXllda24XtrY3Noumzu7bRXGktAWCXkoux5WlDNBW8CA024kKQ48Tjve5Cr1O3dUKhaKW5hG1A3wSDCfEQxaGphlp9oHeg8AiROq2dHArNg1O4O1SOo5qaAczsD86A9DEgdUAOFYqV7djsBNsARGOJ2V+rGiESYTPKI9TQUOqHKT7PCZdaiVoeWHUpcAK1N/TiQ4UGoaeLozwDBWf71U/M/rxeCfuwkTUQxUkPkiP+YWhFaagjVkkhLgU00wkUzfapExlpiAzqqUhXCR4vT75UXSPq7VT2qNm0aleZnHUUT76ABVUR2doSa6Rg5qIYJi9Iie0YvxYDwZr8bbvLVg5DN76BeM9y/EBJNN</latexit>

P (Num)
<latexit sha1_base64="YriSKLFZ3exkG68eRHXsi+RvgjI=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXRqEs3wSLUTUm0+NgV3biSCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuxhn6JGxeKuPVT3Pk3TtIgaj1w4XDOvdx7jxdxpsC2P42FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3OrZG7vtFQYS0KbJOSh7HhYUc4EbQIDTjuRpDjwOG1748vUb99RqVgobmESUTfAQ8F8RjBoqW+WGpUe0HsASK7jYHrYN8t21c5gzRMnJ2WUo9E3P3qDkMQBFUA4Vqrr2BG4CZbACKfTYi9WNMJkjIe0q6nAAVVukh0+tQ60MrD8UOoSYGXqz4kEB0pNAk93BhhG6q+Xiv953Rj8MzdhIoqBCjJb5MfcgtBKU7AGTFICfKIJJpLpWy0ywhIT0FkVsxDOU5x8vzxPWkdV57hau6mV6xd5HAW0h/ZRBTnoFNXRFWqgJiIoRo/oGb0YD8aT8Wq8zVoXjHxmF/2C8f4FwPqTSw==</latexit>

P (Color)
<latexit sha1_base64="sTnlMhZrs+1Qrs7fi1qUXInDdws=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tLNYBHqpiRafOyKblxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTM3Kgl9lPcuFDErV/izr8xSYOo9cDA4ZxzuXeOGwquwbI+jYXFpeWV1cJacX1jc2vbLO20dBApypo0EIHquEQzwSVrAgfBOqFixHcFa7vjy9Rv3zKleSBvYBIyxydDyT1OCSRS3yw1Kj1g9wAQZ+HpYd8sW1UrA54ndk7KKEejb370BgGNfCaBCqJ117ZCcGKigFPBpsVepFlI6JgMWTehkvhMO3F2+hQfJMoAe4FKngScqT8nYuJrPfHdJOkTGOm/Xir+53Uj8M6cmMswAibpbJEXCQwBTnvAA64YBTFJCKGKJ7diOiKKUEjaKmYlnKc4+f7yPGkdVe3jau26Vq5f5HUU0B7aRxVko1NUR1eogZqIojv0iJ7Ri/FgPBmvxtssumDkM7voF4z3L1E5lC4=</latexit>

P (Type)
<latexit sha1_base64="Bf4PqkGtHSDFbCmEAgTkKbZ9IK0=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5Jo8bErunFZoS9oQ5lMJ+3QyYOZm2IJ/RM3LhRx65+482+cpEHUeuDC4Zx7ufceNxJcgWV9GoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fP3D9oqzCWlLVoKELZdYliggesBRwE60aSEd8VrONOblO/M2VS8TBowixijk9GAfc4JaClgWk2Kn1gDwCQNLU9Px2YZatqZcDLxM5JGeVoDMyP/jCksc8CoIIo1bOtCJyESOBUsHmpHysWETohI9bTNCA+U06SXT7HJ1oZYi+UugLAmfpzIiG+UjPf1Z0+gbH666Xif14vBu/KSXgQxcACuljkxQJDiNMY8JBLRkHMNCFUcn0rpmMiCQUdVikL4TrFxffLy6R9VrXPq7X7Wrl+k8dRREfoGFWQjS5RHd2hBmohiqboET2jFyMxnoxX423RWjDymUP0C8b7F5kdk8c=</latexit>

P (Size)
<latexit sha1_base64="SjLlHVdYK1O6KZsVB3LN2826COU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNQEL3xWesr6tJNsAh1UxItPnZFNy4r2ge0odzcTtpLbx7cOynW0D9x40IRt/6JO//GJA2i1gMDh3NmmJnjhIIrNM1PbWFxaXlltbBWXN/Y3NrWd3abKogkgwYLRCDbDlUguA8N5CigHUqgniOg5YyuUr81Bql44N/hJATbowOfu5xRTKSertfLXYR7RIxv+QNMj3p6yayYGYx5YuWkRHLUe/pHtx+wyAMfmaBKdSwzRDumEjkTMC12IwUhZSM6gE5CfeqBsuPs8qlxmCh9ww1kUj4amfpzIqaeUhPPSTo9ikP110vF/7xOhO65HXM/jBB8NlvkRsLAwEhjMPpcAkMxSQhlkie3GmxIJWWYhFXMQrhIcfr98jxpHlesk0r1plqqXeZxFMg+OSBlYpEzUiPXpE4ahJExeSTP5EWLtSftVXubtS5o+cwe+QXt/QuOWpPA</latexit>

Position Abduction
<latexit sha1_base64="22RzhzIvWaUk3Cq9gHOkbKNgi/8=">AAAB+3icbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr1qXboJFcVWmLfjYVdy4rGAf0A4lk8m0oZnMkGTEMvSvuHGhiFv/iDv/jZnpIGo9EPg4516SHDfiTGnb/rQKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnm/0lVhLAntkJCHsu9iRTkTtKOZ5rQfSYoDl9OeO71O8949lYqF4k7PIuoEeCyYzwjWxhqVK+1QsRTRlevFZGFW7ZqdCS1DPYcq5GqPyh9DLyRxQIUmHCs1qNuRdhIsNSOczkvDWNEIkyke04FBgQOqnCR7+xwdG8dDfijNERpl7s+NBAdKzQLXTAZYT9TfLDX/ywax9i+chIko1lSQxUV+zJEOUVoE8pikRPOZAUyk6YAgMsESE23qKmUlXKY6+/7yMnQbtXqz1rxtVFsneR1FOIQjOIU6nEMLbqANHSDwAI/wDC/W3HqyXq23xWjByncO4Jes9y8ZoZSG</latexit>

Number Abduction
<latexit sha1_base64="7qkKCmBpsbDf+sSmeKXYNYsbbwQ=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VxVZIWfOwqblxJBfuANpTJZNIOnZmEmUmhhP6JGxeKuPVP3Pk3TtIgaj1w4XDOvdx7jx8zqrTjfFqlldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z94/6KgokZi0ccQi2fORIowK0tZUM9KLJUHcZ6TrT24yvzslUtFIPOhZTDyORoKGFCNtpKFt3yXcJxJe+0GCF1LVqTk54DJxC1IFBVpD+2MQRDjhRGjMkFJ914m1lyKpKWZkXhkkisQIT9CI9A0ViBPlpfnlc3hilACGkTQlNMzVnxMp4krNuG86OdJj9dfLxP+8fqLDSy+lIk40EXixKEwY1BHMYoABlQRrNjMEYUnNrRCPkURYm7AqeQhXGc6/X14mnXrNbdQa9/Vq87SIowyOwDE4Ay64AE1wC1qgDTCYgkfwDF6s1HqyXq23RWvJKmYOwS9Y719a15OG</latexit>

Type Abduction
<latexit sha1_base64="CyhK0CisWKOW521BBhKd8dpcvEc=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYFFclaQFH7uKG5cV+oI2lslk0g6dTMLMRCml/+HGhSJu/Rd3/o2TNIhaD1w4c869zL3HizlT2rY/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffVlEiCW2RiEey62FFORO0pZnmtBtLikOP0443vk79zj2VikWiqScxdUM8FCxgBGsj3TWNhK48PyHpc1Aq2xU7A1okTk7KkKMxKH30/YgkIRWacKxUz7Fj7U6x1IxwOiv2E0VjTMZ4SHuGChxS5U6zrWfo2Cg+CiJpSmiUqT8npjhUahJ6pjPEeqT+eqn4n9dLdHDhTpmIE00FmX8UJBzpCKURIJ9JSjSfGIKJZGZXREZYYqJNUMUshMsUZ98nL5J2teLUKrXbarl+ksdRgEM4glNw4BzqcAMNaAEBCY/wDC/Wg/VkvVpv89YlK585gF+w3r8AYBmSeg==</latexit>

Size Abduction
<latexit sha1_base64="94u8RkDep6CA4zA62Bs5nVNdU08=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBoviqiQt+NhV3LisaB/QxjKZTNqhkwczE6WG/ocbF4q49V/c+TdO0iBqPXDhzDn3MvceJ+JMKtP8NAoLi0vLK8XV0tr6xuZWeXunLcNYENoiIQ9F18GSchbQlmKK024kKPYdTjvO+CL1O3dUSBYGN2oSUdvHw4B5jGClpdtr9kDRuePGJH0OyhWzamZA88TKSQVyNAflj74bktingSIcS9mzzEjZCRaKEU6npX4saYTJGA9pT9MA+1TaSbb1FB1oxUVeKHQFCmXqz4kE+1JOfEd3+liN5F8vFf/zerHyTu2EBVGsaEBmH3kxRypEaQTIZYISxSeaYCKY3hWRERaYKB1UKQvhLMXx98nzpF2rWvVq/apWaRzmcRRhD/bhCCw4gQZcQhNaQEDAIzzDi3FvPBmvxtustWDkM7vwC8b7F1UeknM=</latexit>

Color Abduction
<latexit sha1_base64="6yaSIgsGo0yjO1VgKxANTkFJ+Uo=">AAAB+HicbVBLS8NAGPxSX7U+WvXoZbEonkrago9bxYvHCvYBbSibzaZdutmEfQg19Jd48aCIV3+KN/+NSRpErXMaZuZjZ8eNOFPatj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zW67s7XdVaCShHRLyUPZdrChngnY005z2I0lx4HLac6fXqd+7p1KxUNzpWUSdAI8F8xnBOpFGlXIWQVeuZ8hCqdo1OwNaJvWcVCFHe1T5GHohMQEVmnCs1KBuR9qJsdSMcDovDY2iESZTPKaDhAocUOXEWfE5Ok4UD/lJAT8UGmXqz4sYB0rNAjdJBlhP1F8vFf/zBkb7F07MRGQ0FWTxkG840iFKV0Aek5RoPksIJpIlXRGZYImJTrYqZSNcpjj7/vIy6TZq9Wateduotk7yOYpwCEdwCnU4hxbcQBs6QMDAIzzDi/VgPVmv1tsiWrDymwP4Bev9C46zkxI=</latexit>

Figure 4.2: An overview of learning and reasoning of the proposed PrAE learner. Given an

RPM instance, the neural perception frontend (in red) extracts probabilistic scene represen-

tation for each of the 16 panels (8 contexts + 8 candidates). The Object CNN sub-module

takes in each image region returned by a sliding window to produce object attribute distribu-

tions (over objectiveness, type, size, and color). The Scene Inference Engine sub-module (in

pink) aggregates object attribute distributions from all regions to produce panel attribute

distributions (over position, number, type, size, and color). Probabilistic representation for

context panels is fed into the symbolic reasoning backend (in blue), which abduces hidden

rule distributions for all panel attributes (upper-right figure) and executes chosen rules on

corresponding context panels to generate the answer representation (lower-right figure). The

answer representation is compared with each candidate representation from the perception

frontend; the candidate with minimum divergence from the prediction is chosen as the final

answer. The lower-right figure is an example of probabilistic execution on the panel attribute

of Number; see Sec. 4.3.2 for the exact computation process.

attributes, and rules, with each panel attribute governed by one rule. The value of a panel

attribute constrains the value of the corresponding object attribute for each object in it.

Overview The proposed neuro-symbolic PrAE learner disentangles previous monolithic

visual reasoning into two modules: the neural visual perception frontend and the symbolic
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logical reasoning backend. The frontend uses a CNN to extract object attribute distributions,

later aggregated by a scene inference engine to produce panel attribute distributions. The

set of all panel attribute distributions in a panel is referred to as its probabilistic scene

representation. The backend retrieves this compact scene representation and performs logical

abduction and execution in order to predict the answer representation in a generative manner.

A final choice is made based on the divergence between the prediction and each candidate.

Using REINFORCE [Wil92], the entire system is trained without attribute annotations in a

curricular manner; see Fig. 4.2 for an overview of PrAE.

4.3.1 Neural Visual Perception

The neural visual perception frontend operates on each of the 16 panels independently to

produce probabilistic scene representation. It has two sub-modules: object CNN and scene

inference engine.

Object CNN Given an image panel I, a sliding window traverses its spatial domain and

feeds each image region into a 4-branch CNN. The 4 CNN branches use the same LeNet-like

architecture [LBB98] and produce the probability distributions of object attributes, including

objectiveness (whether the image region has an object), type, size, and color. Of note, the

distributions of type, size, and color are conditioned on objectiveness being true. Attribute

distributions of each image region are kept and sent to the scene inference engine to produce

panel attribute distributions.

Scene Inference Engine The scene inference engine takes in the outputs of object CNN

and produces panel attribute distributions (over position, number, type, size, and color) by

marginalizing over the set of object attribute distributions (over objectiveness, type, size, and

color). Take the panel attribute of Number as an example: Given N objectiveness probability

distributions produced by the object CNN for N image regions, the probability of a panel
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having k objects can be computed as

P pNumber “ kq “
ÿ

BoPt0,1uN

|Bo|“k

N
ź

j“1

P pboj “ Bo
j q, (4.1)

where Bo is an ordered binary sequence corresponding to objectiveness of the N regions,

| ¨ | the number of 1 in the sequence, and P pbojq the objectiveness distribution of the jth

region. We assume k ě 1 in each RPM panel, leave P pNumber “ 0q out, and renormalize

the probability to have a sum of 1. The panel attribute distributions for position, type, size,

and color, can be computed similarly.

We refer to the set of all panel attribute distributions in a panel its probabilistic scene

representation, denoted as s, with the distribution of panel attribute a denoted as P psaq.

4.3.2 Symbolic Logical Reasoning

The symbolic logical reasoning backend collects probabilistic scene representation from 8 con-

text panels, abduces the probability distributions over hidden rules on each panel attribute,

and executes them on corresponding panels of the context. Based on a prior study [CJS90],

we assume a set of symbolic logical constraints describing rules is available. For example, the

Arithmetic plus rule on Number can be represented as: for each row (column), @l,m ě 1

pNumber1 “ mq ^ pNumber2 “ lq ^ pNumber3 “ m ` lq, (4.2)

where Numberi denotes the number of objects in the ith panel in a row (column). With access

to such constraints, we use inverse dynamics to abduce the rules in an instance. They can

also be transformed into a forward model and executed on discrete symbols: For instance,

Arithmetic plus deterministically adds Number in the first two panels to obtain the Number

of the last panel.

Probabilistic Abduction Given the probabilistic scene representation of 8 context pan-

els, the probabilistic abduction engine calculates the probability of rules for each panel
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attribute via inverse dynamics. Formally, for each rule r on a panel attribute a,

P pra | I1, . . . , I8q “ P pra | Ia1 , . . . , I
a
8 q, (4.3)

where Ii denotes the ith context panel, and Iai the component of context panel Ii correspond-

ing to a. Note Eq. (4.3) generalizes inverse dynamics [JR92] to 8 states, in contrast to that

of a conventional MDP.

To model P pra | Ia1 , . . . , I
a
8 q, we leverage the compact probabilistic scene representation

with respect to attribute a and logical constraints:

P pra | Ia1 , . . . , I
a
8 q9

ÿ

SaPvalidpraq

8
ź

i“1

P psai “ Sa
i q, (4.4)

where validp¨q returns a set of attribute value assignments of the context panels that satisfy

the logical constraints of ra, and i indexes into context panels. By going over all panel

attributes, we have the distribution of hidden rules for each of them.

Take Arithmetic plus on Number as an example. A row-major assignment for context

panels can be r1, 2, 3, 1, 3, 4, 1, 2s (as in Fig. 4.2), whose probability is computed as the

product of each panel having k objects as in Eq. (4.1). Summing it with other assignment

probabilities gives an unnormalized rule probability.

We note that the set of valid states for each ra is a product space of valid states on

each row (column). Therefore, we can perform partial marginalization on each row (column)

first and aggregate them later to avoid directly marginalizing over the entire space. This

decomposition will help reduce computation and mitigate numerical instability.

Probabilistic Execution For each panel attribute a, the probabilistic execution engine

chooses a rule from the abduced rule distribution and executes it on corresponding context

panels to predict, in a generative fashion, the panel attribute distribution of an answer. While

traditionally, a logical forward model only works on discrete symbols, we follow a generalized

notion of probabilistic execution as done in probabilistic planning [HXZ19, KKL15]. The
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probabilistic execution could be treated as a distribution transformation that redistributes

the probability mass based on logical rules. For a binary rule r on a,

P psa3 “ Sa
3 q9

ÿ

pSa
2 ,S

a
1 qPprepraq

Sa
3 “fpSa

2 ,S
a
1 ;r

aq

P psa2 “ Sa
2 qP psa1 “ Sa

1 q, (4.5)

where f is the forward model transformed from logical constraints and prep¨q the rule pre-

condition set. Predicted distributions of panel attributes compose the final probabilistic

scene representation sf .

As an example of Arithmetic plus on Number, 4 objects result from the addition of

p1, 3q, p2, 2q, and p3, 1q. The probability of an answer having 4 objects is the sum of the

instances’ probabilities.

During training, the execution engine samples a rule from the abduced probability. Dur-

ing testing, the most probable rule is chosen.

Candidate Selection With a set of predicted panel attribute distributions, we compare it

with that from each candidate answer. We use the Jensen–Shannon Divergence (JSD) [Lin91]

to quantify the divergence between the prediction and the candidate, i.e.,

dpsf , siq “
ÿ

a

DJSDpP psaf q || P psai qq, (4.6)

where the summation is over panel attributes and i indexes into the candidate panels. The

candidate with minimum divergence will be chosen as the final answer.

Discussion The design of reasoning as probabilistic abduction and execution is a computa-

tional and interpretable counterpart to human-like reasoning in RPM [CJS90]. By abduction,

one infers the hidden rules from context panels. By executing the abduced rules, one ob-

tains a probabilistic answer representation. Such a probabilistic representation is compared

with all candidates available; the most similar one in terms of divergence is picked as the
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final answer. Note that the probabilistic execution adds the generative flavor into reason-

ing: Eq. (4.5) depicts the predicted panel attribute distribution, which can be sampled and

sent to a rendering engine for panel generation. The entire process resembles bi-directional

inference and combines both top-down and bottom-up reasoning missing in prior works. In

the meantime, the design addresses challenges mentioned in Sec. 4.1 by marginalizing over

perception and abducing and executing rules probabilistically.

4.3.3 Learning Objective

During training, we transform the divergence in Eq. (4.6) into a probability distribution by

P pAnswer “ iq9 expp´dpsf , siqq (4.7)

and minimize the cross-entropy loss. Note that the learning procedure follows a general

paradigm of analysis-by-synthesis [CHY19, Gre76, HNF19, HQX18, HQZ18, LB14, WTK17,

WWX17, XLZ16, XZW19, YK06, ZWM98]: The learner synthesizes a result and measures

difference analytically.

As the reasoning process involves rule selection, we use REINFORCE [Wil92] to optimize:

min
θ

EP prqrℓpP pAnswer; rq, yqs, (4.8)

where θ denotes the trainable parameters in the object CNN, P prq packs the rule distributions

over all panel attributes, ℓ is the cross-entropy loss, and y is the ground-truth answer.

Note that here we make explicit the dependency of the answer distribution on rules, as the

predicted probabilistic scene representation sf is dependent on the rules chosen.

In practice, the PrAE learner experiences difficulty in convergence with cross-entropy loss

only, as the object CNN fails to produce meaningful object attribute predictions at the early

stage of training. To resolve this issue, we jointly train the PrAE learner to optimize the

auxiliary loss, as discussed in recent literature [SHB18, ZGJ19, ZJG19]. The auxiliary loss

regularizes the perception module such that the learner produces the correct rule prediction.
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The final objective is

min
θ

EP prqrℓpP pAnswer; rq, yqs `
ÿ

a

λaℓpP praq, yaq, (4.9)

where λa is the weight coefficient, P praq the distribution of the abduced rule on a, and ya the

ground-truth rule. In reinforcement learning terminology, one can treat the cross-entropy

loss as the negative reward and the auxiliary loss as behavior cloning [SB98].

4.3.4 Curriculum Learning

In preliminary experiments, we notice that accurate objectiveness prediction at the early

stage is essential to the success of the learner, while learning without auxiliary will reinforce

the perception system to produce more accurate object attribute predictions in the later

stage when all branches of the object CNN are already warm-started. This observation is

consistent with human learning: One learns object attributes only after they can correctly

distinguish objects from the scene, and their perception will be enhanced with positive signals

from the task.

Based on this observation, we train our PrAE learner in a 3-stage curriculum [BLC09].

In the first stage, only parameters corresponding to objectiveness are trained. In the second

stage, objectiveness parameters are frozen while weights responsible for type, size, and color

prediction are learned. In the third stage, we perform joint fine-tuning for the entire model

via REINFORCE [Wil92].

4.4 Experiments

We demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed PrAE learner in RPM. In particular, we

show that the PrAE learner achieves the best performance among all baselines in the cross-

configuration generalization task of RPM. In addition, the modularized perception and

reasoning process allows us to probe into how each module performs in the RPM task and
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Method Acc Center 2x2Grid 3x3Grid L-R U-D O-IC O-IG

WReN 9.86{14.87 8.65{14.25 29.60{20.50 9.75{15.70 4.40{13.75 5.00{13.50 5.70{14.15 5.90{12.25

LSTM 12.81{12.52 12.70{12.55 13.80{13.50 12.90{11.35 12.40{14.30 12.10{11.35 12.45{11.55 13.30{13.05

LEN 12.29{13.60 11.85{14.85 41.40{18.20 12.95{13.35 3.95{12.55 3.95{12.75 5.55{11.15 6.35{12.35

CNN 14.78{12.69 13.80{11.30 18.25{14.60 14.55{11.95 13.35{13.00 15.40{13.30 14.35{11.80 13.75{12.85

MXGNet 20.78{13.07 12.95{13.65 37.05{13.95 24.80{12.50 17.45{12.50 16.80{12.05 18.05{12.95 18.35{13.90

ResNet 24.79{13.19 24.30{14.50 25.05{14.30 25.80{12.95 23.80{12.35 27.40{13.55 25.05{13.40 22.15{11.30

ResNet+DRT 31.56{13.26 31.65{13.20 39.55{14.30 35.55{13.25 25.65{12.15 32.05{13.10 31.40{13.70 25.05{13.15

SRAN 15.56{29.06 18.35{37.55 38.80{38.30 17.40{29.30 9.45{29.55 11.35{28.65 5.50{21.15 8.05{18.95

CoPINet 52.96{22.84 49.45{24.50 61.55{31.10 52.15{25.35 68.10{20.60 65.40{19.85 39.55{19.00 34.55{19.45

PrAE Learner 65.03{77.02 76.50{90.45 78.60{85.35 28.55{45.60 90.05{96.25 90.85{97.35 48.05{63.45 42.60{60.70

Human 84.41 95.45 81.82 79.55 86.36 81.81 86.36 81.81

Table 4.1: Model performance (%) on RAVEN / I-RAVEN. All models are trained on

2x2Grid only. Acc denotes the mean accuracy. Following Zhang et al . [ZGJ19], L-R is

short for the Left-Right configuration, U-D Up-Down, O-IC Out-InCenter, and O-IG Out-

-InGrid.

Object Attribute Acc Center 2x2Grid 3x3Grid L-R U-D O-IC O-IG

Objectiveness 93.81{95.41 96.13{96.07 99.79{99.99 99.71{97.98 99.56{95.00 99.86{94.84 71.73{88.05 82.07{95.97

Type 86.29{89.24 89.89{89.33 99.95{95.93 83.49{85.96 99.92{92.90 99.85{97.84 91.55{91.86 66.68{70.85

Size 64.72{66.63 68.45{69.11 71.26{73.20 71.42{62.02 73.00{85.08 73.41{73.45 53.54{62.63 44.36{40.95

Color 75.26{79.45 75.15{75.65 85.15{87.81 62.69{69.94 85.27{83.24 84.45{81.38 84.91{75.32 78.48{82.84

Table 4.2: Accuracy (%) of the object CNN on each attribute, reported as RAVEN /

I-RAVEN. The CNN module is trained with the PrAE learner on 2x2Grid only without

any visual attribute annotations. Acc denotes the mean accuracy on each attribute.

analyze the PrAE learner’s strengths and weaknesses. Furthermore, we show that proba-

bilistic scene representation learned by the PrAE learner can be used to generate an answer

when equipped with a rendering engine.
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Panel Attribute Acc Center 2x2Grid 3x3Grid L-R U-D O-IC O-IG

Pos/Num 90.53{91.67 - 90.55{90.05 92.80{94.10 - - - 88.25{90.85

Type 94.17{92.15 100.00{95.00 99.75{95.30 63.95{68.40 100.00{99.90 100.00{100.00 100.00{100.00 86.08{77.60

Size 90.06{88.33 98.95{99.00 90.45{89.90 65.30{70.45 98.15{96.78 99.45{92.45 93.08{96.13 77.35{70.78

Color 87.38{87.25 97.60{93.75 88.10{85.35 37.45{45.65 98.90{92.38 99.40{98.43 92.90{97.23 73.75{79.48

Table 4.3: Accuracy (%) of the probabilistic abduction engine on each attribute, reported as

RAVEN / I-RAVEN. The PrAE learner is trained on 2x2Grid only. Acc denotes the mean

accuracy on each attribute.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate the proposed PrAE learner on RAVEN [ZGJ19] and I-RAVEN [HML21]. Both

datasets consist of 7 distinct RPM configurations, each of which contains 10, 000 samples,

equally divided into 6 folds for training, 2 folds for validation, and 2 folds for testing. We

compare our PrAE learner with simple baselines of LSTM, CNN, and ResNet, and strong

baselines of WReN [SHB18], ResNet+DRT [ZGJ19], LEN [ZZW19], CoPINet [ZJG19],

MXGNet [WJL20], and SRAN [HML21]. To measure cross-configuration generalization,

we train all models using the 2x2Grid configuration due to its proper complexity for proba-

bility marginalization and a sufficient number of rules on each panel attribute. We test the

models on all other configurations. All models are implemented in PyTorch [PGC17] and

optimized using ADAM [KB14] on an Nvidia Titan Xp GPU. For numerical stability, we use

log probability in PrAE.

4.4.2 Cross-Configuration Generalization

Tab. 4.1 shows the cross-configuration generalization performance of different models. While

advanced models like WReN, LEN, MXGNet, and SRAN have fairly good fitting performance

on the training regime, these models fail to learn transferable representation for other config-

urations, which suggests that they do not learn logics or any forms of abstraction but visual

appearance only. Simpler baselines like LSTM, CNNs, ResNet, and ResNet+DRT show less
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severe overfitting, but neither do they demonstrate satisfactory performance. This effect

indicates that using only deep models in abstract visual reasoning makes it very difficult to

acquire the generalization capability required in situations with similar inner mechanisms

but distinctive appearances. By leveraging the notion of contrast, CoPINet improves gener-

alization performance by a notable margin.

Equipped with symbolic reasoning and neural perception, not only does the PrAE learner

achieve the best performance among all models, but it also shows performance better than

humans on three configurations. Compared to baselines trained on the full dataset, the

PrAE learner surpasses all other models on the 2x2Grid domain, despite other models seeing

6 times more data. The PrAE learner does not exhibit strong overfitting either, achieving

comparable and sometimes better performance on Center, L-R, and U-D. However, limita-

tions of the PrAE learner do exist. In cases with overlap (O-IC and O-IG), the performance

decreases, and a devastating result is observed on 3x3Grid. The first failure is due to the

domain shift in the region appearance that neural models cannot handle, and the second

could be attributed to marginalization over probability distributions of multiple objects in

3x3Grid, where uncertainties from all objects accumulate, leading to inaccurate abduced

rule distributions. These observations are echoed in our analysis shown next.

4.4.3 Analysis on Perception and Reasoning

RAVEN and I-RAVEN provide multiple levels of annotations for us to analyze our modu-

larized PrAE learner. Specifically, we use the region-based attribute annotations to evaluate

our object CNN in perception. Note that the object CNN is not trained using any attribute

annotations. We also use the ground-truth rule annotations to evaluate the accuracy of the

probabilistic abduction engine.

Tab. 4.2 details the analysis of perception using the object CNN: It achieves reasonable

performance on object attribute prediction, though not trained with any visual attribute

annotations. The model shows a relatively accurate prediction of objectiveness in order
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to solve an RPM instance. Compared to the size prediction accuracy, the object CNN is

better at predicting texture-related attributes of type and color. The object CNN has similar

results on 2x2Grid, L-R, and U-D. However, referencing Tab. 4.1, we notice that 2x2Grid

requires marginalization over more objects, resulting in an inferior performance. Accuracy

further drops on configurations with overlap, leading to unsatisfactory results on O-IC and

O-IG. For 3x3Grid, more accurate predictions are necessary as uncertainties accumulate from

probabilities over multiple objects.

Tab. 4.3 details the analysis on reasoning, showing how the probabilistic abduction engine

performs on rule prediction for each attribute across different configurations. Since rules on

position and number are exclusive, we merge their performance as Pos/Num. As Center,

L-R, U-D, and O-IC do not involve rules on Pos/Num, we do not measure the abduction per-

formance on them. We note that, in general, the abduction engine shows good performance

on all panel attributes, with a perfect prediction on type in certain configurations. However,

the design of abduction as probability marginalization is a double-edged sword. While the

object CNN’s performance on size prediction is only marginally different on 2x2Grid and

3x3Grid in RAVEN, their abduction accuracies drastically vary. The difference occurs be-

cause uncertainties on object attributes accumulate during marginalization as the number

of objects increases, eventually leading to poor performance on rule prediction and answer

selection. However, on configurations with fewer objects, unsatisfactory object attribute

predictions can still produce accurate rule predictions. Note there is no guarantee that a

correct rule will necessarily lead to a correct final choice, as the selected rule still operates

on panel attribute distributions inferred from object attribute distributions.

4.4.4 Generation Ability

One unique property of the proposed PrAE learner is its ability to directly generate a panel

from the predicted representation when a rendering engine is given. The ability resembles

the bi-directional top-down and bottom-up reasoning, adding a generative flavor commonly
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Position :N/A
Number :N/A
Type :Distribute Three
Size :Constant
Color :Arithmetic

<latexit sha1_base64="Ta7o3APUYJCQPFyz+FIL6A0HGEI=">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</latexit>

Position :Progression
Number :N/A
Type :Distribute Three
Size :Progression
Color :Distribute Three

<latexit sha1_base64="RMRJ83IjnfJX1iCVz0VKQRo+QoQ=">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</latexit>

Figure 4.3: Two RPM instances with the final 9th panels filled by our generation results.

The ground-truth selections are highlighted in red squares, and the ground-truth rules in

each instance are listed. There are no rules on position and number in the first instance of

the Center configuration, and the rules on position and number are exclusive in the second

instance of 2x2Grid.

ignored in prior discriminative-only approaches [HSB19, HML21, SHB18, WJL20, ZGJ19,

ZJG19, ZZW19]. As the PrAE learner predicts final panel attribute distributions and is

trained in an analysis-by-synthesis manner, we can sample panel attribute values from the

predicted distributions and render the final answer using a rendering engine. Here, we use

the rendering program released with RAVEN [ZGJ19] to show the generation ability of the

PrAE learner. Fig. 4.3 shows examples of the generation results. Note that one of our

generations is slightly different from the ground-truth answer due to random sampling of

rotations during rendering. However, it still follows the rules in the problem and should be
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considered as a correct answer.

4.5 Conclusion and Discussion

We propose the Probabilistic Abduction and Execution (PrAE) learner for spatial-temporal

reasoning in Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM) that decomposes the problem-solving pro-

cess into neural perception and logical reasoning. While existing methods on RPM are merely

discriminative, the proposed PrAE learner is a hybrid of generative models and discrimina-

tive models, closing the loop in a human-like, top-down bottom-up bi-directional reasoning

process. In the experiments, we show that the PrAE learner achieves the best performance

on the cross-configuration generalization task on RAVEN and I-RAVEN. The modularized

design of the PrAE learner also permits us to probe into how perception and reasoning work

independently during problem-solving. Finally, we show the unique generative property of

the PrAE learner by filling in the missing panel with an image produced by the values

sampled from the probabilistic scene representation.

However, the proposed PrAE learner also has limits. As shown in our experiments,

probabilistic abduction can be a double-edged sword in the sense that when the number

of objects increases, uncertainties over multiple objects will accumulate, making the entire

process sensitive to perception performance. Also, complete probability marginalization

introduces a challenge for computational scalability; it prevents us from training the PrAE

learner on more complex configurations such as 3x3Grid. One possible solution might be

a discrete abduction process. However, jointly learning such a system is non-trivial. It is

also difficult for the learner to perceive and reason based on lower-level primitives, such as

lines and corners. While, in theory, a generic detector of lines and corners should be able

to resolve this issue, no well-performing systems exist in practice, except those with strict

handcrafted detection rules, which would miss the critical probabilistic interpretations in

the entire framework. The PrAE learner also requires strong prior knowledge about the
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underlying logical relations to work, while an ideal method should be able to induce the

hidden rules by itself. Though a precise induction mechanism is still unknown for humans,

an emerging computational technique of bi-level optimization [FAL17, ZZZ19] may be able

to house perception and induction together into a general optimization framework.

While we answer questions about generalization and generation in RPM, one crucial

question remains to be addressed: How perception learned from other domains can be trans-

ferred and used to solve this abstract reasoning task. Unlike humans that arguably apply

knowledge learned from elsewhere to solve RPM, current systems still need training on the

same task to acquire the capability. While feature transfer is still challenging for computer

vision, we anticipate that progress in answering transferability in RPM will help address

similar questions [ZJE21, ZZZ20, ZGF20] and further advance the field.
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CHAPTER 5

Learning Algebraic Representation for Few-shot

Concept Induction

Is intelligence realized by connectionist or classicist? While connectionist approaches have

achieved superhuman performance, there has been growing evidence that such task-specific

superiority is particularly fragile in systematic generalization. This observation lies in the

central debate between connectionist and classicist, wherein the latter continually advocates

an algebraic treatment in cognitive architectures. In this work, we follow the classicist’s call

and propose a hybrid approach to improve systematic generalization in reasoning. Specifi-

cally, we showcase a prototype with algebraic representation for the abstract spatial-temporal

reasoning task of RPM and present the ALANS learner. The ALANS learner is motivated

by abstract algebra and the representation theory. It consists of a neural visual perception

frontend and an algebraic abstract reasoning backend: the frontend summarizes the visual

information from object-based representation, while the backend transforms it into an alge-

braic structure and induces the hidden operator on the fly. The induced operator is later

executed to predict the answer’s representation, and the choice most similar to the prediction

is selected as the solution. Extensive experiments show that by incorporating an algebraic

treatment, the ALANS learner outperforms various pure connectionist models in domains

requiring systematic generalization. We further show the generative nature of the learned

algebraic representation; it can be decoded by isomorphism to generate an answer.
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5.1 Introduction

“Thought is in fact a kind of Algebra.”

—William James [Jam91]

Imagine you are given two alphabetical sequences of “c, b, a” and “d, c, b”, and asked to

fill in the missing element in “e, d, ?”. In nearly no time will one realize the answer to be

c. However, more surprising for human learning is that, effortlessly and instantaneously, we

can “freely generalize” [Mar01] the solution to any partial consecutive ordered sequences.

While believed to be innate in early development for human infants [MVR99], such system-

atic generalizability has constantly been missing and proven to be particularly challenging in

existing connectionist models [BMN19, LB18]. In fact, such an ability to entertain a given

thought and semantically related contents strongly implies an abstract algebra-like treat-

ment [FP88]; in literature, it is referred to as the “language of thought” [Fod75], “physical

symbol system” [New80], and “algebraic mind” [Mar01]. However, in stark contrast, exist-

ing connectionist models tend only to capture statistical correlation [Cho19, KSM17, LB18],

rather than providing any account for a structural inductive bias where systematic algebra

can be carried out to facilitate generalization.

This contrast instinctively raises a question—what constitutes such an algebraic induc-

tive bias? We argue that the foundation of modeling counterpart to the algebraic treat-

ment in early human development [Mar01, MVR99] lies in algebraic computations set up on

mathematical axioms, a form of formalized human intuition and the beginning of modern

mathematical reasoning [Hea56, Mad88]. Of particular importance to the algebra’s basic

building blocks is the Peano Axiom [Pea89]. In the Peano Axiom, the essential components

of algebra, the algebraic set, and corresponding operators over it, are governed by three

statements: (1) the existence of at least one element in the field to study (“zero” element),

(2) a successor function that is recursively applied to all elements and can, therefore, span

the entire field, and (3) the principle of mathematical induction. Building on such a funda-
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mental axiom, we begin to form the notion of an algebraic set and induce the operator to

construct an algebraic structure. We hypothesize that such an algebraic treatment set up on

fundamental axioms is essential for a model’s systematic generalizability, the lack of which

will only make it sub-optimal.

To demonstrate the benefits of adopting such an algebraic treatment in systematic gener-

alization, we showcase a prototype for Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM) [Rav36, RC98],

an exemplar task for abstract spatial-temporal reasoning [SHB18, ZGJ19]. In this task,

an agent is given an incomplete 3 ˆ 3 matrix consisting of eight context panels with the

last one missing, and asked to pick one answer from a set of eight choices that best com-

pletes the matrix. Human’s reasoning capability of solving this abstract reasoning task has

been commonly regarded as an indicator of “general intelligence” [CJS90] and “fluid intel-

ligence” [Hof95, JBJ08, Spe23, Spe27]. In spite of the task being one that ideally requires

abstraction, algebraization, induction, and generalization [CJS90, Rav36, RC98], recent en-

deavors unanimously propose pure connectionist models that attempt to circumvent such

intrinsic cognitive requirements [HML20, SHB18, WJL20, WDG20, ZGJ19, ZJG19, ZZW19].

However, these methods’ inefficiency is also evident in systematic generalization; they strug-

gle to extrapolate to domains beyond training [SHB18, ZJG19], shown also in this paper.

To address the issue, we introduce an ALgebra-Aware Neuro-Semi-Symbolic (ALANS)

learner. At a high-level, the ALANS learner is embedded in a general neuro-symbolic ar-

chitecture [HMG19, MGK19, YGL20, YWG18] but has the on-the-fly operator learnabil-

ity, hence semi-symbolic. Specifically, it consists of a neural visual perception frontend

and an algebraic abstract reasoning backend. For each RPM instance, the neural visual

perception frontend first slides a window over each panel to obtain the object-based rep-

resentation [KSM17, WTK17] for every object. A belief inference engine latter aggregates

all object-based representation in each panel to produce the probabilistic belief state. The

algebraic abstract reasoning backend then takes the belief states of the eight context panels,

treats them as snapshots on an algebraic structure, lifts them into a matrix-based alge-
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braic representation built on the Peano Axiom and the representation theory [Hum12], and

induces the hidden operator in the algebraic structure by solving an inner optimization prob-

lem [Bar13, CMS07, ZZZ19]. The answer’s algebraic representation is predicted by executing

the induced operator: its corresponding set element is decoded by isomorphism, and the final

answer is selected as the one most similar to the prediction.

The ALANS learner enjoys several benefits in abstract reasoning with an algebraic treat-

ment:

1. Unlike previous monolithic models, the ALANS learner offers a more interpretable ac-

count of the entire abstract reasoning process: the neural visual perception frontend ex-

tracts object-based representation and produces belief states of panels by explicit prob-

ability inference, whereas the algebraic abstract reasoning backend induces the hidden

operator in the algebraic structure. The final answer’s representation is obtained by ex-

ecuting the induced operator, and the choice panel with minimum distance is selected.

This process much resembles the top-down bottom-up strategy in human reasoning

missed in recent literature [HML20, SHB18, WJL20, WDG20, ZGJ19, ZJG19, ZZW19]:

humans reason by inducing the hidden relation, executing it to generate a feasible so-

lution in mind, and choosing the most similar answer available [CJS90].

2. While keeping the semantic interpretability and end-to-end trainability in existing

neuro-symbolic frameworks [HMG19, MGK19, YGL20, YWG18], ALANS is semi-

symbolic in the sense that the symbolic operator can be learned and concluded on

the fly without manual definition for every one of them. Such an inductive ability also

enables a greater extent of the desired generalizability.

3. By decoding the predicted representation in the algebraic structure, we can also gen-

erate an answer that satisfies the hidden relation in the context.

This work makes three major contributions. (1) We propose the ALANS learner, a neuro-

semi-symbolic design, in contrast to existing monolithic models. (2) To demonstrate the
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efficacy of incorporating an algebraic treatment in reasoning, we show the superior systematic

generalization ability of the proposed ALANS learner in various extrapolatory RPM domains.

(3) We present analyses into both neural visual perception and algebraic abstract reasoning.

5.2 Related Work

5.2.1 Quest for Symbolized Manipulation

The idea to treat thinking as a mental language can be dated back to Augustine [Aug76,

Wit53]. Since the 1970s, this school of thought has undergone a dramatic revival as the quest

for symbolized manipulation in cognitive modeling, such as “language of thought” [Fod75],

“physical symbol system” [New80], and “algebraic mind” [Mar01]. In their study, connec-

tionist’s task-specific superiority and inability to generalize beyond training [Cho19, KSM17,

SHB18, ZGJ19] have been hypothetically linked to a lack of such symbolized algebraic manip-

ulation [Cho19, LB18, Mar20]. With evidence that an algebraic treatment adopted in early

human development [MVR99] can potentially address the issue [BMN19, MGK19, Mar20],

classicist [FP88] approaches for generalizable reasoning used in programs [McC60] and blocks

world [Win71] have resurrected. As a hybrid approach to bridge connectionist and classi-

cist, recent developments lead to neuro-symbolic architectures. In particular, the community

of theorem proving has been one of the earliest to endorse the technique [GBG12, RR17,

SG16]: BILP [EG18] and NLM [DML18] make inductive programming end-to-end, and Deep-

ProbLog [MDK18] connects learning and reasoning. Recently, Hudson and Manning [HM19]

propose NSM for visual question answering where a probabilistic graph is used for reasoning.

Yi et al . [YWG18] demonstrate a neuro-symbolic prototype for the same task where a per-

ception module and a language parsing module are separately trained, with the predefined

logic operators associated with language tokens chained to process the visual information.

Mao et al . [MGK19] soften the predefined operators to afford end-to-end training with only

question answers. Han et al . [HMG19] use the hybrid architecture for metaconcept learning.
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Yi et al . [YGL20] and Chen et al . [CMW20] show how neuro-symbolic models can handle ex-

planatory, predictive, and counterfactual questions in temporal and causal reasoning. Lately,

NeSS [CLY20] exemplifies an algorithmic stack machine that can be used to improve gener-

alization in language learning. ALANS follows the classicist’s call but adopts a neuro-semi -

symbolic architecture: it is end-to-end trainable as opposed to Yi et al . [YGL20, YWG18]

and the operator can be learned and concluded on the fly without manual specification.

5.2.2 Abstract Visual Reasoning

Recent works by Santoro et al . [SHB18] and Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] arouse the commu-

nity’s interest in abstract visual reasoning; the task of Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM)

is introduced as such a measure for intelligent agents. As an intelligence quotient test

for humans [Rav36, RC98], RPM is believed to be strongly correlated with human’s gen-

eral intelligence [CJS90] and fluid intelligence [Hof95, JBJ08, Spe23, Spe27]. Early RPM-

solving systems employ symbolic representation based on hand-designed features and as-

sume access to the underlying logics [CJS90, LF17, LFU10, LTF09]. Another stream of

research on RPM recruits similarity-based metrics to select the most similar answer from

the choices [HIL22, LLG12, MG14, MKG14, MSD18, SG18a]. However, these visual or se-

mantic features are unable to handle uncertainty from imperfect perception, and directly

assuming access to the logic operations simplifies the problem. Recently proposed data-

driven approaches arise from the availability of large datasets: Santoro et al . [SHB18] ex-

tend a pedagogical RPM generation method [WS15], whereas Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] use a

stochastic image grammar [ZM07] and introduce structural annotations in it, which Hu et

al . [HML20] further refine to avoid shortcut solutions by statistics in candidate panels. De-

spite the fact that RPM intrinsically requires one to perform abstraction, algebraization,

induction, and generalization, existing methods bypass such cognitive requirements using

a single feedforward pass in connectionist models: Santoro et al . [SHB18] use a relational

module [SRB17], Steenbrugge et al . [SLV18] augment it with a VAE [KW13], Zhang et
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al . [ZGJ19] assemble a dynamic tree, Hill et al . [HSB19] arrange the data in a contrastive

manner, Zhang et al . [ZJG19] propose a contrast module, Zhang et al . [ZZW19] formulate

it in a student-teacher setting, Wang et al . [WJL20] build a multiplex graph network, Hu et

al . [HML20] aggregate features from a hierarchical decomposition, and Wu et al . [WDG20]

apply a scattering transformation to learn objects, attributes, and relations. Recently, Zhang

et al . [ZJZ21] employ a neuro-symbolic design but requires full knowledge over the hidden

relations to perform abduction. While our work adopts the visual perception module and

employs a similar training strategy from Zhang et al . [ZJZ21], the ALANS learner manages

to induce the hidden relations, enabling on-the-fly relation induction and systematic gen-

eralization on relational learning. The recent work of Neural Interpreter (NI) [RGJ21] is a

complementary neural approach to our method: Although both NI and ALANS decompose

the reasoning process into sub-components and aggregate them, NI focuses more on compo-

sitionality, routing new input via different paths of learned modules to generalize, whereas

ALANS more on induction, enabling a learned module to adapt on the fly.

5.3 The ALANS Learner

In this section, we introduce the ALANS learner for the RPM problem. In each RPM

instance, an agent is given an incomplete 3 ˆ 3 panel matrix with the last entry missing

and asked to induce the operator hidden in the matrix and choose from eight choice panels

one that follows it. Formally, let the answer variable be denoted as y, the context panels as

tIo,iu
8
i“1, and choice panels as tIc,iu

8
i“1. Then the problem can be formulated as estimating

P py | tIo,iu
8
i“1, tIc,iu

8
i“1q. According to the common design [CJS90, SHB18, ZGJ19], there is

one operator that governs each panel attribute. Hence, by assuming independence among

attributes, we propose to factorize the probability of P py “ n | tIo,iu
8
i“1, tIc,iu

8
i“1q as

ź

a

ÿ

T a

P pya “ n | T a, tIo,iu
8
i“1, tIc,iu

8
i“1q ˆ P pT a

| tIo,iu
8
i“1q, (5.1)

where ya denotes the answer selection based only on attribute a and T a the operator on a.
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B
elief Inference

Figure 5.1: An overview of the ALANS learner. For an RPM instance, the neural visual

perception module produces the belief states for all panels: an object CNN extracts object

attribute distributions for each image region, and a belief inference engine marginalizes them

out to obtain panel attribute distributions. For each panel attribute, the algebraic abstract

reasoning module transforms the belief states into matrix-based algebraic representation and

induces hidden operators by solving inner optimizations. The answer representation is ob-

tained by executing the induced operators, and the choice most similar to the prediction is

selected as the solution. An example of the underlying discrete algebra and its correspon-

dence is also shown on the right.

Overview As shown in Fig. 5.1, the ALANS learner decomposes the process into per-

ception and reasoning: the neural visual perception frontend is adopted from Zhang et

al . [ZJZ21] and extracts the belief states from each of the sixteen panels, whereas the al-

gebraic abstract reasoning backend views an instance as an example in an abstract algebra

structure, transforms belief states into algebraic representation by the representation theory,

induces the hidden operators, and executes the operators to predict the representation of

the answer. Therefore, in Eq. (5.1), the operator distribution is modeled by the fitness of an

operator and the answer distribution by the distance between the predicted representation

and that of a candidate.
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5.3.1 Neural Visual Perception

We follow the design in Zhang et al . [ZJZ21] and decompose visual perception into an object

CNN and a belief state inference engine. Specifically, for each panel, we use a sliding window

to traverse the spatial domain of the image and feed each image region into an object CNN.

The CNN has four branches, producing for each region its object attribute distributions,

including objectiveness (if the region contains an object), type, size, and color. The belief

inference engine summarizes the panel attribute distributions (over position, number, type,

size, and color) by marginalizing out all object attribute distributions (over objectiveness,

type, size, and color). As an example, the distribution of the panel attribute of Number can

be computed as such: for N image regions and their predicted objectiveness

P pNumber “ kq “
ÿ

RoPt0,1uN
ř

j R
o
j“k

N
ź

j“1

P proj “ Ro
jq, (5.2)

where P proj q denotes the jth region’s estimated objectiveness distribution, and Ro is a binary

sequence of length N that sums to k. All panel attribute distributions compose the belief

state of a panel. In the following, we denote the belief state as b and the distribution of an

attribute a as P pbaq. For more details, please refer to Zhang et al . [ZJZ21].

5.3.2 Algebraic Abstract Reasoning

Given the belief states of both context and choice panels, the algebraic abstract reasoning

backend concerns the induction of hidden operators and the prediction of answer representa-

tion for each attribute. The fitness of induced operators is used for estimating the operator

distribution and the difference between the prediction and the choice panel for estimating

the answer distribution.

Algebraic Underpinning Without loss of generality, here we assume row-wise operators.

For each attribute, under perfect perception, the first two rows in an RPM instance provide
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Figure 5.2: Isomorphism between the abstract algebra and the matrix-based rep-

resentation. In this view, operator induction is now reduced to solving for a matrix.

snapshots into an example of group [HO37] constrained to an integer-indexed set, a simple

algebra structure that is closed under a binary operator. To see this, note that an accurate

perception module would see each panel attribute as a deterministic set element. Therefore,

RPM instances with unary operators, such as progression, are group examples with special

binary operators where one operand is constant. Instances with binary operators, such as

arithmetics, directly follow the group properties. Those with ternary operators are ones

defined on a three-tuple set from rows.

Algebraic Representation A systematic algebraic view allows us to felicitously recruit

ideas in the representation theory [Hum12] to glean the hidden properties in the abstract

structures: it makes abstract algebra amenable by reducing it onto linear algebra. Follow-

ing the same spirit, we propose to lift both the set elements and the hidden operators to a

learnable matrix space. To encode the set element, we employ the Peano Axiom [Pea89]. Ac-

cording to the Peano Axiom, an integer-indexed set can be constructed by (1) a zero element

(0), (2) a successor function (Sp¨q), and (3) the principle of mathematical induction, such

that the kth element is encoded as Skp0q. Specifically, we instantiate the zero element as a

learnable matrix M0 and the successor function as the matrix-matrix product parameterized

by M . In an attribute-specific manner, the representation of an attribute taking the kth
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value is pMaqkMa
0 . For operators, we consider them to live in a learnable matrix group of

a corresponding dimension, such that the action of an operator on a set can be represented

as matrix multiplication. Such algebraic representation establishes an isomorphism between

the matrix space and the abstract algebraic structure: abstract elements on the algebraic

structure have a bijective mapping to/from the matrix space, and inducing the abstract rela-

tion can be reduced to solving for a matrix operator. See Fig. 5.2 for a graphical illustration

of the isomorphism.

Operator Induction Operator induction concerns about finding a concrete operator in

the abstract algebraic structure. By the property of closure, we formulate it as an inner-

level regularized linear regression problem: a binary operator T a
b for attribute a in a group

minimizes ℓab pT q defined as

ℓab pT q “
ÿ

i

E
“

}Mpbao,iqT Mpbao,i`1q ´ Mpbao,i`2q}
2
F

‰

` λa
b}T }

2
F , (5.3)

where under visual uncertainty, we take the expectation w.r.t. the distributions in the belief

states of context panels P pbao,iq in the first two rows, and denote its algebraic representation

as Mpbao,iq. For unary operators, one operand can be treated as constant and absorbed

into T . Note that Eq. (5.3) admits a closed-form solution. Therefore, the operator can

be learned and adapted for different instances of binary relations and concluded on the fly.

Such a design also simplifies the recent neuro-symbolic approaches, where every single symbol

operator needs to be hand-defined [HMG19, MGK19, YGL20, YWG18]. Instead, we only

specify an inner-level optimization framework and allow symbolic operators to be quickly

induced based on the neural observations, while keeping the semantic interpretability in the

neuro-symbolic methods. Therefore, we term such a design semi-symbolic.

The operator probability in Eq. (5.1) is then modeled by each operator type’s fitness,

e.g ., for binary,

P pT a
“ T a

b | tIo,iu
8
i“1q 9 expp´ℓab pT a

b qq. (5.4)
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Operator Execution To predict the algebraic representation of the answer, we solve

another inner-level optimization similar to Eq. (5.3), but now treating the representation of

the answer as a variable:

yMa
b “ argmin

M
ℓab pMq “ Er}Mpbao,7qT a

b Mpbao,8q ´ M}
2
F s, (5.5)

where the expectation is taken w.r.t. context panels in the last row. The optimization also

admits a closed-form solution, which corresponds to the execution of the induced operator

in Eq. (5.3).

The predicted representation is decoded probabilistically as the predicted belief state of

the solution,

P p pba “ k | T a
q 9 expp´}yMa ´ pMa

q
kMa

0 }
2
F q. (5.6)

Answer Selection Based on Eqs. (5.1) and (5.4), estimating the answer distribution is

now boiled down to estimating the conditional answer distributions for each attribute. Here,

we propose to model it based on the JSD of the predicted belief state and that of a choice,

P pya “ n | T a, tIo,iu
8
i“1, tIc,iu

8
i“1q 9 expp´danq, (5.7)

where we define dan as

dan “ DJSDpP p pba | T a
q}P pbac,nqqq. (5.8)

Discussion Comparing with the possible problem-solving process by humans [CJS90], we

argue that the proposed algebraic abstract reasoning module offers a computational and in-

terpretable counterpart to human-like reasoning in RPM. Specifically, the induction compo-

nent resembles fluid intelligence, where one quickly induces the hidden operator by observing

the context panels. The execution component synthesizes an image by executing the induced

operator, and the choice most similar to the image is selected as the answer.

We also note that by decoding the predicted representation in Eq. (5.6), a solution can

be generated : by sequentially selecting the most probable operator and the most probable
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attribute value, a rendering engine can directly render the solution. The reasoning backend

also enables end-to-end training: by integrating the belief states from neural perception, the

module conducts both induction and execution in a soft manner, such that the gradients can

be back-propagated and both the visual frontend and the reasoning backend jointly trained.

5.3.3 Training Strategy

We train the entire ALANS learner by minimizing the cross-entropy loss between the es-

timated answer distribution and the ground-truth selection and an auxiliary loss [SHB18,

WJL20, ZGJ19, ZJZ21] that shapes the operator distribution from the reasoning engine,

i.e.,

min
θ,tMa

0 u,tMau
ℓpP py | tIo,iu

8
i“1, tIc,iu

8
i“1q, y‹q `

ÿ

a

λaℓpP pT a
| tIo,iu

8
i“1q, y

a
‹q, (5.9)

where ℓp¨q denotes the cross-entropy loss, y‹ the correct choice in candidates, and ya‹ the

ground-truth operator selection for attribute a. The first part of the loss encourages the

model to select the right choice for evaluation, while the second part motivates meaningful

internal representation to emerge. Compared to Zhang et al . [ZJZ21], the system requires

joint operation from not only a trained perception module θ, but also the algebraic encodings

from the zero elements tMa
0 u and the successor functions tMau, and correspondingly, induced

operators T . We notice the three-stage curriculum in Zhang et al . [ZJZ21] is crucial for

such a neuro-semi-symbolic system. In particular, we use λa to balance the trade-off in

the curriculum: in the first stage, we only train parameters regarding objectiveness; in the

second stage, we freeze objectiveness parameters and cyclically train parameters involving

type, size, and color; in the last stage, we fine-tune all parameters.

5.4 Experiments

A cognitive architecture with systematic generalization is believed to demonstrate the fol-

lowing three principles [FP88, Mar01, Mar20]: (1) systematicity, (2) productivity, and (3)
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localism. Systematicity requires an architecture to be able to entertain “semantically re-

lated” contents after understanding a given thought. Productivity states the awareness of a

constituent implies that of a recursive application of the constituent; vice versa for localism.

To verify the effectiveness of an algebraic treatment in systematic generalization, we

showcase the superiority of the proposed ALANS learner on the three principles in the

abstract spatial-temporal reasoning task of RPM. Specifically, we use the generation methods

proposed in Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] and Hu et al . [HML20] to generate RPM problems and

carefully split training and testing to construct the three regimes. The former generates

candidates by perturbing only one attribute of the correct answer while the later modifies

attribute values in a hierarchical manner to avoid shortcut solutions by pure statistics. Both

methods categorize relations in RPM into three types, according to Carpenter et al . [CJS90]:

unary (Constant and Progression), binary (Arithmetic), and ternary (Distribution of Three),

each of which comes with several instances. Grounding the principles into learning abstract

relations in RPM, we fix the configuration to be 3 ˆ 3Grid and generate the following data

splits for evaluation:

‚ Systematicity: the training set contains only a subset of instances for each type of

relation, while the test set all other relation instances.

‚ Productivity: as the binary relation results from a recursive application of the unary

relation, the training set contains only unary relations, whereas the test set only binary

relations.

‚ Localism: the training and testing sets in the productivity split are swapped to study

localism.

We follow Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] to generate 10, 000 instances for each split and assign 6

folds for training, 2 folds for validation, and 2 folds for testing.
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5.4.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate the systematic generalizability of the proposed ALANS learner on the above

three splits, and compare the ALANS learner with other baselines, including ResNet [HZR16],

ResNet+DRT [ZGJ19], WReN [SHB18], CoPINet [ZJG19], MXGNet [WJL20], LEN [ZZW19],

HriNet [HML20], and SCL [WDG20]. We use either official or public implementations that

reproduce the original results. All models are implemented in PyTorch [PGC17] and opti-

mized using ADAM [KB14] on an Nvidia Titan Xp GPU. We validate trained models on

validation sets and report performance on test sets.

5.4.2 Systematic Generalization

Tab. 5.1 shows the performance of various models on systematic generalization, i.e., sys-

tematicity, productivity, and localism. Compared to results reported in existing works men-

tioned above, all pure connectionist models experience a devastating performance drop when

it comes to the critical cognitive requirements on systematic generalization, indicating that

pure connectionist models fail to perform abstraction, algebraization, induction, or general-

ization needed in solving the abstract reasoning task; instead, they seem to only take a short-

cut to bypass them. In particular, MXGNet’s [WJL20] superiority is diminishing in system-

atic generalization. In spite of learning with structural annotations, ResNet+DRT [ZGJ19]

does not fare better than its base model. The recently proposed HriNet [HML20] slightly

improves on ResNet [HZR16] in this aspect, with LEN [ZZW19] being only marginally bet-

ter. WReN [SHB18], on the other hand, shows oscillating performance across three regimes.

Evaluated under systematic generation, SCL [WDG20] and CoPINet [ZJG19] also far devi-

ate from “superior performance.” These observations suggest that pure connectionist models

highly likely learn from variation in visual appearance rather than the algebra underlying

the problem.

Embedded in a neural-semi-symbolic framework, the proposed ALANS learner improves
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Method MXGNet ResNet+DRT ResNet HriNet LEN WReN SCL CoPINet ALANS ALANS-Ind ALANS-V

Systematicity 20.95% 33.00% 27.35% 28.05% 40.15% 35.20% 37.35% 59.30% 78.45% 52.70% 93.85%

Productivity 30.40% 27.95% 27.05% 31.45% 42.30% 56.95% 51.10% 60.00% 79.95% 36.45% 90.20%

Localism 28.80% 24.90% 23.05% 29.70% 39.65% 38.70% 47.75% 60.10% 80.50% 59.80% 95.30%

Average 26.72% 28.62% 25.82% 29.73% 40.70% 43.62% 45.40% 59.80% 79.63% 48.65% 93.12%

Systematicity 13.35% 13.50% 14.20% 21.00% 17.40% 15.00% 24.90% 18.35% 64.80% 52.80% 84.85%

Productivity 14.10% 16.10% 20.70% 20.35% 19.70% 17.95% 22.20% 29.10% 65.55% 32.10% 86.55%

Localism 15.80% 13.85% 17.45% 24.60% 20.15% 19.70% 29.95% 31.85% 65.90% 50.70% 90.95%

Average 14.42% 14.48% 17.45% 21.98% 19.08% 17.55% 25.68% 26.43% 65.42% 45.20% 87.45%

Table 5.1: Model performance on different aspects of systematic generalization.

The performance is measured by accuracy on the test sets. Results on datasets generated

by Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] (upper) and by Hu et al . [HML20] (lower).

on systematic generalization by a large margin. With an algebra-aware design, the model

is considerably stable across different principles of systematic generalization. The algebraic

representation learned in relations of either a constituent or a recursive composition nat-

urally supports productivity and localism, while semi-symbolic inner optimization further

allows various instances of an operator type to be induced from the algebraic representa-

tion and boosts systematicity. The importance of the algebraic representation is made more

significant in the ablation study: ALANS-Ind, with algebraic representation replaced by

independent encodings and the algebraic isomorphism broken, shows inferior performance.

We also examine the performance of the learner with perfect visual annotations (denoted as

ALANS-V) to see how the proposed algebraic reasoning module works: the gap despite of

accurate perception indicates space for improvement for the inductive reasoning part of the

model. In the next section, we further show that the neuro-semi-symbolic decomposition

in ALANS’s design enables diagnostic tests into its jointly learned perception module and

reasoning module. This design is in stark contrast to black-box models.
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5.4.3 Analysis into Perception and Reasoning

The neural-semi-symbolic design affords analyses into both perception and reasoning. To

evaluate the neural perception and the algebraic reasoning modules, we extract region-based

object attribute annotations from the datasets [HML20, ZGJ19] and categorize all relations

into three types, i.e., unary, binary, and ternary.

Tab. 5.2 shows the perception module’s performance on the test sets in the three regimes

of systematic generalization. We note that in order for the ALANS learner to achieve the

desired results shown in Tab. 5.1, ALANS learns to construct the concept of objectiveness

perfectly. The model also shows fairly accurate prediction on the attributes of type and size.

However, on the texture-related concept of color, ALANS fails to develop a reliable notion on

it. Despite that, the general prediction accuracy of the perception module is still surprising,

considering that the perception module is jointly learned with ground-truth annotations on

answer selections. The relatively lower accuracy on color could be attributed to its larger

space compared to other attributes.

Object Attribute Objectiveness Type Size Color

Systematicity 100.00% 99.95% 94.65% 71.35%

Productivity 100.00% 99.97% 98.04% 77.61%

Localism 100.00% 95.65% 98.56% 80.05%

Average 100.00% 98.52% 97.08% 76.34%

Object Attribute Objectiveness Type Size Color

Systematicity 100.00% 96.34% 92.36% 63.98%

Productivity 100.00% 94.28% 97.00% 69.89%

Localism 100.00% 95.80% 98.36% 60.35%

Average 100.00% 95.47% 95.91% 64.74%

Table 5.2: Perception accuracy of the proposed ALANS learner, measured by

whether the module can correctly predict an attribute’s value. Results on datasets

generated by Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] (left) and by Hu et al . [HML20] (right).

Tab. 5.3 lists the reasoning module’s performance during testing for the three aspects.

Note that on position, the unary operator (shifting) and binary operator (set arithmetics)

do not systematically imply each other. Hence, we do not count them as probes into pro-

ductivity and localism. In general, we notice that the better the perception accuracy on one

attribute, the better the performance on reasoning. However, we also note that despite the
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relatively accurate perception of objectiveness, type, and size, near perfect reasoning is never

guaranteed. This deficiency is due to the perception uncertainty handled by expectation in

Eq. (5.3): in spite of correctness when we take argmax, marginalizing by expectation will

unavoidably introduce noise into the reasoning process. Therefore, an ideal reasoning module

requires the perception frontend to be not only correct but also certain. Computationally, one

can sample from the perception module and optimize Eq. (5.9) using REINFORCE [Wil92].

However, the credit assignment problem and variance in gradient estimation will further

complicate training.

Relation on Position Number Type Size Color

Systematicity 72.04% 82.14% 81.50% 80.80% 40.40%

Productivity - 98.75% 89.50% 72.10% 33.95%

Localism - 74.70% 44.25% 56.40% 54.20%

Average 72.04% 85.20% 71.75% 69.77% 42.85%

Relation on Position Number Type Size Color

Systematicity 69.96% 80.34% 83.50% 80.85% 28.85%

Productivity - 99.10% 87.95% 68.50% 23.10%

Localism - 70.55% 36.65% 42.30% 33.20%

Average 69.96% 83.33% 69.37% 63.88% 28.38%

Table 5.3: Reasoning accuracy of the proposed ALANS learner, measured by

whether the module can correctly predict the type of a relation on an attribute.

Results on datasets generated by Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] (left) and by Hu et al . [HML20]

(right).

5.4.4 In-Distribution Performance

To further evaluate how models perform under the regular I.I.D. setup, we train the models

on the original datasets generated by Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] and Hu et al . [HML20] and

measure the model accuracy in the test splits. We compare ALANS with published baselines

in Tab. 5.1.

Tab. 5.4 (left) shows the results on the RAVEN dataset [ZGJ19]. With the jointly trained

vision component, the ALANS learner does not fare better than the best connectionist ap-

proaches, making it on par with SCL only. As the dataset is known to have shortcut solutions,

neural approaches like MXGNet and CoPINet could potentially find it easier to solve and
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Method Acc Center 2x2Grid 3x3Grid L-R U-D O-IC O-IG

WReN 34.0%{21.5% 58.4%{24.0% 38.9%{25.0% 37.7%{20.1% 21.6%{19.7% 19.8%{19.9% 38.9%{21.3% 22.6%{20.6%

ResNet 53.4%{18.4% 52.8%{22.6% 41.9%{15.5% 44.3%{18.1% 58.8%{19.0% 60.2%{19.6% 63.2%{17.5% 53.1%{16.6%

ResNet+DRT 59.6%{20.7% 58.1%{24.2% 46.5%{18.2% 50.4%{19.8% 65.8%{22.0% 67.1%{22.1% 69.1%{21.0% 60.1%{18.1%

LEN 71.6%{32.8% 79.1%{44.8% 56.1%{27.9% 60.3%{23.9% 80.5%{34.1% 76.4%{34.4% 79.3%{35.8% 69.9%{28.5%

HriNet 45.1%{60.8% 66.1%{78.2% 40.7%{50.1% 38.0%{42.4% 44.9%{70.1% 43.2%{70.3% 47.2%{68.2% 35.8%{46.3%

MXGNet 84.0%{33.1% 94.3%{40.7% 60.5%{27.9% 64.9%{24.7% 96.6%{35.8% 96.4%{34.5% 94.1%{36.4% 81.3%{31.6%

CoPINet 91.4%{46.1% 95.1%{54.4% 77.5%{36.8% 78.9%{31.9% 99.1%{51.9% 99.7%{52.5% 98.5%{52.2% 91.4%{42.8%

ALANS 74.4%{78.5% 69.1%{72.3% 80.2%{79.5% 75.0%{72.9% 72.2%{79.2% 73.3%{79.6% 76.3%{85.9% 74.9%{79.9%

SCL 74.2%{80.5% 82.8%{84.6% 70.4%{79.4% 64.1%{69.9% 77.6%{82.7% 78.4%{82.6% 84.2%{87.3% 62.2%{77.2%

ALANS-V 94.4%{93.5% 98.4%{98.9% 91.5%{85.0% 87.0%{83.2% 97.3%{90.9% 96.4%{98.1% 97.3%{99.1% 93.2%{89.5%

Table 5.4: Model performance on RAVEN [ZGJ19] (left) and I-RAVEN [HML20]

(right) under the regular I.I.D. evaluation, measured by accuracy on the test

sets.

hence achieve much superior results in this setup. However, ALANS-V, the variant with

a perfect perception component reaches a level of much robustness and accuracy, attain-

ing the best results in grid-like layouts, empirically believed to be the hardest in human

evaluation [ZGJ19].

Tab. 5.4 (right) shows the results on the I-RAVEN dataset [HML20]. Apart from ALANS-

V’s realizing the best performance across all models, we also notice the consistency of perfor-

mance of the proposed method across datasets, with or without the shortcut issues. All other

methods show drastically varying performance, particularly for CoPINet and MXGNet, ar-

guably because of the choice generation strategy that effectively prunes easy solution paths

via statistics.

In summary, by analyzing the results from Tabs. 5.1 and 5.4 together, we notice that

ALANS not only attains reasonable performance on the I.I.D. setup but also generalizes

systematically.
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Figure 5.3: Examples of RPM instances with the missing entries filled by solutions

directly generated by the ALANS learner. Ground-truth relations are also listed. Note

the generated results do not look exactly the same as the correct candidate choices due to

random rotations during rendering, but they are semantically correct.

5.4.5 Generative Potential

Compared to existing discriminative-only RPM-solving methods, the proposed ALANS learner

is unique in its generative potential. As mentioned above, the final panel attribute can be

decoded by sequentially selecting the most probable hidden operator and the attribute value.

A solution can be generated when equipped with a rendering engine. In Fig. 5.3, we use the

rendering program from Zhang et al . [ZGJ19] to showcase the generative potential in the

ALANS learner.

5.5 Conclusion and Limitation

In this work, we propose the ALgebra-Aware Neuro-Semi-Symbolic (ALANS) learner, echo-

ing a normative theory in the connectionist-classicist debate that an algebraic treatment in

a cognitive architecture should improve a model’s systematic generalization ability. In par-

ticular, the ALANS learner employs a neural-semi-symbolic architecture, where the neural

visual perception module is responsible for summarizing visual information and the algebraic

abstract reasoning module transforms it into algebraic representation with isomorphism es-

tablished by the Peano Axiom and the representation theory, conducts operator induction,
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and executes it to arrive at an answer. In three RPM domains reflective of systematic gener-

alization, the proposed ALANS learner shows superior performance compared to other pure

connectionist baselines.

The proposed ALANS learner also bears some limitations. For one thing, we make the

assumption in our formulation that relations on different attributes are independent and

can be factorized. This assumption is not universally correct and could potentially lead to

failure in more complex reasoning scenarios when attributes are correlated. For another,

we assume a fixed and known space for each attribute in the perception module, while in

the real world the space for one attribute could be dynamically changing. In addition, the

reasoning module is sensitive to perception uncertainty as has already been discussed in the

experimental results. Besides, the gap between perfection and the status quo in reasoning

remains to be filled. In this work, we only show how the hidden operator can be induced

with regularized linear regression via the representation theory. However, more elaborate

differentiable optimization problems can certainly be incorporated for other problems.

With the limitation in mind, we hope that this preliminary study could inspire more

research on incorporating algebraic structures into current connectionist models and help

address challenging modeling problems [XJZ22, ZJE21, ZZZ20, ZGF20].
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

In this dissertation, we detail the series of exploration we made to equip machines with

the ability of few-shot concept induction. In particular, we start from the introduction

of a comprehensive evaluation benchmark, to data-driven contrastive learning, and finally

landing in neuro-symbolic and neuro-semi-symbolic methods.

In the exploration, we note that despite of learning contrastively, data-driven methods

still tend to capture the statistical correlation in the dataset rather than mastering how to

perform efficient few-shot concept induction. While providing data that covers the entire

space could be a straightforward solution, its sheer volume and labeling cost are nothing to

be neglected. Besides, we can’t expect a model learned in this way to generalize as humans.

Neuro-symbolic and neuro-semi-symbolic methods point out potential benefits of such

learning frameworks for few-shot concept induction. By disentangling perception and rea-

soning, these frameworks can seamlessly integrate classic reasoning methods like planning

and optimization in the process of few-shot concept induction. However, we also note that

these systems require more comprehensive scene understanding and structured modeling of

the problem. Fortunately, the former can be partially achieved by recent parsing methods.

Yet, finding a uniform space for relational modeling is non-trivial.

Despite of the challenges, we hope that this preliminary study shows the superiority of

coupling structured methods with recent data-driven learning and could inspire more re-

search in leveraging classic reasoning methods, like planning, inverse planning, optimization,

recursive representation, to address challenging problems facing the entire community.
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